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HOURS
Customer Service Representatives are on hand to assist 
you seven days a week at the following times:

Mon - Fri: 6:00am - 7:00pm Pacific Time
Sat: 7:00am - 5:00pm
Sun: 9:00am - 3:00pm

CONTACT US
BY PHONE:  800-635-5202
(208) 882-6704 if outside the U.S.
Fax us toll-free: 1-877-567-7329
(208) 883-4787 if outside the U.S.

BY EMAIL:  service@nrsweb.com

ONLINE:  www.nrsweb.com

FIND A DEALER: Call 800-635-5202 or visit 
nrsweb.com/dealerlocator to find your local dealer.

COVER: Jody, Hayden and Alec Voorhees on the 
Payette River, ID.
© (2009) Michael DeYoung

Additional shipping 
charges apply

Shipping restrictions 
apply

Video available online: 
nrsweb.com

Ashley, NRS Marketing, hiking to 

the beach to catch some waves. 

© David Blue/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Long-sleeve Guide Shirt, 

NRS Pacific Capris, 

NRS Expedition Dri Duffel
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Ready for an action 
packed day on the water.
Classic style coupled with fast-drying 
polyester microfiber and a spandex-

backed drawstring closure. A pocket on 
the back right fills the need of where to 

put your lip balm. 8.5” inseam.

NRS Women’s Sierra Board 
Shorts

Color: blue, tan, brown
Size: 4-16 even

#25381 /  $39.95

Comfort, style and UV protection.
Our UPF 45 MicroLite™ fabric in the body of the 
shirt wicks away moisture and dries quickly to 
keep you comfortable in the hottest weather. 
We’ve added UPF 50+ HydroSilk™ panels 
to the top for extra sun shielding where you 
need it the most. The flip-up collar protects 
your neck.

NRS Women’s Guide Shirts 
Color: blue, green
Size: XS-XL
Short-Sleeve  #25423 /  $39.95
Long-Sleeve  #25424 /  $44.95

The perfect all-day 
boardshort.

Quick-drying, soft and supple suede-
finished polyester microfiber fabric for 
all-day comfort. Hook-and-loop and 
spandex-backed drawstring closure. 
Small zippered hip pocket holds the 

essentials. 6” inseam.

NRS Women’s Kern Shorts
Color: brown, tan
Size: 4-16 even
#2521 /  $39.95

Excels in fit, fashion and 
function. 

Durable, fast drying nylon microfiber won’t 
hinder your movements. Hook-and-loop and 

drawstring waist closure, one small front 
seam pocket and one back pocket. 18.5” 

inseam.

NRS Women’s Pacific Capris
Color: tan

Size: 4-16 even
#2520 /  $39.95

Beat the heat in ultra-lightweight 
MicroLite™ shirts.
Soft against the skin, our 5-oz. nylon/spandex blend 
MicroLite fabric wicks moisture away from your body 
and dries quickly. With a UPF 45 rating, these shirts 
will protect you from the sun’s harmful rays. 

NRS Women’s MicroLite Diva
Color: green, blue
Size: XS-XXL
#2633 /  $24.95
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NRS Bruneau Shorts
These classically-styled board shorts are built with a 
quick-drying nylon material, a microfiber waist and a 

spandex backed drawstring closure. Includes a roomy 
side-pocket to store your essentials. 10” inseam.

Color: blue, tan/brown
Size: 30-38, 33

#25401 /  $39.95

Beat the heat in these ultra 
lightweight MicroLite™ shirts.

Soft against the skin, our 5-oz. nylon/spandex blend 
MicroLite fabric wicks moisture away from your body 
and dries quickly. With a UPF 45 rating, these shirts 

will protect you from the sun’s harmful rays.

NRS Men’s Foundation Tees 
Color:  blue/gray, red/gray

Size: S-XXL
Short-Sleeve  #2631 /  $24.95
Long-Sleeve  #2632 /  $29.95

Jud Keiser, Team NRS, stashing 

a few last-minute items. 

©Kurt Perkins/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Foundation Tee, 

NRS San Juan Shorts, 

NRS Clearwater PFD



T-shirt comfort, plus total 
sun protection.

The versatility of the NRS Crossover Tee Shirt is 
unmatched. It’s a great base layer and an extremely 
comfortable shirt that wicks moisture and blocks UV 

rays. UPF 45 MicroLite™ fabric in the body of the shirt 
wicks away the moisture and dries quickly. UPF 50+ 

HydroSilk™ on the shoulders gives extra sun shielding.

NRS Crossover Tee 
Color: blue, red/gray, gray, brown/green

Size: S-XXL
#2630 /  $29.95

5800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

NRS Owyhee Shorts
A must have for warm summer days.  Patterned for a 

looser fit, with an 11”  inseam. Constructed from quick-
drying nylon microfiber fabric with a spandex backed 
drawstring closure.  The two pockets will hold your 

essentials for a day on the water.
Color: gray, green

Size: 30-38, 33
#25412 /  $39.95

Comfort, style and protection from the 
sun’s harmful rays.

Our UPF 45 MicroLite™ fabric in the body of the shirt wicks 
away moisture and dries quickly to keep you comfortable in the 
hottest weather. We’ve added UPF 50+ HydroSilk™ panels to 
the top for extra sun shielding where you need it the most. The 

The collar adds even greater protection.

Built to be active, made to get wet.
Nylon Supplex material wears hard and dries fast. We’ve posi-
tioned the two snap-closure slash pockets a bit forward on the 
hips to stay away from oar handles. Mesh bottom on the lower 
cargo pocket drains away the wet. Elastic waist with adjustable 

webbing belt. Inner mesh brief and 9” inseam. 
Play hard, laugh often.

NRS Gunnison Short 
Color: gray, blue

Size: XS-3XL

#25371 /  $39.95

NRS Short-Sleeve 
Guide Shirt 

Color: blue, sage/gray
Size: S-XXL

#25421 /  $39.95

NRS Long-Sleeve 
Guide Shirt 

Color: blue, sage/gray
Size: S-XXL

#25422 /  $44.95



Perfect for layering and sun protection.

Our 8-oz. nylon/spandex blend is cool and soft against 
your skin. UPF 50+ protects you from the sun’s harm-

ful rays making this an ideal solo layer in the sum-
mer. HydroSilk works great as a base layer in cooler 
temperatures, wicking moisture away from your skin 

and drying quickly.

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 6

NRS Kids’ 
Short-Sleeve

Color: white/blue,         
red/orange, pink

Size: M-XXL
#2604 /  $24.95

NRS Kids’ 
Long-Sleeve

Color: red/orange,      
blue/white, pink

Size: M-XXL
#2605 /  $29.95

Addie wading into the cold 

waters of Wallowa Lake, OR. 

©Mike Hood/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Short-Sleeve HydroSilk 

Shirt, NRS Crew PFD.
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NRS Men’s Long-Sleeve
Color: blue, red/gray, gray/orange

Size: S-XXL
#26011 /  $44.95

NRS Men’s Short-Sleeve 
Color: blue, gray/orange, gray/red

Size: S-XXL
#2600 /  $39.95

NRS HydroSilk Pant
Color: black
Size: S-XXL

#2549 /  $44.95

NRS Women’s Long-Sleeve
Color: blue/white, purple, teal/blue, pink, green

Size: XS-XL
#26031 /  $44.95

NRS Women’s Short-Sleeve
Color: white/blue, green, pink, blue/teal

Size: XS-XL
#2602 /  $39.95



Complete your thermal layering 
system with WaveLite.

Mid-weight, comfortable 7-oz. polyester/spandex blend 
stays extremely warm while stretching to accom-

modate your movements. Dries quickly so it’s ready 
for the next day’s adventure. The 9-oz. WaveLite XT 

provides the ultimate thermal protection. Additional loft 
traps more body heat and is ideal for frigid conditions 

or the cold-prone paddler.

NRS Men’s
WaveLite Shirt

Color: black
Size: S-XXL

#25513 /  $49.95

NRS Men’s 
WaveLite Pants

Color: black
Size: S-XXL

#25503 /  $49.95

NRS Women’s
WaveLite Shirt

Color: black
Size: XS-XL

#25512 /  $49.95

NRS Women’s 
WaveLite Pants

Color: black
Size: XS-XL

#25504 /  $49.95

NRS Women’s
WaveLite XT Shirt

Color: black
Size: XS-XL

#2556 /  $59.95

NRS Men’s
WaveLite XT Shirt

Color: black
Size: S-XXL

#25531 /  $59.95

Our full selection 
of base layers can 

be found at

nrsweb.com/
layering

WAVELITE

WAVELITE XT

NRS Men’s 
WaveLite XT Pants

Color: black
Size: S-XXL

#25541 /  $59.95

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 8

Ashley, NRS Marketing, dressing 

for the cold Pacific Ocean, OR. 

©David Blue/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Wavelite XT Shirt, 

NRS Wavelite Pants, 

NRS Flux Drytop, NRS 

Quick-Change Duffle
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I/O Bio Contact Tops
Can’t be beat for year round comfort and perfor-
mance. Keeps you warm when it’s cool and cool 

when it’s warm. Next-to-skin fit is great for layering 
too. It’s got you covered, whether you’re boating, ski-

ing or throwing snowballs. Women’s features zippered 
neck for ventilation and sleeve loops.

Ibex Skimmer 
Skull Cap

Form-fit for wearing 
under your helmet or 
hood. Double layered 
165 g/m2 material of 

the softest Merino wool. 
Comfortable, functional, 

featherweight style.
Color: blue, black 

Size: universal
#2690 /  $30.00

I/O Bio Contact 
Tights

The ultimate long 
underwear base layer. 

Soft against the skin and 
doesn’t hold body odor. 
Wear ‘em under dry or 

splash wear and during all 
other outdoor activities. 

Naturally stretchy, moves 
when you do. Men’s has 

double panel fly.

Men’s Contact 
Long-Sleeve Crew

Color: black 
Size: M-XL

#7601 /  $64.95

Women’s Contact 
Long-Sleeve Top

Color: black
Size: S-XL

#7604 /  $69.95

Women’s Contact 
Tights

Color: black
Size: S-XL

#7605 /  $59.95

Men’s Contact 
Tights

Color: black
Size: M-XL

#7602 /  $59.95

I/O Bio Merino – Inside or 
Outside. You Decide

Yarn is the most critical element in building 
great wool garments with next-to-skin comfort, 
long lasting wear and superior washability. I/O 
Bio is the only Merino brand to quality control 

the entire process from raw fiber to the finished 
garment. Superior thermal control, renewable 

fiber, natural odor control, easy to care for, styl-
ish to look at. It’s I/O Bio Merino.

Ibex Meru Hat
Weighs about an ounce 

yet is the warmest of 
the warm! Four panels 
of 350-g/m2 material. 

Merino wool with a touch 
of nylon and lycra.

Color: black, brown, gray 
Size: universal
#2691 /  $25.00

Keli, NRS E-Commerce Manager, 

paddling in the Strait of Juan de 

Fuca, WA. 

©David Blue/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Guru PFD, 

NRS Extreme Drysuit, 

NRS Rafters Gloves, 

Ibex Meru Hat

I/O Bio Men’s 
Contact 
Euro Tee

The ultimate fitted 
T-shirt. Next-to-skin 

comfort, with long body 
length for performance 
and style. If you haven’t 
tried Merino wool, this is 
a good first garment. I’ll 

make you a believer.
Color: steel, slate

Size: M-XL
#7600 /  $49.95

I/O Bio 
Women’s 

Universal Tee
Ladies, you will love this 
relaxed fit base layer tee! 
Skin caressing softness, 
keeps you warm when 
it’s cool and cool when 

it’s warm. And it controls 
odor naturally. Indoors or 
outside your needs are 

covered.
Color: fuschia, purple 

haze
Size: S-XL

#7606 /  $59.95



One of the best splash jackets 
just got better.

The new 2.5-layer HyproTex™ material is soft, 
supple, waterproof and oh so breathable. Put your 
treasures in the roomy splashproof sleeve pocket. 

Snug up the adjustable neck and wrist closures. Pull 
the waist drawcord tight. Now you’re primely protect-
ed from wind, spray and rain. And... you’ve got money 

left over for some of the other fine things in life. 

Material: 40 X 70-denier HyproTex 2.5

NRS Men’s Endurance Jacket
Color: orange/gray, blue/gray, red/gray

 Size: XS-3XL
#25601 /  $84.95

Women’s Endurance Jacket
Color: dark blue
 Size: XS-XXL

#25611 /  $84.95

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 10

Pam, NRS Customer Service, 

off the Oregon Coast. Cannon 

Beach, OR. 

©David Blue/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Vista PFD, 

NRS Endurance Jacket
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Splash protection

Laugh at the elements, 
you’re shielded 
from them.
Now in ultra breathable, waterproof 
2.5-layer HyproTex™ fabric that’s 
soft, durable and all-day comfort-
able. Double fabric on the knees 
and Cordura® on the seat for 
extended wear protection. Snug up 
the double-pull tab neoprene waist, 
tighten the hook-and-loop ankle 
closures and banish splash, wind and 
rain. You’re golden.
Material: 40 x 70-denier HyproTex 2.5

NRS Endurance Pants
Color: black
Size: XS-XXL
#25873 /  $89.95

Side stretch panels for 
uncompromising comfort.
Stretch panels along the hips mean 
greater freedom of movement. The breath-
able WaveTex fabric is fully seam taped for 
driest comfort. Double-pull tabs snug the 
neoprene waistband. We’ve reinforced the 
seat and knees for wear protection. The 
thigh pocket with a splashproof zipper is 
handy for small valuables. These pants are 
as sweet as a Carolina spring morning.
Material: 40 X 70-denier HyproTex 2.5

NRS Women’s Carolina Pants
Color: black
Size: XS-XXL
#25881 /  $99.95

Keep the sun where it belongs, 
lighting up the beautiful 
outdoors.
The 3” brim shades your nose and ears 
and the mesh side panels ventilate heat 
away from your brain bucket. You can remove the 
chin strap, but why not cinch it up with the barrel-
lock to keep the wind from claiming this great hat. 

NRS Lower Salmon Hat
Color: khaki
Size: S-L
#2480 /  $29.95

When you need a bit of protection from 
wind and water.
Soft and durable 2.5-layer HyproTex™ is super breathable, venting 
excess heat and perspiration. The soft punch-through neoprene 
arm cuffs and adjustable neck keep water at bay with no-constric-
tion comfort. Tighten the drawcord waist and get out on the water.

Material: 40 x 70-denier HyproTex 2.5

NRS Payette Jacket
Color: green/gray, blue
Size: S-XXL
#25831 /  $64.95



When you need 
a bit of shielding from

wind and rain.
Remarkably lightweight, breathable and water-

resistant. Cinches at the wrist, waist and neck to help 
retain body heat. Collar is fleece-lined for comfort. 
Reflective trim and logo for visibility. You’re looking 

good for anything you do outdoors.
Material: 78 x 166-denier nylon Supplex®

NRS Women’s Cascade Jacket
Color: light blue
Size: XS-XXL

#2595 /  $64.95

NRS Men’s Cascade Jacket
Color: blue, yellow

Size: S-XXL
#2594 /  $64.95

Competition cut for excellent mobility.
Made of lightweight, waterproof, and breathable Tropos fabric. Sticky 

neoprene waist and nylon double tunnel secure the waist with drawcord 
closures. Adjustable coated Lycra cuffs and a splash collar keep water out.

Material: 2.5-oz. Nylon Taffeta Tropos

Kokatat Tropos Full Blast Jacket
Color: cobalt
Size: S-XL

#2506 /  $124.00

Splash protection, plus style.
Pacific, Atlantic or any place in between, when you’re looking for protection 
on cooler mornings or rainy days. The YKK waterproof zipper closure on the 

neoprene neck keeps out water without the anaconda squeeze. Waterproof and 
breathable, angled chest pocket, hidden safe key pocket and reflective piping. 

Material: 2.5 ply ripstop nylon

Level 6 Pacific Splash Jacket 
Color: yellow, blue

Size: S-XXL
#7531 /  $100.00

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com to order 12
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Head to hip protection.

Your personal element resistant shelter.
The totally redesigned Sea Tour. Now in supple 2.5 layer, wa-

terproof and highly breathable HyproTex fabric. Splashproof 
zippers galore!  The entry zipper is backed with soft fleece 

all the way up to the chin area. Two large hand pockets, 
two roomy sleeve pockets and pit zips. The billed hood 
has three drawcords for a custom fit and two more snug 
in the waist. Lots of reflective piping makes you visible 
and adjustable urethane wrist cuffs block splash. 
You’re gonna love it!

Material: 40 x 70-denier nylon HyproTex 2.5™

NRS Sea Tour Jacket
Color: green, brown
Size: S-XXL
#25791 /  $194.45

Full featured, in any language
Chilko is the Swahili word for “full featured.” Well, not 

really, but it would be a good one, if it was. Waterproof 
and breathable with a removable snug fitting hood, 
YKK waterproof zipper neck closure, two angular 

chest pockets. And you get a double tunnel and hid-
den safe key pocket. Like we said, Chilko.

Material: 2.5 ply ripstop nylon

Level 6 Chilko Splash Jacket 
Color: yellow, red

Size: S-XXL
#7532 /  $220.00

Your foul weather blocker.
When the weather turns foul, you’ll be happy 
to turn to your Tempest Jacket. Water-
proof, breathable and lots of features to 
keep you and your layers dry. Features 
an adjustable hood with foam bill, latex 
gaskets at the wrists, adjustable punch 
through neoprene collar, inner tunnel 
to mate with a sprayskirt tunnel and 
reflective tape for visibility.
Material: 3.5-oz. nylon Tropos

Kokatat Tempest Jacket
Color: mango
Size: M-XXL
#2504 /  $190.00
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Stand out when you show up on the water.
The reflective piping that outlines the arms and chest puts on an electric light 
show in dim light conditions. Highly breathable, extra durable fabric keeps 
you dry. Fully taped seams, adjustable neck and wrists, sticky neoprene 
shock cord waist. The pocket’s on the sleeve and the proof is in the wearing.
Material: 70 x 320-denier ripstop HyproTex 2.5

Women’s Powerhouse Jacket 
Color: ocean
Size: XS-XXL
#25801 /  $104.95

NRS Men’s Powerhouse Jacket
Color: blue, yellow, gray
Size: XS-XXL
#25811 /  $104.95

Roomy cut for 
layering when 
the temperature 
drops.
Built using tough, 
waterproof and highly 
breathable HyproTex 2.5 
material. Cordura-rein-
forced seat and knees for 
years of durability. These 
pants feature gusseted 
ankle cuffs, a double-pull 
neoprene waistband and 
a convenient splashproof 
thigh pocket.
Material: 70 x 320-denier 
ripstop HyproTex 2.5, 
500-denier Cordura

NRS Black Rock Pants
Color: black
Size: S-XXL
#25852 /  $114.95

Erin in her Powerhouse Jacket 

on the Snake River, Hells 

Canyon stretch, ID. 

©Paco Echevarria/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Women’s Powerhouse 

Jacket, NRS Guru PFD, 

NRS Black Rock Pants, 

NRS Zippered Wetshoe
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A waterproof pant with socks!
After extensive testing, Kokatat’s test paddlers 
give these pants an enthusiastic thumbs-up. 
A wide, secure neoprene waistband mates 
with a double-skirted top to keep water out. 

The gravel guard keeps sand and debris out of 
your footwear, helping to protect the Tropos T3 
socks from damage. You can feel secure even 

if you take a swim.
Material: 3.5-oz. Nylon Taslan 3-layer T3 Tropos

Kokatat T3 Tempest Pants
Color: gray
Size: S-XXL

#2505 /  $159.00

Seth Stoenner at the PBR River 

Festival on the South Fork of the 

Payette River, ID.

© Blake Longworth/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Stampede Play Jacket

Built for long sessions at your favorite play spot.
Breathable, waterproof TriTon fabric keeps you dry and comfortable. Soft, stretchy 

GlideSkin neck and arm gaskets on the shorty, GlideSkin neck and latex wrist 
gaskets with neoprene over-cuffs on the long-sleeve version keep water out. The 
double tunnel design with adjustable neoprene waistband helps you find the most 

comfortable fit.

Material: 70 x 75-denier 3-layer TriTon™

NRS Stampede Shorty 
Play Jacket

Color: lime/gray, blue/gray
Size: S-XXL

#25692 /  $149.95

NRS Stampede Play 
Jacket

Color: lime/gray, blue/gray
Size: S-XXL

#25681 /  $189.95

Got questions about our products, need 
help planning for your trip? Give us             
a call, 800-635-5202, or drop a line to: 
service@nrsweb.com. A friendly per-
son will answer or email you back. If one of 
us doesn’t have your answer, someone else 
will. We’re boaters too and the next best 
thing to boating is talking to others about 
boating.



More
Kokatat 
online:

n
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Create your 
own two-piece 

drysuit.
Breathable Tropos 
fabric makes these 

bibs a superb addition 
to any kayaker’s gear 
bag. The SmoothSkin 
neoprene waistband 

grips and folds together 
with the inner-tunnel of 
your drytop to create 
a versatile two-piece 

system. Neoprene cuffs 
keep the ankle gaskets 

fully protected. Zippered 
top-loading cargo pocket 

on chest for storage.
Material: 3.5-oz. nylon 

Taslan Tropos

Kokatat Tropos 
Whirlpool Bibs

Color: gray
Size: S-XL

#2261 /  $189.00

Size: XXL
#2261 XX /  $199.00

Kokatat styling with innovative 
Tropos fabric.

This drytop is made with waterproof, breathable Tro-
pos material. The inner tunnel is made of lightweight 

Tropos material, while the outer skirt incorporates 
a hook-and-loop neoprene closure. Latex wrist and 
neck gaskets are protected with self-draining super-
stretch neoprene cuffs. Zippered chest pocket with 

key lanyard.
Material: 3.5-oz. nylon Taslan Tropos

Tropos Helix Drytop
Color: cobalt, radish

Size: S-XL
#2265 /  $219.00

Size: XXL
#2265 XX /  $234.00

Women’s Tropos 
Helix Drytop
Color: mango

Size: S-L
#2266 /  $219.00

Breathable dry pants with a handy 
storage pocket.

The Swift Dry Pants are made with breathable Tropos 
fabric. A neoprene waistband with adjustable bungee 
drawcord secures the waist, while latex ankle gaskets 
with protective neoprene overcuffs and factory-sealed 

seams seal out water. You also get a self-draining 
thigh pocket, with hook-and-loop closure, and key 

lanyard.

Material: 3.5-oz. nylon Taslan Tropos

Kokatat Tropos Swift Dry Pants
Color: gray
Size: S-XL

#2259 /  $129.00

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 16



Team inspired design, bomb-proof construction.
The ultra-breathable Flux Drytop is built using our durable 210-denier TriTon 

fabric. A punch-through neoprene collar and adjustable, stretchy polyurethane 
cuffs protect the tough latex neck and wrist gaskets. The 3” wide sticky neoprene 

waistband snugs with a double-pull hook-and-loop closure to seal the deal.

Material: 210-denier 3-layer TriTon™

NRS Men’s Flux Drytop
Color: blue/gray, black/gray, red/orange, 

plaid/gray 
Size: S-XXL

#2576 /  $244.95

NRS Women’s Flux Drytop
Color: blue/blue 

Size: XS-XL
#2577 /  $244.95

17800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

Photo courtesy of Kokatat.
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Kokatat’s most popular drytop.
The Rogue features a blend of three GORE-TEX 
laminates: the main panels are Evolution GORE-
TEX, the side panels are constructed of GORE-
TEX XCR fabric, and GORE-TEX Cordura rein-

forces the shoulders, elbows, and forearms. Latex 
gaskets at the neck and wrists have self-draining 
neoprene overcuffs. Double-pull hook-and-loop 
waist adjustment and a GORE-TEX XCR inner 

tunnel seal the waist. Zippered self-draining chest 
pocket for storage.

Material: Evolution GORE-TEX, GORE-TEX XCR, 
GORE-TEX Cordura®

Kokatat Men’s Rogue Drytop
Color: red, mango

Size: M-XL
#2519 /  $410.00

 Size: XXL
#2519 XX /  $455.00

Kokatat Women’s Rogue Drytop
Color: plum
Size: S-L

#2519W /  $410.00

Roomy cut for layering when the 
temperature drops.

Built using tough, waterproof and highly breathable 
HyproTex 2.5 material. Reinforced seat and knees 

for years of durability. Latex ankle gaskets with 
adjustable neoprene over-cuffs and an 8” tall, 3-mm 

neoprene band that seals tight around your torso 
ensure that these are the driest pants on the water. 
The Women’s model adds stretch hip panels for an 

improved fit and a handy thigh pocket.

Material: 70 x 320-denier ripstop HyproTex 2.5, 
500-denier Cordura®

NRS Black Rock 
Dry Pants
Color: black
Size: S-XXL

#25861 /  $139.95

NRS Women’s Athena 
Dry Pants
Color: black
Size: XS-XL

#25862 /  $144.95



Our most breathable drytop ever.
Paddle as hard as you want. The eVent fabric in 
this drytop gives you unparalleled breathability, 
driving out your perspiration as fast as it forms, 
so you stay dry and comfortable. Stretch 
panels across the back provide unrestricted 
mobility and the generous cut leaves room 
for all your layers without folding or extra 
bulk. The inner tunnel and wide double-pull 
waistband seal you to your sprayskirt. Pre-
cision taped seams and durable gaskets. 
So comfy and versatile you’ll wear it even 
when it’s warm!
Material: 50 x 100-denier 3-layer eVent®

NRS Revolution Drytop 
Color: gray/orange, blue/gray
Size: S-XXL
#2584 /  $319.95

19800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

KB at the Reno Whitewater 

Festival, NV.  

©Kurt Perkins/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Revolution Drytop



Achieve true freedom 
of movement.

Constructed with Evolution fabric, the most innova-
tive application of GORE-TEX on the market. This 
high-thread-count fabric is waterproof, breathable 
and durable. The suit features neoprene covers on 
high-grade wrist, neck, and ankle gaskets. Metal-

tooth Optiseal zipper. Cordura-reinforced knees and 
seat. The men’s GFER has a front relief zipper, the 
women’s GFED has a drop seat, and both feature 

GORE-TEX® socks.
Material: 3.2-oz. Evolution nylon, 3-layer GORE-TEX

Men’s GFER Drysuit
Color: mango/cobalt, black/red

 Size: M-XL
#2258 /  $899.00

Size: XXL
#2258 XX /  $955.00

Women’s GFED Drysuit with Drop Seat
Color: mango/cobalt

 Size: S-L
#22571 /  $935.00

Kokatat Tropos 3 Swift Entry
Color: cobalt
Size: S-XL

#22621  /  $481.00

Size: XXL
#22621 XX  /  $509.00

Kokatat Women’s Tropos 3 Swift Entry
Color: cobalt

Size: S-L
#22631  /  $481.00

Improved fabric makes this 
affordable drysuit even more 

attractive.
The Swift Entry is built with waterproof, breath-

able 3-layer fabric. Latex neck gasket for ultimate 
dryness. The latex wrist and ankle gaskets are 

covered with hook-and-loop adjustable neoprene 
overcuffs. Cordura® seat and knee patches for 

extra durability.

Material: 5-oz., 3-layer nylon Tropos

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 20
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The industry’s toughest drysuit.
The NRS Extreme Drysuit features 3-layer TriTon fabric with Cordura® rein-

forcement for superior durability and Teflon® waterproof coating for outstand-
ing watershed capabilities. Heavy-duty YKK waterproof zipper opens up wide 
for easy entry. Includes latex gaskets with adjustable hook-and-loop overcuffs 
and integrated latex drysocks to fully seal out water. The Relief model adds a                           

convenient relief zipper.
Material: 210-denier 3-layer TriTon™, 500-denier Cordura®

NRS Extreme Relief Drysuit
Color: gray/blue, gray/yellow

Size: S-XL
#22511 /  $594.95

Size: XXL
#22511 XX /  $624.95

Grizzly Extreme Relief Drysuit
Color: gray/yellow

Size: G2XL
#22511 G /  $654.95

NRS Extreme Drysuit
Color: gray/blue, gray/yellow

Size: S-XL
#22501 /  $494.95

Size: XXL
#22501 XX /  $524.95

A group scouting Granite Rapid 

on the Colorado River.  

©Brian Chaffin

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Extreme Drysuits, NRS Big 

Water Guide PFDs, NRS Zip-

pered Wetshoe, NRS ATB, NRS 

Attack Wetshoe
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Full-featured, high performance 
kayaker’s drysuit.

Kokatat’s kayaker specific drysuit, with an overskirt to 
seal over your sprayskirt. GORE-TEX fabric through-

out, including the socks. Self-draining neoprene 
overcuffs protect the latex neck and wrist gaskets. 

Optiseal chest zipper for easy entry and you’ll love the 
convenience of the relief zipper. The zippered chest 

pocket is very handy and you get extra durability from 
the Cordura® on the seat and knees.

Material: 3.2-oz. Evolution nylon, 3-layer GORE-TEX®

Kokatat GMER Drysuit
Color: cobalt, mango

Size: M-XL
#2260 /  $999.00

Size: XXL
#2260 XX /  $1,065.00

Small, flexible and convenient.
Take your Whiz Freedom Funnel on your next adven-
ture... while wearing your women’s front relief drysuit 
camping, hiking or using that gas station restroom!

Whiz Freedom Women’s Relief Funnel
#22516 /  $24.95

A kayaker’s dream.
Our highly-breathable, sturdy 210-denier TriTon fabric can stand up to even the 
most gear-abusive paddler. Integrated latex socks keep your feet dry. Adjustable 

overskirt mates with your sprayskirt.  Latex gaskets at the neck and wrists are 
covered by adjustable overcuffs and the relief zipper comes standard. Women’s 

model includes a Whiz Freedom relief funnel.

Material: 210-denier 3-layer TriTon™, 500-denier Cordura®

NRS Inversion Kayak Drysuit
Color: blue, gray/orange

Size: S-XXL
#22514 /  $694.95

Women’s Inversion Kayak Drysuit
Color: gray/ocean

Size: XS-XL
#22515 /  $694.95
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Safety and comfort for any 
adventure on the water.

The Mariner – Our premier drysuit. Made with waterproof 
three-layer eVent® fabric, the most breathable mate-
rial available. This is the drysuit for the kayaker who 

wants, and needs, the best. The removable hood, with its 
fleece-lined chin area, has three barrel-lock adjustments 
for a custom, non-binding fit. Rugged Cordura® on the 
seat and knees reinforces these high-wear areas. High 
quality YKK® entry zipper, latex neck and wrist gaskets 

and latex socks ensure your layers stay dry. 

Low-profile, removable internal suspenders and a web-
bing belt improve the fit. There’s also an extra wide relief 

zipper for convenience and the splashproof zippered 
shoulder and thigh pockets keep essentials accessible. 
And, the extensive reflective tape and piping makes you 
highly visible in low light conditions. Sorry this text is so 

long, but how else can we cover all these great features? 
Material: 50 x 100-denier 3-layer eVent®

NRS Mariner Drysuit
Color: yellow/gray

Size: M-XXL
#2559 /  $949.95

The first all-season drysuit.
The Mission Drysuit is built using waterproof eVent fabric for unmatched 
breathability so you can wear it in cool and even moderate temperatures. 
Our flagship drysuit also includes rugged Cordura reinforcement, burly la-
tex neck & wrist gaskets along with fully integrated latex drysocks, interior 
suspenders for comfortable fit, and adjustable overskirt for an easy mate 

with your sprayskirt. 
Material: 50 x 100-denier 3-layer eVent®

NRS Mission Drysuit
Color: blue/gray, yellow/gray

Size: S-XXL
#2562 /  $849.95
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Alone or 
layered, just 

right for extra 
warmth.

HydroSkin Vests, Pants 
and Shorts introduce 
even more versatility 

to your gearbag. Wear 
them in combination for 

any water activity.

NRS Men’s Pants
Color: black

Size: XS-XXL
#2231 /  $89.95

NRS Women’s Pants
Color: black
Size: XS-XL

#2615 /  $89.95

1- 0.5-mm neoprene core insulates and protects
2- 4-way stretch PowerSpan™ outer layer for unre-

stricted mobility
3- ThermalPlush™ inner lining increases insulation, 

repels moisture, and dries quickly
4- Titanium laminate adhesive aids body heat          

retention
5- DWR coating forces water to “bead” and roll off the 

material, reducing evaporative cooling

1

3
4

5

2

NRS Men’s Vest
Color: black

Size: XS-XXL
#2618 /  $54.95

NRS Women’s Vest
Color: cranberry, blue

Size: XS-XXL
#2619 /  $54.95

“I belong in every boater’s gear 
bag... because I ’m warm, won’t 
restrict your movements, work 
great by myself and play well 
with your other layers! ” 
Confident, not pushy. 
Humble, yet brilliant.

NRS Men’s Shorts
Color: black

Size: XS-XXL
#2239 /  $64.95

NRS Women’s 
Capris

Color: black
Size: XS-XL

#2614 /  $84.95

NRS Women’s Sport 
Shorts

Color: black
Size: XS-XL

#2240 /  $49.95
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Keep your core warm without sacrificing mobility.
These NRS HydroSkin tops provide the ideal combination of core warmth and freedom of movement. They can be worn alone on cool days 
when you’re looking to take the chill off, or as part of a layering system, with a thin thermal layer underneath and a heavier pile shirt on top.

NRS Men’s Long-Sleeve Shirt
Color: green/gray, blue/gray, gray/red

Size: XS-XXL
#2621 /  $84.95

NRS Men’s Short-Sleeve Shirt
Color: gray/red, green/gray, blue/gray

Size: XS-XXL
#2620 /  $69.95

NRS Women’s Long-Sleeve Shirt
Color: cranberry, green, blue

Size: XS-XXL
#2623 /  $84.95

NRS Women’s Short-Sleeve Shirt
Color: blue, cranberry, green

Size: XS-XXL
#2622 /  $69.95

NRS Farmer Jane
Color: black
Size: XS-XL

#2230W /  $139.95

NRS Farmer John
Color: black

Size: XS-XXL
#2230 /  $139.95



Stay warmer in a shirt that blocks the wind.
NRS Mystery material starts with a 1-mm layer of neoprene. We add a windproof outer layer 

and a soft inner lining to give you the ultimate piece of paddling apparel. The smooth GlideSkin 
exterior sheds water to fight evaporative cooling, helping hold in the heat your body produces.

Men’s Long-Sleeve 
NRS Mystery Shirt

Color: black/silver
Size: S-XXL

#2611 /  $99.95

Men’s Short-Sleeve 
NRS Mystery Shirt

Color: black/silver 
Size: S-XXL

#2612 /  $84.95

Women’s Long-Sleeve 
NRS Mystery Shirt

Color: silver/gray 
Size: XS-XXL

#2613 /  $99.95

The alternative neoprene

Petroleum (origin — from Latin — Petra, rock + oleum, oil, i.e. “rock oil”)

Terraprene is made from rock, but a very different kind of rock. As we all 
know, oil or petroleum, is in short supply and its exploration and production 

create all sorts of problems. Traditional neoprene is a petroleum-based 
product. Searching for an alternative neoprene for wetsuits, we discovered 
Terraprene. It’s made from limestone (calcium carbonate), one of the most 
plentiful minerals on earth. No petroleum. Great performance. Terraprene.

Nearly every NRS neoprene product will be made with Terraprene. This 
includes HydroSkin™, wetsuits, sprayskirts, gloves and wetshoes.

The perfect 
combination 

of warmth and 
cushioning.
Comfortable 2-mm 

neoprene for warmth 
and cushioning. High-cut 
waistline and drawstring 

provide full coverage 
even when seated. 

Seams are glued and 
blind-stitched to slow 
the flow through the 

garment. The pants add 
ankle zippers and pad-

ded knees.

NRS Rodeo Shorts
Color: black

Size: XS-XXL
#2200 /  $49.95

NRS Rodeo Pants
Color: black

Size: XS-XXL
#2201 /  $74.95

26 800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 
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Our full selection of wetsuits can be 
found at: nrsweb.com/wetsuit

Maximum warmth 
when worn in combi-
nation with any of our 

wetsuits.
The Wetsuit Jacket adds the 

convenience of a front zip to any 
layering system. 2-mm neoprene 
with titanium increases warmth 
without excessive bulk. Power-
Span arms for plenty of mobility 
during active paddling. Extended 

waist, raised collar, plus YKK wrist 
and front zippers.

NRS Wetsuit Jacket
Color: black/gray
Size: XXS-XXL
#2210 /  $84.95

When all you need is core coverage.
3-mm neoprene gives these suits a great combination of warmth and 

durability. Short legs for more freedom of movement without sacrificing 
core warmth. The Little John has a full-length double-pull front zipper for 

easy relief, and glued and blind-stitched seams slow the flow of water 
through the suit. The Little Jane, like all of our women’s apparel is tailored 

specifically for women’s comfort and has a full-length front zipper.

NRS Little John Wetsuit
Color: black

Size: XS-3XL
#2217 /  $74.95

NRS Little Jane Wetsuit
Color: black/blue

Size: XS-XL
#2216 /  $74.95

A leaner neoprene for a little 
more stretch.

Same proven design as the other Johns and 
Janes, in a lighter 2.5-mm neoprene. Flatlock 

stitching and padded knees for durability, ankle 
zippers for ease of entry. Full-length YKK® front 
zippers, double-pull in the men’s. Just the es-

sentials, at a great price. 

NRS 2.5 
Farmer John Wetsuit

Color: black
Size: XS-4XL

#2224 /  $89.95

NRS 2.5 
Farmer Jane Wetsuit

Color: black
Size: XS-XL

#2225 /  $89.95



There’s nothing else like 
the Venus. It redefines 
wetsuits.
The Venus is built using super-
stretch 3-mm neoprene and a Su-
perspan exterior which combine to 
offer 30% more stretch and elasticity 
than other top-quality neoprene. The 
four-way stretch Extend™ interior ma-
terial is silky smooth against the skin. 
Spandex sleeves offer more coverage 
and protection. This will be the most 
comfortable wetsuit you’ll ever wear.

NRS Women’s Venus Wetsuit
Color: black/blue
Size: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#2610 /  $159.95
#2610 XXL /  $184.95

Our most popular wetsuit 
is tremendously versatile. 

The 3-mm neoprene insulation layer is protectively backed on both 
sides with comfortable nylon. Titanium adhesive has been added for 

extra warmth. Large arm holes with stretchy PowerSpan allow for 
freedom of movement. Seat and knees have reinforced padding for 
extra durability and protection. Glued and blind-stitched seams are 
attractive, durable and comfortable. Ankle zippers make for easy 

entry and exit. The John features a full-length, double-pull YKK front 
relief zipper.

NRS 3.0 Farmer John Wetsuit
Color: black/gray

Size: S-3XL
#2215 /  $114.95

NRS 3.0 Farmer Jane Wetsuit
Color: black/gray

Size: XS-XXL
#2214 /  $114.95

Our full selection of wetsuits can be 
found at: nrsweb.com/wetsuit

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com to order. 28

Size L/XL shown 
on 4 different 
body types.



NRS Ultra John and Jane
The ultimate 3-mm wetsuit. Titanium adhesive layer means it’s warmer, 
ThermalPlush lining makes it more comfortable, and PowerSpan panels 

provide extra freedom of movement. All seams are glued and blind-
stitched, and the seat and knees are armored with rugged ToughTex ma-
terial. Don’t forget the ankle zips that make NRS suits easy to put on or 
take off. The Jane features a convenient no-feel, U-shaped relief zipper 
and the John sports an extra-long double-pull YKK front relief zipper.

NRS Ultra John
Color: black
Size: S-3XL

#2220 /  $134.95

NRS Ultra Jane
Color: black, blue/black

Size: XS-XXL
#2221 /  $144.95

ThermalPlush 
lining for greater 
next-to-the-skin 
comfort

PowerSpan chest 
panels for easy 
movement

Glued and blind-
stitched seams

Convenient, 
no-feel U-shaped 
relief zipper

ToughTex armored 
seat and knees for 
added durability

Ankle zippers slip 
over wetshoes 
easily

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 29
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Palm protection on 
warm-weather days.

These lightweight gloves are ideal for summer 
boating when you need sun and blister protec-
tion plus grip and control. Durable, synthetic 
leather palms ensure that these gloves will 

withstand the abuse of even the most active 
paddlers. Cool spandex backing stretches for 

a perfect fit.

NRS
Men’s Rafters 

Gloves
Color: blue

Size: XS-XXL
#24251 /  $24.95

NRS 
Men’s Boaters 

Gloves
Color: blue

Size: XS-XXL
#24301 /  $24.95

NRS Women’s 
Rafters Gloves
Color: light blue

Size: XS-XL
#24521 /  $24.95

NRS Women’s 
Boaters Gloves

Color: light blue
Size: XS-XL

#24302 /  $24.95

Josh rowing on the 

Lower Salmon River, ID.  

©Darci Niles

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Rafters Gloves, 

NRS Vista PFD,  

NRS San Juan Shorts.

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 
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Comfort and warmth 
without the bulk.

The comfortable, flexible fit and excel-
lent palm-to-finger grip work together for 
greater control of your paddle or oar. A 

DWR outer coating repels water while the 
soft ThermalPlush lining helps retain body 
heat. These features, along with a 0.5-mm 
neoprene layer, add up to one solid cool-

weather glove.

NRS HydroSkin Gloves
Color: black/gray
Size: 3XS-XXL
#2406 /  $34.95

A great all around glove 
for cooler temperatures.
Our 1.5-mm neoprene Rapid Gloves 

provide excellent blister protection and 
moderate warmth. Durable GripCote palm 
ensures a solid grip for optimum paddling 
performance. Perfect for use in late spring 

and early fall.

NRS Rapid Gloves
Color: blue/black
Size: 3XS-XXL
#2417 /  $24.95

Hand protection 
plus extra warmth.

Guide Gloves offer all the sun and blister 
protection of our Boaters Gloves plus the 

added warmth of 1.5-mm neoprene. A neo-
prene palm with GripCote ensures a solid 

grip and years of durability.

NRS Guide Gloves
Color: black/gray

Size: XS-XXL
#2416 /  $17.95



Waterproof and exceptionally 
warm without sacrificing 

paddle feel.
Is this for real? LiquidSeam™ glued seams are 
fully waterproof. The textured RawHide™ palm 
has the grippiest possible surface and the raw 

neoprene top sheds water like a duck’s back to 
eliminate evaporative cooling. 2-mm neoprene, 

with titanium throughout gives excellent warmth. 
And we didn’t stop there. The HydroCuff™ open-

ing seals tight above the wrist to help keep out 
water and debris. Add slightly pre-curved fingers 

for gripping comfort and you’ve got a glove no 
one else has put a brand on.  

NRS Maverick Gloves
Color: black

Size: XS-XXL
#2454 /  $34.95

HydroCuff™

The edge of the cuff curves inward to form a snug seal that 
helps keep out water and debris. There’s no wrist strap 

to fumble with or restrict your movements, just a secure, 
stretchy closure that keeps in your warmth, while holding the 

elements at bay.

Innovation... NRS-style.

Finally, a waterproof 
alternative for boaters.

This 2-mm neoprene glove, with titanium 
adhesive, has fully taped seams that make it 
completely waterproof up to the wrist. We’ve 

added the unique HydroCuff™ above the 
wrist. It fits snuggly around your forearm 
to help seal out leakage. The rubberized 

“spider web” pattern on the palm gives you 
a positive grip and the slightly pre-curved 

fingers ease wearing comfort. This Rogue 
cheats the elements.  

NRS Rogue Gloves
Color: black

Size: XS-XXL
#2453 /  $34.95

Unmatched protection for 
active paddling, rowing and 

rope handling.
Professionals worldwide choose our Paddlers 

Gloves for their excellent combination of dexterity 
and protection. The back of the glove is 2-mm 
neoprene with embossed pads to protect your 

knuckles. Synthetic leather palms combined with 
super-tough armored patches on key wear areas 

create the best palm protection we offer.

NRS Paddlers Gloves
Color: blue/black

Size: XS-XXL
#2440 /  $39.95

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 32
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Nothing keeps hands 
warm like mittens.

If you can’t ever seem to find a pair of 
gloves that really keep your hands warm, 
try Toaster Mitts. The 3.5-mm neoprene 

back provides superior warmth, while 
the 2.5-mm RawHide palm gives you im-
proved control and feel. The finger area 
is pre-curved to prevent fatigue. A soft 

fleece panel on the back of the thumbs is 
great for a nose wipe.

NRS Toaster Mitts
Color: gray/black

Size: XS-XXL
#24472 /  $34.95

Our warmest glove 
features a soft, 

microfleece lining.
Reactors are the warmest 3.5-mm gloves 
we make. RawHide palm and pre-curved 
fingers ensure superior grip and superb 

control. GripCote on the backs of the 
fingers reduces evaporative cooling while 
the soft ThermalPlush lining adds comfort. 

Seams are glued and blind-stitched to 
keep water out.

NRS Reactor Gloves
Color: black/red
Size: XS-XXL

#24151 /  $39.95

Protect your knuckles from 
the hazards of 
creek boating.

Featuring carbon-fiber armor over the 
knuckles and a gauntlet-style cuff, the Creek 

Gloves shield your hands from rocks and 
debris. Neoprene palm is reinforced with du-
rable, rubberized panels, ensuring maximum 
dexterity and control. 2-mm neoprene helps 

keep your hands warm.

NRS Creek Glove
Color: black
Size: S-XXL

#24021 /  $89.95

Kurt, NRS Wholesale, on the 

Lochsa River, ID.  

©Jenni Chaffin/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Toaster Mitts, 

NRS Inversion Kayak Drysuit
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NRS Mystery   
Helmet Liners

Avoid the “ice cream 
headache” with Mystery 
Head Warmers. 1-mm 
neoprene with titanium 
adhesive and a smooth 
GlideSkin exterior pre-

vent evaporative cooling 
and provide great heat 
retention. Soft Ther-

malPlush™ lining offers 
all-day comfort.

Color: black
Size: S/M, L/XL

Storm Hood
Warmest of the warm, for 

those cold,
misty days.

#2029 /  $29.95

Side Cut
Leaves ears exposed for 

unobstructed hearing.
#2027 /  $19.95

Full Cut
Vents over ears for 
improved hearing.

#2026 /  $19.95

Sea Hood
Secure chin strap with 
side release buckle.

#2025 /  $24.95

For kayakers who prefer 
direct paddle contact and 

superior warmth.
5-mm nylon-coated neoprene on the under-
side provides abrasion resistance, and raw 
neoprene on top prevents wind chill. Leave 
the cuffs long for maximum warmth, or roll 

them up and snap securely for a shorter, more 
accessible opening.

NRS Mambas
Color: gray

Size: unisize
#2451 /  $39.95

Warm hands equal 
happy paddler.

The Motion Soft Shell fabric is 
waterproof, windproof, breathable 
and has a plush fleece lining. Re-
flective printing increases visibility 

in low light conditions. Shorten 
the cuff with the outer wrist snaps 

for even easier entry.

NRS Motion Mambas
Color: blue/gray

Size: unisize
#2448 /  $39.95

The ultimate light-
weight pogie, ideal for 

sea kayaking.
Made of our exclusive 0.5-mm 

HydroSkin, these Mambas will keep 
your hands warm and protect them 
from the wind. Integrated hook-and-
loop straps allow you to roll them up 
on the paddle shaft when not in use. 
You won’t have to sacrifice dexterity 

for warmth.

NRS HydroSkin Mambas
Color: black
Size: unisize

#2445.1 /  $34.95
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Warm, comfy toes without bulk.
HydroSkin Socks are the ultimate wetshoe liner, 

providing an extra layer of warmth while helping to 
protect your feet from blisters. ThermalPlush lining 

and the superior stretch of our 0.5-mm HydroSkin offer 
unbeatable comfort.

NRS HydroSkin Sock
Color: black

Size: XS-XXL
#2342 /  $26.95

How do we improve a classic?
By adding the innovative HydroCuff™ to keep out splash and trash! 
The sock is fully waterproof, with glued, blind-stitched and double-
taped seams. 3-mm neoprene, with titanium adhesive, for excellent 
warmth and impact protection. Same great three-panel design for 

comfort.

NRS Expedition Wetsock
Color: gray/black

Size: XS-XXL
#23411 /  $32.95

Built high and handsome.
18” tall and waterproof to the top! Warm 3-mm neo-
prene is glued, blind-stitched and fully seam taped 
inside and out. The snug HydroCuff™ top helps keep 
out debris and water. Three-panel construction for 
foot comfort. Keep your feet dry and warm, in the boat 
and when getting in and out of it.

NRS Boundary Sock
Color: black
Size: XS-XXL
#2347 /  $39.95

100% Waterproof

Warmth where you need it most.
The 2-mm neoprene is glued, blind-stitched and fully 

seam taped for warmth and durability. The Hydro-
Cuff™ top snugs above the ankle to help keep out 

water and debris. Three-panel construction for wear-
ing comfort. They work great to warm up your sandals 

and wetshoes.

NRS Sandal Sock
Color: black

Size: XS-XXL
#2346 /  $19.95
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The must-have for any playboater.
The Desperado Sock is the solution for boaters trying to fit into today’s low-volume 
kayaks while offering enough protection for put-ins and portages. Comfortable, fit-

ted 3-mm neoprene and PowerSpan upper combined with an extra 3-mm neoprene 
padding in the toes and heel for in-the-boat protection. A 1.5-mm rubber sole 

provides traction without compromising flexibility and feel. Fits snug. For a roomier 
fit, go up one size.

NRS Desperado Sock
Color: blue/gray, red/gray 

Size: XXS-3XL
#2344  /  $44.95

This Sasquatch isn’t 
hairy or mythical.

But it’s as rugged as that big fellow and darn 
comfortable and functional to boot. Plenty 
of room for your toes, low profile, flexible. 
The HydroCuff™ snugs above the ankle 

to keep out splash and trash. The textured 
rubber in the sole contains recycled rubber 
and gives good traction and protection from 
rough terrain. A hook-and-loop instep strap 

securely locks the shoe to your foot. Rugged 
rubber wraps up from the sole to protect the 
sides, top and heel of your foot. If you want a 
great boating shoe, make tracks in your NRS 

Sasquatch.

NRS Sasquatch Shoe
Color: blue/black

Size: 6-14 whole sizes
#2309 /  $39.95

Footwear for any adventure.



Jud and Erin, Team NRS, 

exploring Tumwater Canyon.  

©Chris Hoffer

chrishoffer@gmail.com

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Men’s and Women’s Flux 

Drytops, NRS Attack Shoe

The ultimate high-traction, 
low-profile slip-on.

An improved HyperGrip® sole provides the best 
traction available, wet or dry. 2-mm neoprene upper 
protects your foot and ankle in and out of your boat. 
Adjustable, quick-release arch strap and adjustable 
heel strap ensure a secure fit — in a swim or on the 

trail. Multiple drainage points throughout the sole allow 
water to easily escape. From put-in to take out, NRS 
Attack Shoes will take you anywhere. Marking sole.

NRS Attack Shoe
Color: blue/gray

Size: 6-13 whole sizes
#23011 /  $79.95
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Our best seller is perfect for any
water-sport activity.

The low-top Kickers are constructed with a 3-mm 
neoprene upper to keep your foot warm from heel 
to toe. The traction sole wraps around the upper, 
adding protection to the sides of your foot. The 

wide instep strap and ankle drawcord ensure that 
these shoes stay put.

NRS Kicker Shoe
Color: black/gray

Size: 4-14 whole sizes
#2327 /  $34.95

Fleece-lined comfort...
 trail-tested durability.

This high-cut bootie is designed to provide comfort 
and support for all types of boaters. We started with a 
3-mm neoprene upper lined with fleece and added a 

padded ankle patch for extra protection.  A 5-mm neo-
prene foot bed with a wrapped sole eliminates seams 

and ridges for all-day comfort.

NRS Paddle Shoe
Color: black/blue

Size: 6-14 whole sizes
#2307 /  $44.95

The most comfortable shoe 
we’ve ever built.

The Desperado Shoe is ultra low-profile, very 
comfortable and offers great support for extended 
portages and side hikes. A 3-mm neoprene upper 
with a stretchy exterior is combined with additional 
3-mm neoprene padding in the toes and heel for 
in-the-boat protection. The foot bed is built with a 

plastic shim and a 3-mm vulcanized rubber sole for 
traction and protection.

NRS Desperado Shoe
Color: blue/gray

Size: 5-13 whole sizes
#23021 /  $49.95

38 800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 
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A warm, over-the-ankle shoe with great 
lateral support.

The Cross 4 merges our best wetshoe features into one great shoe. 
Engineered for extended use with a 4-mm neoprene high-cut up-

per, secure arch strap and a contoured traction sole that covers all 
the right spots. 7-mm insole cushions and protects your feet.

NRS Cross 4 Zippered Shoe
Color: black

Size: 2-3 whole sizes

#2313 /  $39.95

Size: 4-15 whole sizes

#2313 /  $44.95

Hiking and portaging made easy.
The ATB combines a rock-solid NRS Workboot sole 

with the flexibility and ease of entry of the NRS Cross-4 
Wetshoe. You’ll appreciate the traction, protection and 
support of lugged hiking boot soles. You’ll also like the 

simplicity and warmth of the zip-up 5-mm neoprene up-
per and a secure instep strap. A 7-mm insole cushions 
your foot for quick side hikes or grueling portages. The 

Felt-Sole version uses a 10-mm felt sole for unsurpassed 
traction on slippery surfaces.

NRS Felt Sole ATB
Color: gray/black

Size: 6-13 whole sizes
#2334 /  $64.95

NRS ATB Shoe
Color: gray/gray

Size: 6-14 whole sizes
#2335 /  $59.95

Blake, NRS Wholesale, and 

crew floating the Colorado 

River in the Grand Canyon, AZ. 

© Brian Chaffin

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Mission Drysuit, NRS 

Big Water Guide PFD, NRS 

Extreme Relief Drysuits



Factory tested to be 
100% waterproof.
The Boundary Shoe pushes the lim-
its of what a neoprene boot can do: it’s a 
touring, canoeing and portaging dream. 
When wading is inevitable, you’ll appreci-
ate the knee-high, 5-mm neoprene upper 
that’s glued, blind-stitched and double-
taped to be totally waterproof. Comfy 
7-mm insole atop a vulcanized rubber sole 
provides the protection and support you’ve 
come to expect from our footwear. Based on 
our popular Paddle Shoe, this mukluk-style 
boot features a high-traction sole and instep 
strap for secure footing.

NRS Boundary Shoe
Color: black
Size: 6-13 whole sizes
#2308 /  $79.95

Strap cinch around calf to help seal out water

5-mm neoprene upper for warmth

Seams taped inside and out for total 
waterproofness

Padded ankles provide in-the-boat protection

Instep strap secures the shoe

Mike, NRS Wholesale, taking stock of 

possible snacks. Washington Coast.

©David Blue/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Vista PFD, NRS Inversion Kayak 

Drysuit, NRS Kayak Tow Line, NRS Neo 

Touring Skirt, NRS Boundary Shoe
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The river guide, rescue agency 
and adventure racer’s favorite.

These are the hardest working boots on the water. 
Heavy-duty lugged traction sole keeps you on your 

feet in varied terrain, and the comfortable 7-mm 
neoprene insole absorbs the shock of every step. 

Lace-up synthetic leather and 5-mm neoprene upper 
provide warmth, unmatched ankle support and a 

secure fit.

NRS Workboot
Color: black

Size: 6-15 whole sizes
#2338 /  $69.95

Take on the World — Wet or Dry. 
Designed and engineered at the request of the U.S. Navy Seals, the 
OTB Abyss takes on wet and dry terrain in the toughest conditions. 

Razor sipping of the grippy, lugged sole brings traction to the highest 
level. Ballistic mesh panels in the upper and drain ports in the sole 
allow swift water drainage and breathability for foot comfort. Rug-

ged TPU reinforcing material in the upper wears like iron and gives 
good ankle support. The unique three-part insole gives you maximum 
adjustment for fit and stiffness. If you’re looking for a shoe that works 

as hard as you do, you’ve found it.

OTB Abyss
Color: black, green

Size: 6-14 whole sizes
#2330 /  $124.95

The best water boot ever built.
The updated NRS Storm Boot wraps your foot in 
armored protection and sure-footed traction. The 

sole, constructed from the world’s grippiest rubber, 
HyperGrip™, gives unsurpassed traction under wet 
and dry conditions. The 7-mm insole offers full arch 
support as well as cushion and shock absorption. A 
lace-lock closure system with an adjustable quick-

release, hook-and-loop ankle strap provides ultimate 
security. The retracting tongue makes entry and exit 

effortless. A 3-mm neoprene upper cushions and 
protects while a conveniently placed heel tab is ideal 

for use with fins.

NRS Storm Boot
Color: black

Size: 7-13 whole sizes
#23391 /  $139.95

Built for water and ready for land.
The lugged, razor-siped sole gives you excellent traction, wet and dry. 
With fine balistic mesh in the sides and drain ports in the sole, you get 
rid of water in a hurry, while keeping out rocks and debris. Abrasion-
resistant polyurethane and rubber reinforcement in the upper wears 

like iron and the lace-up closure ensures good ankle support.

OTB Odhin Boot
Color: green, black

Size: 7-14 whole sizes
#2331 /  $129.95
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TrekSta Kisatchie Sandal 
Designed for comfort, but built for 

demanding terrain. Think of them as 
a Jeep with the top down.  Synthetic 
rubber toe cap protects against wear 

and abrasion and the BOA Lacing 
System locks your foot securely in 

place. These multisport sandals are 
armed with wet and dry traction-biting 

HyperGrip™ soles.

The all-time favorite offers 
superb arch support.

Contoured footbeds provide excellent 
arch support and prevent over-pronation. 

Sculpted heels act as cradles for increased 
control. Easy, single-pull straps provide a 
custom fit. Z/2’s add toe loops to increase 
forefoot stability. Resolable Vibram® Un-
aweep soles. The new Pro models feature 
water-drainage channels, extra grip on wet 
rocks and extra wear-resistance in the ball 

area where guides need it most. 
Available in a full range of men’s and women’s 

sizes, regular and wide widths. 
1/2 sizes order one size larger.

Men’s Z/1 
Color: trail rust, bachelor blue, army brown

Size: 8-12
wide widths trail rust & bachelor blue only

#7583 /  $95.00

Women’s Z/1
Color: floral red, foxy brown, ceramic blue

Size: 6-10
wide widths ceramic blue only

#7584 /  $95.00

Men’s Z/2 
Color: bachelor green, trail blue, single track

Size: 8-12
wide widths bachelor green & trail blue only

#7582 /  $95.00

Women’s Pro Z/2
Color: tidal blue

Size: 6-10
#7580 /  $105.00

Women’s ZX/2
Color: multi-brown, multi-red

Size: 6-10
wide widths in multi-red only

#7586 /  $95.00

Men’s Kisatchie Sandal 
Color: orange/black, gray/orange, blue/gray

Size: 7-13
#7100 /  $100.00

Men’s Pro Z/2
Color: tidal blue

Size: 8-12
#7581 /  $105.00

Women’s Kisatchie Sandal 
Color: tan/blue
Size: 5.5-10.5

#7101 /  $100.00
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Keen H2 Sandals
Whether you’re creating 
tan lines on the water, 
hiking a trail or strolling 
downtown, these sandals 
do it all. The footbed 
provides excellent arch 
support and cradles the 
natural contours of your 
foot. The sole is razor 
siped and grips well 
in all directions. Tired 
of stinky sandal odor? 
Aegis Microbe Shield® 
technology controls the 
bacteria and fungi that 
cause odors. And as 
always, Keen is looking 
out for your toes.

PHOTO:  Courtesy of Keen. ©Josh Neilson

Men’s Newport H2 
Color: navy, bison

Size: 7-13
#7280 /  $95.00

Women’s Venice H2 
Color: orion blue, plum kitten

Size: 5-11
#7282 /  $95.00
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The mainstay 
of your summer wardrobe

From volleyball and sand castles to 
happy hour the Got’a Go Short will be 

the mainstay of your summer wardrobe. 
The nylon fabric with DWR coating is 

cling-free and is just plain tough. Bonus, 
they are stretchy enough to keep you 

cheerful well after happy hour.  
11” inseam. 

Kavu Women’s Got’a Go Short 
Color: rootbeer, black

Whole Sizes: 4-14 even
#7497 /  $45.00

The ‘What’s next?’ top. 
Bring it on...

Racerback styling, built-in bra, bold 
colors, what’s not to like? The Tami 

Tank is woven of an organic cotton and 
spandex blend. It’s the obvious choice 
for the sort of day when you just don’t 
know what’s coming next. Semi-fitted.

Kavu Women’s Tami Tank 
Color: spearmint, ink blue

Size: XS-XL
#7496 /  $40.00

Classic look and built 
for play.

The naturally curved lines and cool but 
understated look of the Roller Girl appeal 

to women who want their abilities to 
speak for them. Lace-up front and one 

weld pocket on right rear. 100% polyester 
microfiber, 11” inseam.

Level 6 Women’s Rollergirl Shorts
Color: brown, red

Whole Sizes: 4-14 even
#7534 /  $55.00

Finally, a LONG tank that 
doubles for layering

Sleek and LONG the Dandelion String 
Tank top is a warm weather essential. 

Made of 100% organic cotton it is delight-
fully soft and the long body makes it work 

well as a layering piece to boot.

Level 6 Women’s Dandelion String 
Tank

Color: red, brown
Size: S-XL

#7535 /  $25.00

Say this seven times fast
She sells sea shells by the sea shore in her 
silky smooth shirt! Why, you ask? Because 
pima cotton is not only luxuriously soft, but 

is thicker and more durable than normal 
cottons. Sophisticated detailing adds extra 

allure to its practicality for all day wear.

Kavu Women’s Silky Smooth Shirt 
Color: ink blue, cloud

Size: XS-XL
#7495 /  $45.00
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For looking and feeling 
fun try...

An everyday tee with contrasting colors 
not only looks fun, but it might actually 
make you feel fun too. Woven of 100% 
organic cotton it is the softest of soft 

against your summer skin. 

Level 6 Women’s Hummingbird 
Basic Tee 

Color: blue, pink
Size: S-XL

#7536 /  $30.00

Hummingbirds can fly 
backwards...

Did you know that hummingbirds can 
fly backwards? Wearing the Kolibri 

Shorts won’t guarantee that you’ll as-
tound your friends with super-human 
feats, but you sure will look fly while 

you try. The material is a soft microfi-
ber and they have seam-free legs for 

additional satisfaction. 8” inseam. 

Level 6 Women’s Kolibri Shorts
Color: orange, black

Whole Sizes: 4-14 even
#7537 /  $50.00

The convertible, 
go-anywhere pant.

Like ‘em long, like ‘em short, the Let’s Roll does 
‘em both. The trouser style wide leg may be rolled 

to the knee with a button to fasten. Stylized front 
and back pockets with button and zip fly. Durable 
6-oz cotton/spandex canvas stretches with your 

every move.

Kavu Women’s Let’s Roll Pants
Color: graphite, pyrite

Size: XS-XL
#75111 /  $60.00

Smith Fixture Sunglasses
The Smith Fixture Sunglasses have classic lines and a special attention to detail. 
Its timeless silhouette and handcrafted materials ensure this style will be a fixture 

within your collection. 
Color: black/polar gray, tortoise/polar brown

#28241 /  $139.00

More Smith styles available on our wetsite: nrsweb.com/smith

Ibex Women’s Neve Hat
The Neve is the upper part of a glacier. It’s also 
a stylish Ibex beanie made from 100% Merino 
wool. Strolling through town, your local park or 
scaling the neve, this cap will keep you warm. 

Color: malbec, snow, pine
Size: universal
#2669 /  $30.00
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Active shorts for active people.
Tough, quick-drying nylon Tactel® oxford fabric with 
an 11” inseam for function and style.  Front, back and 
thigh pockets, button and zipper front and belt loops.  
San Juan Shorts are equally at home on the water 

and on the street.

NRS Men’s San Juan Shorts
Color: tan, gray 
Size: 30-40, 33
#2539  /  $39.95

Say “Hiya” to your Maya.
100% organic cotton, for wear all day comfort. The 

design, copied from an ancient Mayan temple, shows 
that the Maya were major boaters. Well, maybe not 

really but it is a cool thought.

Level 6 Men’s Maya T-shirt
Color: black, stone 

Size: M-XXL
#7541  /  $35.00

Cool cotton comfort, on the water or on the town.
A long sleeve tee with great design. 100% organic cotton that feels good on your 

body and treads lightly on the environment. Live life, love life, go big.

Level 6 Men’s Roots Long-Sleeve Shirt
Color: navy, stone 

Size: M-XXL
#7539  /  $40.00

Your summer standard short.
These cargo shorts are anything you want them to be.  A classic short that is 

great for life on and off the water. 100% polyester brushed microfiber that is 37% 
stronger than other microfibers. Two deep secure thigh pockets.  Lace-up hook-

and-loop fly, 11” inseam.

Level 6 Men’s Cargo Shorts
Color: plaid, stripe 
Size: 32-38 even
#7526  /  $50.00
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Get a piece of NRS history.
Get your one-of-a-kind Kavu Trucker Hat; each one is different. The bill 

and front are covered with recycled wool and acrylic fabrics AND they’ve 
added a vintage Northwest River Supplies logo! Mesh back and hook-

and-loop adjustable sizing.

Kavu Vintage Trucker Hat
Color: assorted
Size: universal
#7516  /  $27.00

Dries quicker than two shakes of a lamb’s tail.
A super lightweight, quick-drying nylon version of the classic Kavu 

Strapcap. The material will help block the sun from beating down on you 
without making your head feel muggy and hot. Plastic core visor stays 

rigid and keeps your hat afloat if you drop it overboard. 

Kavu Synthetic Strapcap
Color: natural, olive, pyrite, black

Size: S-L
#7512  /  $25.00

Soon to become your favorite shirt.
You know that favorite shirt, the one that’s been washed so 

many times it just feels “right”? Your Rickyroo has that same 
lived in feel right out of the box. Single chest pocket, hidden 

hem snap pocket, 6 oz. cotton fabric.

Kavu Men’s Rickyroo Shirt
Color: marine blue, graphite

Size: S-XL
#75021  /  $50.00

Level 6 Willie Hat
Color: olive, navy, 

maroon
Size: S/M-L/XL
#7540  /  $30.00

Smith Shelter
Color: evolve tortoise/polar brown, 

copper/polar copper 
#28171  /  $119.00

Stretch your lifestyle boundaries.
The quick drying Sand & Bar Stretch fabric is 97% nylon and 

3% stretch, for unrestricted movement. Pockets galore – front, 
zippered back and lower side security zip pocket. Internal 

drawcord waist, button and zipper fly, 12” inseam. In the boat, 
at beach volleyball, at the watering hole; your Rialtos are the 

real deal.

Kavu Men’s Rialto Short
Color: rootbeer, sand

Size: S-XL
#7498  /  $50.00
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ABCs of PFDs
NRS offers a wide selection of Coast Guard-approved Personal Flotation Devices (PFDs) from leading manufacturers. 
Before you venture onto the water, find the right PFD here or on the web at nrsweb.com.

PFD Style:
LOW PROFILE: Popular among those with shorter torsos, women and kayakers. Flotation is centered lower on the torso. Flotation panels 
tend to be smaller in size yet thick. Design flotation: 15.5 – 18.5 lbs.

MEDIUM PROFILE: Used by a wide range of boaters. Flotation is distributed throughout the torso area. Flotation panels tend to be larger 
but thinner than in the Low Profile models. Design flotation: 15.5 – 18.5 lbs.

HIGH PROFILE: Preferred by outfitters, big water boaters and non-swimmers. Flotation is distributed throughout the torso area. Flotation 
panels tend to be large and thick. Design flotation 22.0 – 27.0 lbs.

RESCUE: For those with swiftwater rescue training. Flotation is Low to High Profile. Equipped with a quick release rescue belt and rein-
forced shoulder straps. Design flotation: 15.5 – 27.0 lbs.

CHILD/YOUTH PFDS: Child specific configurations of flotation to fit young people’s growing bodies. 
Design flotation: All vests meet U.S. Coast Guard requirements.

Willis & Bella Type III PFDs by Astral

Astral’s FOAM Tectonics lets the outer foam 
panel conform to your body’s shape and move-
ments, while the inner panel remains snugly in 

place. Buckled side entry, large pocket, knife tab, 
handwarmers. The Bella™ is styled and cut for 

women. These are two sweet, high-performance 
life jackets.

Design Flotation: 15.5 lbs.

Willis
Color: charcoal, orange

Size: S/M, M/L, L/XL
#42104 /  $148.95

Women’s Bella
Color: blue, gray

Size: S/M, M/L, L/XL
#42109 /  $156.95

Tempo 200 & Wonderjacket Type III PFDs by Astral

Front entry PFDs with great side and back impact protection. Shoulder straps 
move with your body for high mobility comfort. Two large pockets, fleece-lined 

handwarmer pouches and reflective taping for visibility. Sculpted foam cups in the 
Wonderjacket help support the female form.

Design Flotation: 15.5 lbs.

Tempo 200
Color: orange, charcoal

Size: XS/M, L/XL
#42112 /  $147.95

Women’s Wonderjacket
Color: yellow, cranberry

Size: XS/M, L/XL
#42150 /  $147.95
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Greenjacket 
Type V PFD by Astral

This swiftwater rescue jacket is sure to become a classic. Low 
profile, pullover design and a 1-1/2” quick release rescue belt. 
The flotation fits low and wraps your body in foam and plastic 

panels for rib and organ protection. The Spectra® Safety Loop 
works for short belays and as an anchor point. The reinforced 

shoulder straps move with your motions and are strong enough 
for hoisting you. Knife tab and front and side pockets.

Design Flotation: 15.5 lbs.
Color: black/lime, red
Size: S/M, M/L, L/XL
#42105 /  $209.95

Rafael Ortiz descends a waterfall. 

© Mauricio Ramos

Courtesy of Red Bull

Pro Creeker 
Type V PFD by Extrasport

A serious jacket for serious boaters. Beefy 2” wide quick-release rescue 
belt and ring for those with swiftwater rescue training. Large zippered 

chest pocket with lanyard-attached whistle inside. Retroglide™ shoulder 
adjustment allows a custom fit with only six total adjustment points. Lots 
of reflective tape and trim for low light visibility, lash tab and soft, con-

forming, earth-friendly Gaia® PVC-free foam. Burly 500-denier Cordura® 
outer guarantees durability in the rough and tumble whitewater world. 

Design Flotation: 16.8 lbs.
Color: red/black

Size: XS/S, M/L, XL
#2175 /  $199.00
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Vista Type III PFD by NRS

A full-featured PFD at a fantastic price. Tough, 
420-denier nylon outer shell will handle all the abuses 

of boating. Two roomy front pockets with hook-and-
loop closures will hold those items you want close at 
hand. Padded shoulder straps and seven adjustment 

points provide a comfortable fit.

NRS Vista Youth
Design Flotation: 11.5 lbs.

Color: periwinkle, blue, 
red, yellow, 

Size: 50-90 lbs.
#21471 Y / $49.95

NRS Vista
Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

Color: blue, gray,        
light green, red, yellow

Size: XS, S/M, L/XL, XXL
#21471 /  $69.95

Nara rowing on the 

Lower Salmon River, ID. 

© Ashley Niles/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Vista PFD, NRS Lower 

Salmon Sun Hat, NRS Women’s 

Boater’s Gloves
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V-Eight Type III PFD by Astral

The first breathable PFD! Astral’s Airescape™ system ventilates three-ways. 
Open weave mesh next to your body moves sweat away. Channel patterned foam 
reduces body contact by 70%, allowing air to move freely. Strategically placed 
“vent port” cut-outs in the foam create air exchange. Add two pockets, a knife lash 

tab and mesh lower back. 
Design Flotation: 15.5 lbs.

Color: olive, orange, blue
Size: S/M, M/L, L/XL
#42103 / $98.95

51800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

The Essential Safety Choice.

Chica Type III PFD by Extrasport

This jacket looks good, performs even better. Low-profile styling in a 
streamline, center-zip design. The thinner foam in the Baja Back is com-
fortable against a seat back. Earth-friendly Gaia® PVC-free foam, lots 
of reflective trim, a lash tab and huge zippered pocket – it all adds up 

to a winner. Six adjustment points for a good fit.
Design Flotation: 16.4 lbs.

Color: red/black 
Size: XS, S/M, L/XL

#2172 /  $95.00

Camino Type III PFD by Astral

The Camino has Astral’s Airescape® ventilation system – mesh liner, contoured 
inner foam and vent ports that combine to eliminate excess heat build-up and per-
spiration. The ergonomic design offers great fit and range of motion. Lightweight PE 
foam comfortably molds to your body and the two large pockets hold all your stuff. 

Great look, outstanding performance. 
Design Flotation: 15.5 lbs.

Color: red, dark gray
Size: S/M, M/L, L/XL
#42100 / $108.95



Clearwater Type III PFD by NRS

Mesh in the lower back cools in warm weather and eliminates foam between 
you and your seat back. You can easily customize the fit with the 8 adjust-
ment points. The large arm openings provide great paddling mobility.  Fea-

tures two huge pockets for storage and reflective piping and trim for visibility.

Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

Clearwater
Color: blue, yellow/gray, periwinkle, red/orange

Size: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#2151 /  $69.95

Inlet Jr. Type III PFD by Extrasport

A full-featured life jacket for your young boaters. Six adjustment points 
help dial in the fit for all shapes of kids. Hand warmer pockets are fleece 

lined and the tough ripstop fabric wears like iron. The bright red color 
and reflective taping and trim helps you keep track of them. Don’t take 

short cuts on their safety.

Designed Flotation: 11.4 lbs.

Crew Universal 
Type III PFD by NRS

The NRS Crew Universal 
PFD is ideal for flatwater 

boating and close-to-
shore safety. No frills or 

fancy stuff; this life jacket 
offers safety and all-day 
wearing comfort. Avail-
able in Youth, Child and 
Infant sizes. Keep your 
young people protected 

and safe.

Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.
Color: red/black
Size: universal
#2143 /  $49.95

NRS Crew Youth
Type III PFD

Color: red/black
Size: 50-90 lbs.
#2143Y / $39.95

NRS Crew Child
Type III PFD

Includes Leg Strap.
Color: red/black
Size: 30-50 lbs.
#2143C / $34.95

NRS Crew Infant
Type II PFD

Includes Leg Strap
and head support 

pillow.
Color: red/black
Size: <30 lbs.

#2143I / $39.95
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Inlet Jr.
Color: red/black 

Size: Youth 50-90 lbs.
#2164 /  $65.00



Chinook Type III PFD by NRS

The Chinook fishing PFD has pockets stacked on 
pockets for almost unlimited storage. The roomy 
front-entry design is easy to wear in all conditions, 
and 8 adjustment points let you customize the fit. 
The ventilated mesh back panel is slimmed down 
low for greater comfort in kayaks with high seat-
backs. Features 8 front pockets for everything from 
small tackle boxes to tippet.

Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.
Color: orange/gray, khaki/olive (shown at right) 
Size: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#2150 /  $79.95

Striper 
Type III PFD 
by Extrasport 
Lots of mesh for            
cool comfort, lots of pockets to hold your tackle, 
lots of flotation to keep you safe. Retroglide™ for a 
custom fit, seven generous pockets and mesh in the 
lower back, sides and shoulders. Concentrate on 
catching fish, not on getting in over your head.

Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.
Color: sand
Size: XS, S/M, L/XL, XXL
#2166 /  $99.00

53800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

Nate showing off his catch at 

Dierkes Lake, ID. 

© Stacy Jensen/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Foundation Tee, NRS 

Chinook PFD
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Rapid Rescuer Type V PFD by NRS

With box-stitched stress points and a 500-denier Cor-
dura® shell, the Rapid Rescuer is tough enough to 

handle any situation. Two huge front pockets stretch 
to hold anything from a GPS to a VHF. Features three 

front lashtabs, D-ring, strobe holder, tether attach-
ment point, a glow stick holder on the back panel and 

reflective tape everywhere. Universal sizing with 8 
adjustment points.

Design Flotation: 22 lbs.
Color: yellow, red

Size: universal
#2149 /  $199.95

Big Water V Type V PFD by NRS

Lots of flotation for big water or for anyone who wants to float higher. The universal 
sizing fits chests 30”-58”. Adjustable shoulders and six side adjustments custom-
ize the fit. Reflective tape and bright colors make you visible in all light conditions. 

You also get a flotation pillow for head protection. 
Design Flotation: 25 lbs.

Color: red, blue/yellow, blue/red, orange, yellow
Size: universal

#2152 /  $114.95
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Big Water Guide Type III PFD by NRS

Whether you’re running the big stuff or just want to keep your head higher above 
the water, the Big Water Guide is the life jacket for you. Eight adjustment points 

allow you to fit the jacket to your individual shape.  Two huge zippered pockets hide 
fleece-lined handwarmer pouches that are oh, so welcome on cold days! 

Design Flotation: 22 lbs.
Color: sea foam, gold, slate

Size: universal
#2153 /  $109.95

NRS Tow Tethers
Super strong tethers to be used as a tow line when 
clipped into the quick-release harness of a rescue 
PFD. Each includes one bent-gate carabiner. Total 

length of each tether is listed below.

Long Tether
Size: 33", 53" stretched

#2191 /  $29.95

Short Tether
Size: 19”, 33” stretched

#2190 /  $24.95



NRS CFD (Canine Flotation Device)

The CFD is built with a tough 1000-denier Cordura 
shell and heavy-duty straps. With the flotation on the 
back, your dog stays cooler. Wide, soft under-straps 
for comfort, durable grab loop and leash ring for se-
curity. Reflective tape increases visibility. A zippered 

pocket stores a leash or some doggy treats.
Design Flotation: 2.7 – 7.9 lbs.

Color: red
Size: XS-XL

#2140 /  $39.95

55800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

Scout, Nara and Ashley, 

NRS Marketing, on the 

Lower Salmon River, ID. 

© Josh Niles. 

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS CFD, NRS Lower 

Salmon River Sun Hat, 

NRS Women’s HydroSilk 

Shirts, NRs Revolution 

130 Raft.



NRS Elbow Pads
Add some armor to your elbows and forearms. 

Our Elbow Pads feature strong, ABS plastic armor 
panels backed with multiple layers of 3-mm Mystery 
neoprene for extra padding. Patterned to flex easily 
so that your paddling motion remains unobstructed. 
Three elastic adjustment straps hold tight whether 

you wear the guards with or without a drytop.
Color: black

Size: universal
#2032 /  $45.00

Polo
The Polo is a sleek 

design with a small bill in 
the front for sun shade. 

Good choice for freestyle 
and touring kayakers 

looking for a design that 
is minimal and won’t get 

in the way.
Color: flat black, red, 

white
Size: S, M, L

#7010 /  $189.95

Daffy
A collaboration of design 

ideas from many of 
today’s top paddlers, the 
Daffy offers a great look 
as well as good cover-
age. The back extends 
down to protect your 
upper neck area and 

the mid-sized bill helps 
protect your face.

Color: blue, chrome, 
carbon

Size: S, M, L
#7013 /  $189.95

Head Trip
Helmets

With state-of the-art 
technology, top quality 

materials and supe-
rior designs, Head Trip 

Helmets represent 
the highest standards 
for whitewater helmet 

protection. The helmets 
are manufactured using 

a unique resin injec-
tion process to ensure 

maximum strength from 
the carbon/Kevlar™ 

material. The Ensolite® 
foam liner creates an 
energy-absorbing bar-
rier between your head 
and the helmet. Each 

helmet comes with 
self-adhesive minicell 

outfitting pads to create 
a custom fit.

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 56

Kurt, NRS Wholesale, surfing 

in to Crescent Beach, OR 

© David Blue/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Pro-Tec Two Face Helmet, 

NRS Inversion Kayak Drysuit, 

NRS Ninja PFD



Cottonmouth 
Nose Plugs

Comfy, grippy, low profile. 
Cottonmouth Nose Plugs 
offer the latest in quality, 

design and style. They keep 
the water out without feeling 
like your nose is in a vice. Its 

bite is gentle.
Color: assorted
#20501 /  $9.95

Mack’s Ear Plugs
No fitting or sizing needed 

for these pre-molded 
flanged earplugs. Mack’s 
Ear Seals® feature a dual 

durometer design (2 plastics 
are used in the molding pro-
cess). This creates a unique 

combination of super-soft 
seal rings for unmatched 
comfort and a stiffer inner 
core for ease of insertion.

Color: blue/yellow
#20502 /  $5.50

Fox 40 Whistle
An essential piece of boat-
ing gear, used for signaling 
and communicating across 
distances and in loud sur-

roundings.
Color: orange, black

#1814 /  $6.95

Pro-Tec Two Face
Wear it with the small bill in front or in back for protec-
tion from the sun. Tough injection-molded shell and 

dual density foam liner protect you from the hard 
knocks. The adjustable 4-point chin strap and internal 
fit system keep the helmet firmly in place. Removable 

ear flaps add warmth and protection.
Color: red, white, black, carbon, camo

Size: S-XL
#2035 /  $69.95

Pro-Tec B2 Wake
A side-cut helmet that you can use with or without the removable 

ear guards. The injection-molded shell and dual-density foam 
give multiple impact protection. A 4-point adjustable chin strap 
anchors the helmet to your head. Junior sizes available also.

Color: black, brown, white
Size: XXS-XL

#2034 /  $54.95

Pro-Tec Wake
High-density injection-molded shell and dual density 

foam lining for multiple-impact protection. Rear “Head 
Lock” support piece gives you a customized fit.  Re-

movable ear guards give extra protection and warmth 
without impeding hearing.

Color: blue, black, red, yellow, white/black
Size: S-XL

#2031 /  $64.95

XXS & XS only

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 57
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Favorites among professional guides.
These knives are easy to pull from their sheaths and are com-
fortable and secure to hold in wet and cold environments. The 
molded friction release sheaths clip securely to a belt or PFD 
lash tab. The River Shorty has a fully serrated edge and blunt 
safety tip. The River Runner has a half-smooth, half-serrated 
blade, with a pointed tip.
Color: black

Gerber River Shorty
Length: 6.75”, 3” blade  
Weight: 4 oz.
#2763 /  $38.00

Gerber River Runner
Length: 7”, 3.25” blade  
Weight: 4 oz.
#2764 /  $38.00

CRKT Bear Claw
Triple-Point™ serrated blade slices through rope, webbing or net-
ting quickly, and the blunt tip helps you avoid accidental punctures 

or cuts. The ergonomic handle design fits your hand comfort-
ably and the finger hole ensures that the knife won’t slip. 

The knife clicks securely into the sheath and will not fall 
out accidentally.

Color: black, orange
Length: 5.75”, 2.375” blade  Weight: 3.2 oz
#2765 /  $45.00

CRKT Renner Neckolas™ Knife
Blunt safety tip and Triple-Point™ serrations that swiftly slice 
through rope and webbing. The full-tang stainless steel 
blade is sandwiched between Micarta® scales; the 
skeletonized construction makes it super lightweight. 
The Micarta sheath is amazing; it locks the blade secure-
ly, yet releases it cleanly when the top “lever” is depressed. 
Reversible stainless clip attaches to lash tab and lets right and 

left handers operate it smoothly. Brilliant.
Color: orange

Length: 5.38”, 2” blade, Weight: 1.2 oz.
#27651 /  $40.00

Gerber Curve Mini Tool
A great tool for the trail or the street. Only 3.5” when open and 
weighs less than an ounce. Keep it in a pocket or attach it to any-
thing, with the carabiner clip.  You get a 1.25” drop point knife 

blade, standard and Phillips screwdrivers, fingernail file 
and a bottle opener. Modern look, locking security, 
stainless steel durability.

Color: blue
Length: 3.5”, 1.25” blade Weight: 0.8 oz.

#27602 /  $15.95

Actual Size
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We carry a huge 
selection of 
safety gear, 

rescue hardware 
and ropes. 

Go to 

nrsweb.com/rescue

NRS Pilot Knife
This is the rescue knife you’ve been hoping for. The cutting edge has both smooth 
and serrated sections, plus a rope cutter hook. Blade tip is flattened for safety and 
doubles as a screwdriver. The unique sheath firmly locks the knife in place and 
only lets it go when you squeeze both sides of the release. Contoured handle and 
rubberized grip gives you maximum control of the blade. The titanium model is 
over 40% lighter without sacrificing strength and is highly corrosion resistant.
Color: orange, black 
Length: 7.38”, 3” blade  Weight: 5.5 oz.
#2755 /  $39.95

Titanium Pilot Knife
Color: titanium/gray 
Weight: 3.5 oz. 
#27571 /  $109.95

NRS Co-Pilot Knife
The Pilot Knife has a little brother — the NRS Co-Pilot. Great features - smooth 
and serrated cutting edges, blunt safety tip, contoured handle with a rubberized 
grip and an integrated bottle opener. Compact design is a fine fit on your PFD. The 
titanium model is over 40% lighter without sacrificing strength and is highly corro-
sion resistant. 
Color: yellow, black
Length: 5.75”, 2.25” blade  Weight: 4.6 oz.
#2756 /  $39.95

Titanium Co-Pilot Knife
Color: titanium/gray
Weight: 2.9 oz. 
#27572 /  $109.95

NRS Wingman Knife
The Wingman’s solid construction ensures depend-
able utility when you need it most. One-hand flip open 
for quick deployment. The blunt-tipped blade has 
smooth and serrated sections and locks open for safe-
ty. Removable spring steel clip secures it to your belt 
or lashtab. And you gotta love the bottle opener. 
Color: gray
Length: 6.75”, 2.75” blade  Weight: 3 oz.
#2771 /  $29.95

Tyler, NRS Wholesale, locked 

and loaded for some on-the-

water adventures. 

©Keli Keach/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Pilot Knife, NRS Guru PFD, 

Pro-Tec Two Face Helmet, NRS 

Extreme Drysuit
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NRS Wedge Throw Bag  
Good things can come in small packages. The 
Wedge Throw Bag is compact, so it fits in any space 
in your boat - no excuses for not carrying it. Always 
there for that vital rescue toss.
Color: yellow, green
Size: 55’; 1/4” polypro; 950 lbs. max load
#1826 /  $39.95

Erin, Team NRS, retrieving her 

Wedge Throwbag in Tumwater 

Canyon, WA. 

© Chris Hoffer
chrishoffer@gmail.com

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Flux Drytop, 

NRS  Sierra Board Shorts, 

NRS Wedge Throw Bag

60 800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 
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Your throw rope protects your friends. Make sure 
they’re carrying one for you.

The rescue throw bag is an essential safety tool; don’t go on the water without 
yours. You need it for swimmer rescue and emergency boat extractions. Super 

tough Cordura® fabric takes the wear. Mesh panels reduce dry time. The rescue 
rope and the bag float on the surface of the water so they’re right where you need 

them. We flare the nylon top for a smooth rope flow and rapid reloading. 
Pro models include extra-strong rope and 1” reflective tape for increased visibility.

NRS Compact Rescue Bag
Color: orange, red, yellow

Size: 70’; 1/4” polypro; 
950 lbs. max load
#1822 /  $44.95

NRS Pro Compact Rescue Bag
Color: yellow

Size: 70’; 1/4” Dyneema®; 
2,608 lbs. max load

#1824 /  $74.95

NRS Pro Rescue Bag
Color: yellow

Size: 75’; 3/8” Dyneema®; 
5,261 lbs. max load

#1823 /  $109.95

NRS Rescue Bag
Color: orange, red

Size: 75’; 3/8” polypro; 
1,900 lbs. max load

#1825 /  $49.95

With a Guardian, 
your throw bag’s always at hand.
The Guardian Rescue Bags, with quick-release belt, 

are worn on your waist, so whether you’re in your boat 
or scouting a rapid, the throw bag is at your fingertips. 
Each model features a throw rope in an internal bag 

that pulls completely free from the waist belt.

NRS Guardian Rescue Bag
Color: red

Size: 55’; 1/4” polypro; 
950 lbs. max load
#1828 /  $69.95

NRS Pro Guardian Rescue Bag
Color: yellow

Size: 55’; 1/4” Dyneema®; 
2,608 lbs. max load
#1828.1 /  $89.95
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Touring Safety Kits
All the essential safety items for touring and sea kayaking. Both kits include a Bilge Pump, Paddle Float, boat sponge and a whistle. The 
Deluxe kit also comes with a paddle leash, the HotShot Signal Mirror/Whistle combo and is packaged in our compact Mesh Deck Bag.

NRS Basic Touring Safety Kit
#2884 /  $65.00

NRS Deluxe Touring Safety Kit
#2885 /  $109.95

NRS Z-drag Kit
All the hardware needed to set up a basic mechanical advantage 

system for large-scale extraction. 

Contains:  
- Three Omega Locking D carabiners

-  Two 2” SMC Swiftwater pulleys
-  Two 15’ sections of 1” webbing in red

-  10’ section of 1” webbing in yellow
-  Two 6’ prusik cords (6-mm)

-  150’ of 1/2” Sterling Static Rope
-  Rope Bag (holds 150’ of 1/2” rope)

-  Z-Drag Crib Sheet

#1818 /  $270.00

NRS Kayak Un-pin Kit
All the essentials for a basic Z-Drag set-up in one small kit that 

will easily fit in any whitewater kayak or canoe.

Contains:
-  70’ throw bag with 1/4” Dyneema® rope

-  15’ sling of 1” tubular webbing
-  Two 4’ brake loops of 5-mm prusik cord

-  Two Omega Standard D carabiners
-  Two Omega Locking D carabiners

-  Two 1” SMC CR rescue pulleys
-  Z-Drag Crib Sheet

-  Fox 40 whistle

#1817 /  $185.00
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NRS Paddle Float
The ideal aid in an in-the-water 

kayak re-entry. Slip the self-draining 
main pocket over your paddle blade, 

fasten the webbing leash to the 
shaft and inflate one of the dual air 
chambers. This creates a functional 

outrigger, adding stability to self-
rescue situations.  

Color: yellow
1598 /  $44.95

Bilge Pumps
A compact and lightweight bilge pump is an important component to a touring kayaker’s gear list. The three double-action pumps move wa-
ter quickly and stow away easily under deck rigging or in a day hatch. The 24” long Thirsty Mate pump includes a 24” outflow hose. Optional 

foam float fits both the Thirsty Mate and Beckson bilge pumps. The 21” long NRS Bilge Pump comes complete with a float.

NRS Foam Paddle Float
The NRS Foam Paddle Float is a simple 
tool for kayak touring self-rescue. The 

float secures easily to one paddle blade, 
acting as a buoyant support when the 
other blade is secured to your boat. 

Bright orange outer fabric and strips of 
reflective tape help others see you in 

low-light conditions. Measures 18” long 
by 8.5” wide by 3” thick.

Color: orange
#1598.5 /  $24.95

NRS Kayak Bilge 
Pump with Float
Color: yellow/blue

Size: 21” Long, 8 gpm
#1757 /  $19.95

Beckson Kayak 
Bilge Pump
Color: gray/red

Size: 18” Long, 8 gpm
#1750 /  $27.95

Beckson Thirsty-Mate Bilge Pump
Color: gray/red

Size: 24” Long, 10 gpm
#1755 /  $33.45

Beckson Kayak 
Pump Float

Color: red
#1752 /  $9.25



Mike, NRS Wholesale, paddling in 

the Strait of Juan de Fuca, WA. 

©David Blue/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Vista PFD, NRS Inversion 

Drysuit, NRS Kayak Tow Line, 

NRS Neo Touring Skirt

NRS Kayak Tow Line
Be ready to help your paddling partner reach the final destination 
with the NRS Kayak Tow Line. A tow system is great to have when 

boating with kids or inexperienced paddlers who may become 
fatigued during long paddles. 500-denier Cordura®, with 50’ of 

3/16” polypro rope attached to 24” of bungee cord to ease towing 
over high seas. Heavy-duty, plastic carabiner is stored in an inter-
nal pocket for easy access. Quick-release waist buckle, reflective 

stripe and mesh bottom for drainage. 
Color: yellow/black

1829 /  $54.95

NRS Pro Kayak Tow Line
Instructor inspired, performance oriented. The Pro Tow has 50 
feet of 1/4” polypropylene line for the long reach you need. The 

mesh-paneled bag opens large for easy access and line stuffing. 
Then it rolls compactly with a unique double hook-and-loop closure 

system. Slide the bag where you need it along the wide, quick-
release webbing belt.

Color: blue/yellow
18291 /  $69.95

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 64



C-Tug Boat Cart
This cart is stout, sturdy, and ridiculously simple.  

The C-Tug supports 300 lbs. of weight and 
collapses to stow in a mid-sized kayak hatch. 

Seven simple components break apart and snap 
together with ease--parts won’t corrode, rust, or 

gum up from sand.
Color: black/green
#15931 /  $149.95

MightyMite Boat Cart
Make hauling your kayak or canoe to the water 
a breeze. Large 10" diameter wheels simplify 

transport over uneven terrain. 
Fits in most kayak hatches. Supports up to a 

150 lb. load. Straps to the center of your boat.
Color: black

#15937 /  $79.95

If you can’t find what you’re 
looking for, visit our website: 

nrsweb.com
or call 800-635-5202

Navisafe 
Navi Lights
These powerful lights 
have 16 bright LEDs that 
make you visible over 
long distances. They 
attach to almost anything 
with their double mag-
netic system; so powerful 
it will clamp right through 
a plastic hull. Compact 
enough to fit in a pocket, 
waterproof and they 
float! The Navi Light 
Red/Green gives you 
multiple modes for the 
standard port/starboard/
stern navigation signals. 
The Navi Light 360º 
has steady and flashing 
modes, also serves as 
a camp lantern. They 
operate for many hours 
on 3 AAA batteries (not 
included). Be seen when 
you’re on the water.

Navi Light Red/Green
#2776 /  $64.95

Navi Light 360º
#2775 /  $59.95

Safety Lights
A high-visibility light that you can clip to your PFD or boat to help others keep track of 
your location. The Mini Flasher is powered by two coin-cell batteries and uses a red 
LED that pulses at a frequency of two times per second. The Eco Flare runs on two 
AAA batteries and has two interchangeable bulbs: one constant white area light and 
one flashing red LED. The more powerful Aqua Strobe runs on a single AA battery 

and emits flashes of white light that are visible up to 3 miles away.

Pelican Mini Flasher LED
Color: yellow/red
#2962 /  $12.75

Princeton Tec Aqua Strobe
Color: yellow, black

#2781 /  $34.95

Princeton Tec Eco Flare
Color: yellow

#2782 /  $12.95

65800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com 



Watershed Aleutian Deck Bag
Watershed’s jack-of-all-trades deck bag. A 
ZipDry closure at the cockpit end ensures that 
all gear stored in the main compartment stays 
dry and accessible. Mesh water bottle holder, bilge 
pump clips and a see-through map case make this a 
versatile and indispensable dry bag.
Color: red, yellow
#28932 /  $115.00

Reach for the horizon line.
Waterproof and built to last, the 58-Kayak Compass 
straps on to your kayak with elastic cords and is 
easily removed to throw your boat on the rack. Direct 
reading, 10º graduations, adjustable declination and 
foam base to avoid scratching your boat. Brunton 
quality, Brunton tough.

Brunton 58-Kayak Compass
#7443 /  $65.00

NRS Deck 
Rigging Kit

Whether you are building 
your own masterpiece or re-
outfitting an older kayak, the 
NRS Deck Rigging Kit has 
everything you need to add 
rigging to your boat. Easy 
to install kit includes 24’ of 

1/4” bungee, 14 nylon lacing 
eyelets, and 28 bolts and 
rubber-coated well nuts.

#2882 /  $19.95

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 66

Aquapac Kaituna Map Case
Especially designed for maps! Three-fold seal locks 
tight with hook-and-loop closure. Clear polyurethane 
is easy to see through and is PVC-free. Comes with 
a neck cord and the slits in the top and bottom strips 
give lots of attachment options. Seals out the splash 
and rain.
#28491 /  $20.00



NRS Catalina Sprayskirt
The Catalina is designed to fit the large cockpit 

sizes of recreational kayaks. Durable, 210-denier 
urethane-coated nylon with taped seams keeps 

you dry and protects you from the sun while you’re 
out exploring. The deck features an anti-pooling 

bar and two easily accessible grab loops for quick 
exit. Adjustable tunnel tightens with a bungee 

drawcord, and the shock cord bungee rim can be 
adjusted to fit different boats.

Color: gray
Deck Size: XS, S, M, L
Waist Size: Universal

#2064 /  $49.95

Kokatat Tropos Deluxe & 
Gore-Tex Deluxe Sea Skirts
The Deluxe Sea Skirts feature non-slip fabric surrounding the 1/4” deck bungee 
to keep the skirt watertight and securely in place. Webbing reinforcement under 
the deck prevents water from pooling. A paddle park with a hook-and-loop clo-
sure holds your paddle when you need to free up your hands. The fleece-lined 
tunnel pocket keeps your hands warm, and a zippered mesh deck pocket stores 
your valuables. The Deluxe is available in either GORE-TEX Evolution fabric or 
Kokatat’s lightweight, breathable Tropos fabric.
Color: mango
Deck Size: 33-38” L X 18-21.5” W
Waist Size: Universal

TROPOS DELUXE
#2509 /  $120.00

GORE-TEX® DELUXE
#2514 /  $167.00 NRS Neo Touring Deck

Our Neo Touring Deck stretches tight for a secure 
fit in all conditions. The stretchy neoprene tunnel 

resists sagging and is comfortable to wear all 
day. Fully taped watertight seams throughout the 
1.5-mm neoprene deck and tunnel. The rugged 
bungee rand and rubberized inner deck coating 
firmly grip the cockpit rim, preventing slippage 

and implosion.
Color: blue/gray

Deck Size: 30-35” L X 17-19” W
Waist Size: S/M, L/XL

#2014 /  $89.95

67800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com to order. 

Ashley, NRS Marketing, paddling 

off the Oregon Coast. 

© Mike Hood/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Sea Stow Drybag, 

Watershed Aleutian Deck Bag, 

Pro-Tec Two Face, NRS Ninja 

PFD, NRS Inversion Kayak 

Drysuit, NRS Paddle Float

See skirt sizing on 
the insert at the 
center of this book.



NRS Cockpit Covers
Our Cockpit Covers allow you to keep loose gear in your boat while traveling, and 
keep leaves, dirt and bugs out of your boat during storage. Adjustable bungee 
tightens to ensure a secure fit. The Neoprene Cockpit Cover uses a rugged shock 
cord with a rubberized inner deck coating.

Nylon Cockpit Cover
Color: black
Deck Size: L
#2011 /  $29.95

Deluxe Cockpit Cover
Color: gray
Deck Size: XS, S, M, L
#2060 /  $34.95

Keep the water where it belongs.

Level 6 Easy Peasy
A great skirt for any beginner 
or youth paddler. Features 
include a grab loop, an 
extra safety webbing strap 
across the front, and a 
hook-and-loop waist cinch 
system for a better fit.
Deck Size: 31-38” L X 17-22.25” W
Waist Size: S/M (26-36”), L/XL (34-44”)
#7542 /  $100.00

Level 6 Juice Lite
The super stretchy deck and custom 
made natural rubber rand allows it 
fit the vast majority of whitewater 
kayaks. Its 3-mm neoprene deck 
is topped with Diamond Grid finish 
for extra durability stretches taut for 
great implosion resistance. Slip into 
the full neoprene tunnel, cinch up your 
drytop and hit it!
Deck Size: 31-38” L X 17-22.25” W
Waist Size: S (28-31”), M (31-34”), L (34-36”), XL (37-40”)
#7543 /  $100.00

Duramesh Zippered 
Cockpit Cover
Color: black
Deck Size: L
#2009 /  $44.95

68 800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

Neoprene Cockpit 
Cover
Color: black
Deck Size: S, M, L
#2061 /  $44.95



Bryan Kirk, Team NRS paddler, 

on the Yuba River, CA. 

©Josh Davis/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Flux Drytop, NRS Drylander 

Shock Cord Skirt

Shock Cord Youth
Color: black

Deck Size: youth (28-31” L X 15.5-17.5” W)
Waist Size: S/M (20-24”), L/XL (24-28”)

#2008 /  $79.95

NRS Drylander Shock Cord and 
Rawhide Skirts

Years of evolution in sprayskirt design and features have led 
to the creation of our NRS Drylander series. Both models 
are patterned to stretch easily and fit drum-tight on today’s 
kayak cockpit designs. Rubberized inner deck coating grips 
the cockpit rim from the inside, resisting slippage and implo-
sion. The 4-way stretch PowerSpan neoprene tunnel ma-
terial gives a snug fit without constricting. Rawhide model 
features a tough, raw neoprene deck surface that holds up 

to any abuse you can imagine.

Drylander Shock Cord
Color: black

Deck Size: S, M, L
Waist Size: S-XL
#20121 /  $94.95

Drylander  Rawhide
Color: black/red

Deck Size: S, M, L
Waist Size: S-XL

#20131 /  $114.95
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See skirt sizing on 
the insert at the 
center of this book.



Split Kayak Flotation
Long and narrow flotation bags fit on either side of a 
kayak’s center support pillar. The full set includes two 
bow bags and two stern bags. Bow bags fit forward of 
the foot area of most kayaks longer than 8’.
Dimensions (inflated):
Bow: 23” long, 10” wide at top, 3” wide at point
Stern: 33.5” long, 13” wide at top, 3” wide at point

SET OF FOUR #42080 / $79.95

BOW BAG #42080.1 / $22.95
STERN BAG #42080.2 / $28.95
PAIR STERN BAGS #42080.22 / $49.95

Standard Kayak 
Flotation
Our Standard Kayak Flo-
tation bags are patterned 
so that a single bag fills 
the entire stern com-
partment of a kayak de-
signed without a center 
pillar. Available in three 
sizes to fit everything 
from the smallest rodeo 
kayak to the largest 
recreational boat.

Dimensions (inflated):
SMALL
31” long, 22” wide at top, 
3” wide at point
#42081 S / $34.95

MEDIUM
37” long, 19” wide at top, 
3” wide at point
#42081 M / $36.95

LARGE
47” long, 24” wide at top, 
3” wide at point
#42081 L / $41.95

Split Storage Float Bags
Long and narrow flotation bags to fit on either side of 
a kayak’s center support pillar. Fold-down watertight 
opening with a nylon zipper closure on the stern bags. 
The full set includes two bow bags and two stern stor-
age bags. Bow bags fit forward of the foot area of most 
kayaks longer than 8’.
Dimensions (Inflated):
Bow: 24” long, 10” wide at top, 3” wide at point
Stern: 44” long, 12” wide at top, 3” wide at point

SET OF FOUR #42084 / $104.95
SINGLE STERN BAG #42084.2 / $36.95

Rodeo Kayak Flotation
Short and narrow flotation bags fit on either side 
of the stern support pillar in today’s short freestyle 
kayaks.
Dimensions (inflated):
28” long, 13” wide at top, 3” wide at point

SINGLE BAG  #42087.2 / $24.95

PAIR  #42087.22 / $47.95

3-D Canoe End 
Flotation

Our 3-D End floats are 
patterned to fill the space 

behind the stern seat 
and in front of the bow 
paddler’s legs in most 

tandem canoes.
Dimensions (inflated):

29.5” long, 28.5” wide, 
18” deep

 Pair  
#42092 / $69.95

 Single Bag  
#42092.1 / $39.95

3-D Canoe Solo Flotation
Designed to fit the bow and stern areas of most popu-

lar whitewater solo canoes. Anchor loops along the 
surface provide tie-down points for rigging.

Dimensions (inflated):
Long: 57” long, 38” wide, 24” deep
Short: 42” long, 40” wide, 24” deep

 Long  #42089 L / $99.95 
 Short  #42089 S / $84.95

Canoe Center 
Flotation

The Center Float fits in 
the area between the 
two seats of a tandem 

canoe, leaving just 
enough room for the 

stern paddler’s legs. Pat-
terned to fit most tandem 

designs.
Dimensions (inflated):

49.5” long, 32.5” wide, 
24” deep

#42093 / $119.95

NRS Infinity Flotation 
These will be the last float bags you buy, because 
they won’t leak, ever. The Urethane fabric simply 
can’t delaminate. Put them in your boat, blow 
some air inside, and forget about them.

Guaranteed for life.
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NRS Back Band and Seat Pads
These kayak outfitting essentials give you the comfort and support you want 
in your kayak. The 6.5” x 17” back band fits most common kayak seats and is 

adjusted with two NRS cam buckles located behind the backband. The seat pad 
raises your seating position in the boat up about 1” and is available with either soft 

or firm contoured padding. Self-adhesive back for easy installation.

Watershed Futa Stow Float
Intended primarily for storage, the Futa is patterned to 
fit into the stern of most modern kayaks. Watershed’s 
innovative ZipDry™ closure locks shut to keep your 
gear dry no matter how wet your boat gets inside.

Color: red, yellow
Dimensions: 36” long, 18.5” wide at top,

6.5” wide at point

#28922 / $79.00

Padz Deluxe Kayak Outfit Kit
Includes: hip pads and shims, thin seat pad, heel 

pads and thigh pads, plus thigh risers for under leg 
support. Whole kit shown above. (non-adhesive)

Color: gray
#2048.8 / $47.50

H2 Glue
Glue of choice for outfit-

ting your kayak. 4-oz. 
can with applicator brush 

in lid.

#1900 / $18.95

Seat Pad (Firm)
Color: black

#2626 / $29.95

Seat Pad (Soft)
Color: blue

#2626.2 / $29.95

Backband
Color: blue/black
#2625 / $49.95

Individual Padz items and more outfitting 
materials sold online:

nrsweb.com/outfitting

Jud Keiser, Team NRS, playing 

in Dead Dog Hole on the 

Spokane River, WA. 

©Chris Hoffer
chrishoffer@gmail.com 71800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 
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DESCRIPTION SIZES WEIGHT ITEM # PRICE

POWERHOUSE:

Fiberglass Blades; Straight Shaft 191, 194, 197, 200 cm 34oz #W29 $240.00*
Fiberglass Blades; Bent Shaft 191, 194, 197, 200 cm 41oz #W30 $315.00*
SHERPA:

Fiberglass Blades; Straight Shaft 191, 194, 197, 200 cm 33oz #W31 $240.00*
Fiberglass Blades; Bent Shaft 191, 194, 197, 200 cm 40oz #W32 $315.00*
Carbon Blades; Straight Shaft 194, 197 cm 32oz #W73 $290.00*
Carbon Blades; Bent Shaft 194, 197 cm 34oz #W74 $390.00*

Werner Powerhouse & Sherpa
The Powerhouse features large blades that are ideal for creeking and river running. The Sherpa’s blades are mid-sized and well balanced, 
perfect for anyone who wants to play and run rivers with the same paddle.

Blade size —
Powerhouse: 18.9 x 7.7”
Sherpa: 18.1 x 7.7”

Blade color — 
Powerhouse: red
Sherpa: amber
Carbon Models: black

Weighed at 197 cm

Weighed at 197 cm

Werner Sho-Gun
With foam-core, carbon blades and fiberglass shaft, the Sho-Gun features large blades ideal for creeking and river running. 

Blade size —
18.9 x 7.9”

Blade color — 
black

DESCRIPTION SIZES WEIGHT ITEM # PRICE

SHO-GUN:

Carbon Blades; Straight Shaft 194, 197 cm 36oz #W64 $340.00*
Carbon Blades; Bent Shaft 194, 197, 200 cm 38oz #W65 $440.00*

Weighed at 197 cm

We stock nearly every paddle Werner makes, including small shaft 
diameter sizes too. Go to:

nrsweb.com/werner
to find the right paddle for your needs.

Whitewater Paddles

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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DESCRIPTION SIZES WEIGHT ITEM # PRICE

SIDE KICK:

Fiberglass Blades; Straight Shaft 194, 197, 200 cm 34oz #W27 $240.00*
Fiberglass Blades; Bent Shaft 194, 197, 200 cm 41oz #W28 $315.00*
Carbon Blades; Straight Shaft 194, 197, 200 cm 33oz #W68 $290.00*
Carbon Blades; Bent Shaft 197, 200 cm 35oz #W69 $390.00*
        PLAYER:

Fiberglass Blades; Straight Shaft 191, 194, 197, 200 cm 33oz #W23 $240.00*
Fiberglass Blades; Bent Shaft 191, 194, 197, 200 cm 40oz #W24 $315.00*
Carbon Blades; Straight Shaft 191, 194, 197 cm 32oz #W66 $290.00*
Carbon Blades; Bent Shaft 191, 194, 197, 200 cm 34oz #W67 $390.00*
Fiberglass, Straight Shaft, 
4-piece

194, 197 cm 38oz #W94 $290.00*

Werner Sidekick & Player
The Sidekick’s huge, down-turned blades are strong and powerful. The popular Player is a fantastic freestyle blade for most paddlers and is 
also available in a four-piece break-down model. 

Blade size —
Side Kick: 18.9 x 7.9”
Player: 18.1 x 7.9”

Blade color — 
Side Kick: blue
Player: orange
Carbon Models: black

Jud, Team NRS, playing at the 

Truckee River Whitewater Park 

in Reno, NV. 

©Kurt Perkins/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Werner Player Bent Shaft 

Paddle, NRS Flux Drytop

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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DESCRIPTION SIZES WEIGHT ITEM # PRICE

      CAMANO:

Fiberglass Straight Shaft 220, 230, 240 cm 27.25oz #W10 $265.00
Fiberglass Bent Shaft 220, 230, 240 cm 34oz #W11 $340.00
Carbon Straight Shaft 220, 230, 240 cm 25.25oz #W54 $340.00
Carbon Bent Shaft 220, 230, 240 cm 29oz #W55 $415.00

Werner Camano
Werner’s most versatile and popular low-angle design offers a unique balance of finesse and power. The Camano’s mid-sized blades make 
it Werner’s most popular low-angle model.

Blade size —
20.5 x 6.3”    

Blade color —
 Amber
Carbon model: black

Weighed at 220 cm

Werner Kalliste
Treat yourself to an amazingly light and responsive paddling experience. Buoyant foam-core low-angle blade design finds its own perfect 
placement in the water throughout all strokes and braces. Available in carbon only.

DESCRIPTION SIZES WEIGHT ITEM # PRICE

      KALLISTE:

Carbon Straight Shaft 220, 230 cm 23oz #W50 $390.00
Carbon Bent Shaft 220, 230, 240 cm 26oz #W51 $465.00

Blade size —
20.5 x 6.3”    

Blade color —
 black

Weighed at 220 cm

Protect your investment.
We’ve pulled out all the stops with our travel bags for 2-piece paddles. 
A beefy Cordura® outer shell surrounds soft foam with a nylon inner 
lining. Blade areas are lined with fleece, and the shafts can be secured 
in place with sewn-in straps. Also included are two mesh inner pockets, 
one clear outer pocket, a carry handle and removable shoulder sling. 
Holds up to two 2-piece paddles without scratching them up.

NRS Two-Piece Kayak Paddle Bag 
Color: black/yellow
#3093 /  $70.00

Touring/Recreational Paddles
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Werner Skagit CF
The Skagit is a lightweight, durable low-angle paddle that’s smooth and effortless through the 
water. Carbon-reinforced nylon blades on a fiberglass shaft. Adjustable ferrule system from 
0-75 degrees right- or left-hand offset.

DESCRIPTION SIZES WEIGHT ITEM # PRICE

SKAGIT CF:

Straight Shaft 220, 230, 240 cm 31oz #W18 $180.00
Bent Shaft 220, 230, 240 cm 37oz #W19 $255.00

Weighed at 220 cm
Blade size —
19.3 x 6.1”    

Blade color —
 Black

DESCRIPTION SIZES WEIGHT ITEM # PRICE

      IKELOS:

Carbon Straight Shaft 210, 215, 220 cm 24oz #W52 $390.00
Carbon Bent Shaft 205, 210, 215, 220 cm 26.5oz #W53 $465.00
      CYPRUS:

Carbon Straight Shaft 205, 210, 215 cm 23oz #W46 $390.00
Carbon Bent Shaft 210, 215, 220 cm 25.5oz #W47 $465.00

Werner Ikelos & Cyprus
The foam-core Ikelos and Cyprus blade designs offer the aggressive high-angle paddler 
a remarkably smooth, responsive feel. The buoyant blades aid proper stroke and bracing 
technique and pulls through the water effortlessly. Available in carbon only.

Blade size —
Ikelos: 19.3 x 7.9”
Player: 18.1 x 7.1”

Blade color — 
black

Werner Skagit FG
An unbeatable entry-level recreational touring blade design. Fiberglass-reinforced nylon 
blades on a straight fiberglass shaft. Ferrule system from 0-75 degrees right or left-hand offset.

DESCRIPTION SIZES WEIGHT ITEM # PRICE

      SKAGIT FG:

Straight Shaft 220, 230, 240 cm 34oz #W21 $130.00

Weighed at 220 cm

Blade size —
19.3 x 6.1”    

Blade color —
Yellow

Weighed at 210 cm

DESCRIPTION SIZES WEIGHT ITEM # PRICE

CORRYVRECKEN:

Fiberglass Straight Shaft 210, 215, 220 cm 27.25oz #W14 $265.00
Fiberglass Bent Shaft 210, 215, 220 cm 33oz #W15 $340.00
SHUNA:

Fiberglass Straight Shaft 205, 210, 215, 220 cm 26.25oz #W16 $265.00
Fiberglass Bent Shaft 205, 210, 215, 220 cm 32oz #W17 $340.00
Carbon Straight Shaft 205, 210, 215, 220 cm 25.25oz #W60 $340.00
Carbon Bent Shaft 210, 215, 220 cm 28.5oz #W61 $415.00

Blade size —
Corryvrecken: 19.3 x 7.9”
Shuna: 18.1 x 7.1”

Blade color — 
orange
Carbon model: black

Corryvrecken & Shuna
The Shuna’s mid-sized blades and high-angle design make it the best choice for all-
around touring use, while the Corryvrecken’s large blades provide solid power and control 
for strong, aggressive paddlers. The Corryvrecken is available in fiberglass only.

Weighed at 210 cm
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Yakima HullRaiser Aero
The J-shaped cradles fit right on your cross-
bars to nestle your boat. Works with round, 

square and most factory crossbars. 
Includes a pair of heavy-duty straps with 

padded buckles.
#3501 /  $139.00

Yakima HullRaiser
The little brother to the HullRaiser Aero. 
Works with round or square crossbars or 

with factory bars, if you have MightyMounts. 
Includes a pair of heavy-duty straps with 

padded buckles. Use MightyMounts 
(sold separately) to attach to your car’s 

factory racks.
#3500 /  $119.00

Yakima BowDown
Attaches right to round, square or factory 

crossbars to hold one boat. Padded to 
prevent boat damage and folds out of the 

way when not in use. Locks to your crossbar 
using SKS locking system (sold separately). 

Straps included.
#3528 /  $179.00

a) Yakima HullyRoller
Pair it up with the Mako Saddles for effort-
less loading. U-shaped rollers fit any boat, 
pivot for loading convenience and lock for 
transport. Padded buckle straps and bow/
stern tie-down straps included. Use Mighty 
Mounts (sold separately) to attach to your 

car’s factory racks.
#3503 /  $89.00

b) Yakima Mako Saddles
The form-fitting cradle fits any hull shape 

and the Dynaflex™ pads grip and hold. Pad-
ded buckle straps and bow/stern tie-down 
straps included. Use MightyMounts (sold 
separately) to attach to your car’s factory 

racks.
#3504 /  $69.00

Yakima BigStack
The BigStack is padded to prevent damage 
to your boat and folds down flat when not in 
use.  Unique anchor head allows for “lasso” 
loading. Locks to crossbar using SKS lock-

ing system (sold separately). Fits round, 
square or factory crossbars and includes 

straps.
#35021 /  $139.00

a)
b)

For over 25 years, the active, outdoor enthusiasts 
at Yakima have been making quality roof racks and 
accessories that allow you to haul your gear to the 

next adventure! They build their systems rugged and 
tough so you don’t have to worry about the safety of 
your stuff. They build them functional and flexible so 
they’re easy to assemble, adjust and customize to 

your needs.

They believe so strongly in their products they give 
you a lifetime warranty. Invest with confidence!

For over 25 years, the active, outdoor enthusiasts 
at Yakima have been making quality roof racks and 
accessories that allow you to haul your gear to the 

next adventure! They build their systems rugged and 
tough so you don’t have to worry about the safety of 
your stuff. They build them functional and flexible so 
they’re easy to assemble, adjust and customize to 

your needs.

They believe so strongly in their products they give 
you a lifetime warranty. Invest with confidence!

Go to 

nrsweb.com/yakima
for a huge selection of 
Yakima rack systems. 

You’ll find water, bike and 
snow accessories. You 
can also build a custom 

rack set-up using our 
online rack builder!



Yakima Universal Mighty Mounts 
Many Yakima accessories will mount directly to your 

factory racks with these simple brackets.
#3522 /  $40.00

Yakima Gunwale Brackets
The low profile, rounded shape makes for easy loading and unloading of your canoe or open hulled boat. 

For round Yakima bars only. Padded buckle straps included.
#3506 /  $79.00

Yakima Outdoorsman 300
Clamps onto truck bed rails without drilling. Use one 
set in combination with the Dry Dock or two sets to 
manage all the gear. Load capacity of 300 pounds. 

Crossbars sold separately.

Yakima DryDock
This Y-frame fits into a 2” receiver hitch and adjusts 

in height. Combine with a cab roof rack or the 
Outdoorsman 300 to support kayaks and canoes. 

Stabilizing straps included.
Crossbar sold separately.

#3515 /  $189.00

LashLock™
Strap your boat to your 
car’s rack and lock it 

down in one easy step. 
The LashLock™ is 

adjustable up to 13’ long 
to hold down any kayak 

or canoe. Either pass the 
cable through a security 
loop on the boat, or use 
two LashLocks to keep 
your boat secure and 

safe on your car. Unlocks 
with a three-digit code of 

your choice.
#3102 /  $35.00

Yakima ShowBoat
Slide-out roller system that assists in loading boats onto your vehicle. Padded to prevent boat damage. 

Fits onto round, square or factory crossbars.
#3527 /  $100.00

Yakima MultiMount 
Hold paddles, oars, and other gear to your bars. 
Hypalon® straps span objects up to 5” diameter. 

#3508 /  $55.00/pr.

Outdoorsman 
300 Compact
#3511 /  $199.00

per 1/2 set

Outdoorsman 
300 Full

#3512 /  $199.00
per 1/2 set
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NRS 
Constrictor 
Cable Lock

Keep your gear safe 
with the NRS Constrictor 

Cable Lock. This four 
number combination 

lock, with a retractable 
cable, secures your 

equipment and stores 
easily with little bulk and 
no tangling. 45” long 1.6-
mm retractable cable fits 

around most items. 
#3103 /  $9.95
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Quick-N-Easy Car Top Racks
Quick-N-Easy fittings can be used to build your own 

custom car-top racks. Brackets securely mount to rain 
gutters with a cam lever and clip assembly. For 1” 

tube crossbars, use the Tube Holder listed below, or 
just bolt a 2 x 4 to Quick-N-Easy brackets to complete 

your rack.

NRS Universal Kayak and Canoe Racks
Here’s a simple, effective car-top carrying solution that works on any car, with or 
without existing factory racks. Your boat secures to the soft foam blocks which 
then pop onto your factory crossbars, or tie directly onto your car’s roof. Then 
attach the NRS J-Hook straps to the bow and stern to hold your boat securely 
at both ends. The Kayak Rack Kit includes two non-skid foam blocks, two NRS 

J-Hook Straps for bow and stern tie-down, one 15’ NRS Strap for center tie-down 
and two NRS Straps for securing the boat to the foam blocks. The Canoe Rack 

Kit includes four non-skid foam blocks, two NRS J-Hook Straps for bow and stern 
tie-down and two 15’ NRS Padded Straps for center tie-down. Both kits stow away 

in the included handy mesh bag. Instructions included.

NRS Bow/Stern Tie-Down Kits
Ideally suited for strapping boats and other cargo to a 
trailer or roof of a car. These kits use our heavy-duty 
1" webbing with tough rubber-coated metal hooks. 

Small Tie-Down Kit
24" strap on the buckle end, 6' tail.

#1453 6 /  $14.95/pr.

Large Tie-Down Kit
40" strap on the buckle end, 14' tail.

#1453 14 /  $19.95/pr.

Quick-N-Easy Brackets (set of 4)
#3200 /  $69.95

Quick-N-Easy Yoke (each)
#3210.1 /  $16.95

Quick-N-Easy Lever & Clip (each)
#3210.2 /  $11.95

Quick-N-Easy Tube Holder (each)
#3210.3 /  $7.95

Deluxe Kayak Car Rack Kit
#31171 /  $69.95

Deluxe Canoe Car Rack Kit
#31181 /  $69.95

Universal Kayak Blocks
(foam only)

#31201 /  $30.95

Universal Canoe Blocks
(foam only)

#31211 /  $30.95

NRS 1" Loop Straps
Loop straps are the perfect solution to tie-down situations where you want the 

strap to stay put when it’s not pulled tight. Commonly used on raft frames to strap 
down coolers and dry boxes. When you unbuckle the strap to get something out of 

the cooler, each end remains fixed to the frame, ready to be tightened again.

LENGTH ITEM # PRICE

4-foot #1444 4 $5.30
6-foot #1444 6 $5.60
9-foot #1444 9 $6.15
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1" Straps

1" Padded Straps
Sewn-on PVC pads are soft-sided 
to prevent scratches from the metal 

buckle.

LENGTH ITEM # PRICE

9-foot #1442 9 $5.75
12-foot #1442 12 $6.35
15-foot #1442 15 $6.75
20-foot #1442 20 $7.70

LENGTH ITEM # PRICE

1-foot #1440 1 $3.60
2-foot #1440 2 $3.75
3-foot #1440 3 $3.90
4-foot #1440 4 $4.20
6-foot #1440 6 $4.55
9-foot #1440 9 $5.10
12-foot #1440 12 $5.50
15-foot #1440 15 $6.10
20-foot #1440 20 $7.05

NRS Heavy Duty Straps
Introduced over 25 years ago, our straps have been used for virtually every hold-down application imaginable. Keep some in your garage, 
your storage shed, the trunk of your car and the bed of your truck. The 1" high-tenacity polypropylene webbing is manufactured to a tensile 

strength of 1,500 lbs. The cam buckles are able to hold over a 2,000 lb. tensile load.

Bryan Kirk, Team NRS, at the 

Yuba River, CA. 

©Josh Davis/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Flux Drytop, NRS 1” Heavy 

Duty Straps
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Camera Cases
The ultra-clear optical quality LENZFLEX™ mate-
rial allows you to snap photos without removing the 

camera from its case.

All-purpose 
Whanganui Cases

The Whanganui Cases are a dry bag perfect 
for the deck of your kayak or anywhere else. 
The 674 and 664 are made with four eyelets 
for easy attachment to canoes and kayaks. 

Guaranteed 100% waterproof to 15 feet.

Phone Cases
Use your phone normally 
in its case as sound and 
signal pass right through 

the case material.

These unique cases come in a variety of sizes to 
fit all of your personal electronics, communications 

equipment and valuables. Guaranteed waterproof to 
at least 15 feet (5 meters), these cases have passed 
the highest waterproofing standards available. The 

Aquaclip® is the key to all Aquapacs – it’s an amazing 
little device that can effectively seal the case with the 
simple twist of a lever. Additionally, sound and signals 

pass through the case with little to no loss.

414 Camera Case
#28721 /  $40.00

404 Mini Camera Case
#28291 /  $35.00

455 SLR Camera Case
#28741 /  $130.00

420 Hard Lens Camera Case
#28761 /  $55.00

604 Keymaster
#28791 /  $20.00

104 Mini Cell Phone
#28451 /  $30.00

114 Cell Phone/GPS
#28701 /  $30.00

124 Med. Phone
#28591 /  $30.00

084 Flip Phone
#28421 /  $40.00

644 Mini Whanganui
#28771 /  $27.00

654 Small Whanganui
#28671 /  $28.00

664 Large Whanganui
#28521 /  $45.00

674 Jumbo Whanganui
#28681 /  $50.00

445 Large Camera Case
#28731 /  $50.00

Aquapac Keymaster
3.5” x 6” Cir., perfect for keys and cash.



515 MP3 Case
#28381 /  $50.00

H2O Audio Waterproof 
iPod Cases                                        

H2O Audio builds their Waterproof 
Cases for iPods with patented Latch-

Lock™ technology, a secure click-
wheel control, and five different sizes 
to fit your personal needs. Submers-

ible up to 10 ft.

Aquapac MP3 
Player Case

Keep your gadgets safe 
from rain, snow and 

the accidental drop into 
water. The MP3 case 
features a clear front 
panel for operating 

controls and click wheels 
inside the case.

H2O Audio 
H3 Waterproof Headphones

And what good is a waterproof case without water-
proof headphones? These H2O Audio headphones 
were designed to swim, with Aquatic SilencerEar-
plugs™, coiled cable to reduce entanglement, and 

standard 3.5 mm headset jack. Ear buds are detach-
able from the sports band for separate operation.

#2075 /  $49.95

The world’s only waterproof and 
shockproof MP3 player.

Finally, an MP3 player you can use anywhere. Player 
is waterproof and submersible to 10 feet. Shockproof 
design supports MP3, WMA, DRM files as well as a 

featured radio tuner with presets. Lasts up to 18 hours 
when fully charged. Comes with USB cable, water-

proof headphones and arm strap. 2 GB flash memory 
holds up to 600 songs. 

Freestyle Audio 2GB MP3 Player
#3036 /  $59.95

iPod Nano Case
(3rd gen.)

#2072 /  $79.95

iPod Shuffle Case
(2nd gen.)

#2074 /  $39.95

Waterproof your 
listening experience.

Waterproof to withstand heavy perspiration, rinsing 
after use and submersion down to 12 feet. Includes 5 
sets of graduated size ear canal adaptors for a cus-

tomized fit. Gives excellent clarity and bass response 
and is compatible with H2O Audio cases and 3.5-mm 

headphone jacks. Perfect for swimming, surfing, 
wakeboarding, running, etc.

H2O Audio Surge Headphones
#2069 /  $59.95

81800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

iPod Nano Case
(5th gen.)

#20701 /  $79.95
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1120 CASE  #2986 / $38.95 1150 CASE  #2994 / $45.25
1200 CASE #2981 S / $62.95 1300 CASE #2981 D / $74.95
1400 CASE #2982 / $114.95 1500 CASE #2983 / $170.95
1550 CASE #2984 / $211.95 1600 CASE #2985 / $249.95

Pelican – Keep it safe and dry, whether you boat or fly.
The best waterproof, dustproof and airtight cases on the market! Pick ‘N’ Pluck™ foam 
allows you to customize your box for all your equipment. ABS structural plastic case 
is virtually crushproof, and the built-in O-ring-sealed automatic purge valve allows for 
quick pressure equalization after changes in altitude or temperature. Cases guaranteed 
for life. 

PELiCAN CASE SiziNG

iNTERiOR DiMENSiONS
Case Length Width Depth
1010 4-7/16” 2-7/8” 1-11/16” 
1020 5-5/16” 3-9/16” 1-11/16”
1030 6-3/8” 2-5/8” 2-1/16”
1040 6-1/2” 3-7/8” 1-3/4”
1050 6-5/16” 3-11/16” 2-3/4”
1060 8-1/4” 4-1/4” 2-1/4”
1120 7-1/4” 4-3/4” 3-1/16”
1150 8-3/16” 5-11/16” 3-5/8”
1200 9-1/4” 7-1/8” 4-1/8”
1300 9-7/8” 7” 6-1/8”
1400 11-13/16” 8-7/8” 5-3/16”
1500 16-3/4” 11-3/16” 6-1/8”
1550 18-7/16” 14” 7-5/8”
1600 21-7/16” 16-1/2” 7-7/8”

1010 Case
#3012 / $15.95

1020 Case
#3013 / $20.95

1030 Case
#3014 / $21.95

1040 Case
#3015 / $23.50

1050 Case
#3016 / $24.75

1060 Case
#3017 / $29.95

Color: blue, aqua, red, moss with clear top; 
yellow / yellow top

Pelican Micro Cases
Compact and lightweight, these Micro 

Cases are perfect for organizing the little 
things you don’t want to get wet. Features 

include clear box (except yellow) with a 
rubberized colored liner, carabiner, and 

auto purge valve for pressure equalization. 
These cases are water resistant — non-

submersible.
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Kurt, NRS Wholesale and 
Ashley, NRS Marketing, ride the 

swell off the Oregon Coast. 
© Mike Hood/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:
Pro-Tec Two Face Helmet, 

NRS Inversion Kayak Drysuit, 
NRS Sea-Stow Drybag, 
NRS Neo Touring Skirt, 

NRS Paddle Floats, 
Watershed Aleutian Deck Bag

Sea-Stows are 
especially great for 

kayaking.
The 70-denier urethane-coated 
nylon keeps the weight of these 
bags to a minimum while also 

sliding easily in and out of fiber-
glass and polyethylene kayaks. 
Sea-Stows are available with 

round bottoms for more volume 
and easier stuffing, or grommet-
ed corners for a slimmer profile 
and easy tie-down. Both models 

have a clear, tough urethane 
window and waterproof Storm-
Strip™ closure that doubles as 
a carry handle. Includes handy 

D-ring on closure.

SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME ITEM # PRICE

Small 7.5” X 13” 10 Liters; 610 cu. in. #2973 S $19.95

Medium 9.5” X 20” 22 Liters; 1,343 cu. in. #2973 M $28.95
Large 11.5” X 23” 38 Liters; 2,319 cu. in. #2973 L $36.95

NRS ROUND-BOTTOM SEA-STOWS  Color: red 

SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME ITEM # PRICE

X-Small 6.5” X 6.5” 2 Liters; 122 cu. in. #2972 XS $14.95
Small 8.5” X 11” 5 Liters; 305 cu. in. #2972 S $16.95
Medium 12” X 21.5” 16 Liters; 976 cu. in. #2972 M $24.95
Large 14.5” X 25.5” 30 Liters; 1,831 cu. in. #2972 L $29.95
X-Large 17” X 28” 39 Liters; 2,380 cu. in. #2972 XL $36.95

NRS GROMETTED SEA-STOWS   Color: red

SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME ITEM # PRICE

X-Small 6.5" X 12.5" 6 Liters; 366 cu. in. #2940 XS $15.95
Small 7.5" X 13" 10 Liters; 610 cu. in. #2940 S $17.95
Medium 9.5" X 20" 22 Liters; 1,343 cu. in. #2940 M $23.95
Large 11.5" X 23" 38 Liters; 2,319 cu. in. #2940 L $26.95

X-Long 9.5" X 38" 44 Liters; 2,694 cu. in. #2940 XL $28.95

NRS RiCKSACKS  Color: clear 

Ricksack
The Ricksack™ provides the 

advantage of a see-through bag 
with the added durability of a 
thread-reinforced heavy-duty 
PVC body. This is the most 
durable transparent bag on 

the market. StormStrip™ vinyl 
closure system combined with 
a stiff PVC band folds down to 
create an incredibly dry seal. 
X-Long bag has a side-carry 

handle for easy transport.



NRS Tuff Sack
Our Tuff Sacks feature the innovative StormStrip™ closure system, ensur-
ing a waterproof seal. A heavy-duty 18-oz. PVC/polyester body and 30-
oz. PVC/polyester bottom combine to create a bag that will last for years 
to come. Includes tie-down D-ring on closure, and an extra-heavy-duty 

buckle. X-small and Small are great for sunscreen, keys and 
snacks. Medium or Large bags are ideal for sleeping bags 

and clothes. X-Long is the perfect size for a Roll-A-Table, 
River Wing or tent, and a side-carry handle 

makes for easy 
transport.

SIZE ITEM # DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

X-Small #2945 XS 6.5" X 12.5" 6 Liters; 366 cu. in. $14.95
Small #2945 S 7.5" X 13" 10 Liters; 610 cu. in. $16.95
Medium #2945 M 9.5" X 20" 22 Liters; 1,343 cu. in. $21.95
Large #2945 L 11.5" X 23" 38 Liters; 2,319 cu. in. $26.95

X-Long #2945 XL 9.5" X 38" 44 Liters; 2,694 cu. in. $29.95
XX-Large #2945 XX 12.5" X 26" 53 Liters; 3,234 cu. in. $31.95

Aquapac 780 Wet & Dry 
Backpack

Three-roll seal keeps out water and the 
PVC-free polyurethane coated material 

stays soft and supple, even when it’s 
cold. A large internal pocket lets you 
separate the clean and dry gear from 

the dirty and wet. External mesh pock-
ets let you stow a water bottle, hydra-
tion bladder or other items. Shoulder, 
chest and waist straps keep the pack 

securely in place. 
Color: black

#28531 /  $85.00
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NRS TUFF SACKS  Color: blue, green, red 

NRS Day Pack
The NRS Day Pack dry bag is the 

perfect size for a day’s worth of gear. 
The oversized opening makes it easy 
to load, and the clear urethane front 
panel makes your stuff easy to find. 

Roll-down closure seals tight to keep 
the inside dry, and two padded shoul-
der straps are comfortable during long 
carries. Urethane-coated 500-denier 
Cordura forms the back, bottom and 

sides for maximum durability. 
Color: blue/clear
#2914 /  $77.95



NRS 2.2 Bill’s Bag
Color: yellow, blue, red, green
Size: 14" dia. X 24" H; 62 Liters; 3,802 cu. in.
#2910 /  $59.95

NRS 3.8 Bill’s Bag
Color: yellow, blue, red, green
Size: 16" dia. X 33" H; 108 Liters; 6,566 cu. in.
#2900 /  $69.95

The driest, toughest, most imitated dry bag — 
and still the best.
The tough 21-oz. PVC/polyester body and 34-oz. PVC/polyester round bot-
tom will take years of abuse. The innovative StormStrip™ closure ensures 
the most waterproof seal on the market and a comfortable, ergonomic back-
pack harness makes it easy to carry up the beach or on a long portage. Bag 
handle and compression straps are welded to the bag with our heavy-duty 
double patch system. The 34-oz. floor of the Heavy Duty extends six inches 
up the sides for added durability.

85800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

NRS 3.8 Heavy Duty Bill’s Bag
Color: red/black
Size: 16” dia. X 33” H; 108 Liters; 6,566 cu. in.
#2903 /  $79.95

Rafts tied to shore on the Lower 
Salmon River, ID. 
© Lisa McCanless

Dryness is essential.



Mississippi
Size: 15.5" X 45"
137.6 Liters; 8,400 cu. in.
#28982 /  $169.00

Chattooga
Size: 10" X 21"
29.4 Liters; 1,800 cu. in.
#28902 /  $93.00

Yukon
Size: 14.5" X 27"
68.8 Liters; 4,200 cu. in.
#28912 /  $129.00

Colorado
Size: 15.5" X 34"
104.8 Liters; 6,400 cu. in.
#28952 /  $149.00

Ocoee
Size: 8" X 17"
14.7 Liters; 900 cu. in.
#28972 /  $81.00

Watershed Duffels
Keep your gear dry even when submerged! Easy-to-use ZipDry™ Seal presses 
shut like a freezer bag. 420-denier nylon pack cloth is double-coated with em-
bossed polyurethane. All seams are radio frequency-welded and guaranteed to 
be free of leaks. Even the smallest details are top quality: Duraflex™ side-release 
buckles and D-rings are combined with extreme-duty nylon webbing. Wide mouth 
for easy access.

blue red foliage
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Westwater
Color: foliage, red 
Size: 18” X 26” X 10.5”
80.3 Liters; 4,900 Cu. In.
#28892 /  $129.00

Animas
Color: blue, red 
Size: 15” X 26” X 8”
53.9 Liters; 3,300 Cu. In.
#28872 /  $115.00

Big Creek
Color: foliage, red 
Size: 9” X 20”
19.6 Liters; 1,200 Cu. In.
#28962 /  $81.00

Watershed Backpacks
Get the same great Watershed quality and dryness in a backpack. The Big Creek 
is a great daypack – use it for canyoneering or scrambling around in the rainforest. 
The Animas is larger, perfect for packing all your gear for a walk in the rain. The 
Westwater is the big dog, whether you’re making a portage or just hauling your 
gear from the boat to your campsite.



SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME ITEM # PRICE

Small 20” X 12” X 12” 43 Liters; 2,653 cu. in. #2955 S $59.95
Medium 28” X 13” X 13” 61 Liters; 3,714 cu. in. #2955 M $69.95

NRS Expedition DriDuffel™
Tired of sticking your head in tall drybags while 

searching for your extra paddle jacket or repair kit? 
The large opening and duffel bag styling of the Expe-
dition DriDuffel™ makes finding your gear a breeze. 

PVC-Free urethane coated 500-denier Cordura® 
fabric is tough and super waterproof. The fold-down 
StormStrip™ closure snaps to the ends of the bag 

and combines with the center cinch straps to ensure 
a four-way dry seal.

87800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

NRS Quick-Change Duffel
We took our best-selling Purest Duffel and 
added a changing pad to protect you and 
your gear from sand, grit and rocks. The 
4-foot diameter urethane coated chang-

ing pad stores in a handy, side-zip pocket 
when not in use. Pull the perimeter cord-

lock drawstring and your soggy gear is in a 
neat bundle so that it can be kept separate 

from the rest of the gear in your bag.
Color: blue

Size: 16”D x 30”L, 98 liters, 6,005 cu. in.
#3076 /  $49.95

Ashley, NRS Marketing, laying 
out her changing pad on Cannon 

Beach, OR.
© David Blue/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:
NRS Quick-Change Duffel, 

NRS Guide Shirt, 
NRS Pacific Capris, 

NRS Expedition DriDuffel

NRS EXPEDiTiON DRiDUFFEL  Color: blue, black, clear 
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Brunton Lite-Tech™ 8x22 
Waterproof Monocular

This monocular is waterproof and nitrogen filled 
for no-worry use in your outdoor adventures. 
8-power lenses bring objects up close, while 

still being able to be held steady. Multi-coated 
lenses and highest quality optical glass for crisp, 
clear viewing. Neck lanyard and sturdy carrying 

case are included.
Color: black

Size: 1.3” x 3.3” Weight: 2 oz
#74041 /  $27.50

Brunton Echo™ 10 x 25 Compact Binoculars
A pocket sized powerhouse. Waterproof, nitrogen filled and built tough to take into 
the wilds. Multi-coated lenses and twist-up eye relief. 325 ft. field of view @ 1000 

yards. Neck strap and carrying case are included.
Color: black

Size: 4.5” x 5.2” x 1.6” Weight: 14 oz.
#7401 /  $125.00

Brunton Echo™ 7 x 18 
Pocket Scope 

Jack Bauer would never leave home without 
it. Small, yet powerful. Multi-coated lenses, 
lanyard and case. Not waterproof. 181 ft. 

field of view @ 1000 yds.
Color: black

Size: 1.3” x 3.3”1.8 oz
#7403 /  $31.00

What type battery does it use? 
Caution, trick question.

An LED wonder, with Brunton’s exclusive Omnivore 
Variable Battery Technology. You say, “Huh?” Well, 

OVBT lets you use whatever batteries you have 
handy – D, C, AA or AAA. Push the head in to use 
as a flashlight, pull it out for a 360-degree lantern. 
Includes a couple of AAs to get you started. One 

amazing multitool.

Brunton Lamplight 360™ Lantern
Color: gray

#7419 /  $60.45

Light up the night, 
for pennies a day.

Light up the campsite, light up your tent. 360° of natu-
ral light with a P4 White LED. Five position switch lets 
you select the best brightness level. Built-in top clip 

makes hanging it easy. And it’s a battery miser, giving 
you up to 1080 hours of illumination with 3 D-cell bat-

teries (not included).

Brunton Polaris XL LED Lantern
Color: gray

#7429 /  $62.50
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Extending daylight hours.

Ivy and Tyler playing UNO at camp with 

their Fuel Headlamps.

 ©Keli Keach/NRS

Tough, Waterproof, 
Bright – Right.

The Quad’s four regulated LEDs 
cast constant light on whatever 

you’re doing in the outdoors. 
Light in weight, yet powerful and 

a battery power miser!
Princeton Tec Quad

Color: blue
#2780 /  $34.95

A Stylish Mighty-
Mite!

Fuel your night adventures with 
this overachiever of a headlamp. 

Lots of light from a feather-
weight package. And ya gotta 

love the colors!
Princeton Tec Fuel

Color: pink, green, black
#2777 /  $24.95

The heavy hitter of 
headlamps.

Apex = pinnacle, summit, top 
of the line. Darkness busting 

power, multi-mode convenience, 
long battery life. Advanced wa-
terproof tool for adventurers.
Princeton Tec Apex LED

Color: orange
#2785 /  $84.95

A small light with 
lots of bang!

Tons of light without a bulky 
battery pack, the Princeton Tec 
Remix sports 1 Maxbright LED 
for spotting at a distance, and 3 
Ultrabright LEDs for long burn 

time.
Princeton Tec Remix

Color: black
#2779 /  $39.95



Paco Pads
Legendary sleeping comfort – the outfitter’s choice 
for over twenty years! High-density foam inside a 
heavy-duty 18-oz PVC cover with a waterproof infla-
tion/deflation valve. Self-inflates when you unroll it. 
Sleep on it, then put it inflated on the raft to sit on and 
insulate your cooler.

Large
Size: 1.5” x 24” x 72”; 7 lbs.
#2705 /  $175.65

Super
Size: 2” x 28” x 78”; 10 lbs.
#2706 /  $216.65

El Grande
Size: 3” x 27” x 72”; 14 lbs.
#2707 /  $250.45

yellowyellow

red

lt. blue

gray

dk. blue

Nothing’s better than relaxing 
outdoors in a hammock!

And nobody makes them better than ENO. The Sin-
gle Nest is 4’7”W x 9’10”L, weighs 16 oz. and packs 
down to the size of a grapefruit. The Double Nest is 
6’8”W x 9’10”L, weighs 20 oz. and packs no bigger 

than a cantaloupe. The breathable nylon hammocks 
will support up to 400 lbs. and come with high-quality 

locking-gate ‘biners and nautical grade rope. The 
Slap Strap is a tree-friendly system for hanging your 

hammock just about anywhere.

ENO Single Nest
Color: khaki/olive, blue/yellow, red/gray

#2718 /  $54.95

ENO Double Nest
Color: gray/orange, khaki/olive

#2719 /  $64.95

ENO Slap Strap
#2719.5 /  $19.95

Setting up camp on the Lower 

Salmon River, ID. 

©Ashley Niles/NRS
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Roll-A-Cot
Get up above the things that creep and crawl. Pair it 
with a Paco Pad for ultimate sleeping comfort. 74”L x 
28”W x 15”H when set up. Side pocket for your books 
and night light. Rolled up it’s 36”L x 5” in diameter and 

weighs about 10 lbs. 250 lb. capacity.
Color: blue

#2715 /  $149.95

Create a 190-square-foot 
shady, dry oasis.

On the river, at a campground or in a backyard 
get-together, the waterproof, 40-denier rip-

stop nylon fabric and factory-taped seams will 
withstand years of exposure to the elements. The 
heavy-duty carbon fiber/aluminum pole sections 

let you adjust shelter height from 6’ up to 10’. 
Comes with heavy-gauge tie-down cords with 

tension adjusters, 6 steel tent stakes and 6 plastic 
sand stakes. Nylon storage bags included.

NRS River Wing
Color: gray

#2772 /  $349.95

16-feet

17-feet

NRS Duramesh Chair
Extremely durable steel frame and 
heavy-duty quick-drying mesh make 
this the perfect camping chair. The mesh 
surface offers great ventilation, and it dries in 
a snap. Beverage holder in the armrest. Pair it 
with the NRS Camp Table (see nrsweb.com) for 
a footrest and you’ve got all the comforts of your 
living room recliner – with better scenery! Heavy-
duty carrying bag included.
Color: black
#2713 /  $44.95
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Roll-A-Table
A camper’s best friend! In minutes, the Roll-A-

Table transforms from a compact 
5” D x 32” L bundle to a 32” x 32” table surface on 
28” aluminum legs that will support up to 175 lbs. 
A wide side pocket conveniently holds your cook-
ing supplies. Tabletop fabric is strong, waterproof 

and heat-resistant. 
Color: blue

#2717 /  $89.95

Table Cover
The perfect “table cloth” to protect your 

Roll-A-Table top. Made with heavy-duty PVC.
Color: blue

#2717.1 /  $19.95

Roll-A-Table Utensil Holder
An excellent way to dry and store dishes and 

utensils in camp while freeing up precious table 
space. The 12” deep utensil holder has two 14” 

W and four 10” deep x 7” W pockets. Grommeted 
tabs attach to the tops of two Roll-A-Table legs.

Color: black
#2717.2 /  $19.95

Campsite Counter
Built outfitter tough, it serves as a stout weight-

bearing platform when strapped across your 
raft. Pop the steel legs down on shore and your 
Campsite Counter becomes the perfect kitchen 

workspace. It resists water absorption and cleans 
up easily.

Color: tan/silver
STANDARD: 64”L x 18”W x 40”H

#30722 /  $225.00
WIDE: 48”L x 24”W x 33”H

#30723 /  $225.00

Nara, Andy, Josh and Darci 

waiting for dinner on the Lower 

Salmon River, ID. 

©Lisa McCanless

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Tuff Sack, NRS Duramesh 

Camp Chairs, Firepan.



The Firepan
The Firepan gives you a 15” x 24” firebox that’s elevated to protect the 
ground. The adjustable height grill will cook your food and support pots 
and pans. The 3” depth meets government regulation specs. All parts 
fit inside the pan, and with the optional aluminum cover and a strap, the 
whole unit stores and packs easily. Use a 4’ HD strap to secure the lid. 
Color: black
#2725 /  $199.95

Aluminum Lid
Color: silver
#2726 /  $45.00

93800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 
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Nothing wakes you up like a good 
cup of coffee.

Makes 8 cups of coffee in 10-12 minutes and will 
keep it hot for 2.5 hours, so you can relax around the 

campfire enjoying your morning. 10”x14”x10” (with 
Carafe), 6.5 lbs, accepts propane or butane fuel.

Brunton Brewfire Coffee Maker
Color: black/steel
#7424 /  $160.00

Brunton
Striker 

Firestarter 
Belongs in everyone’s 

emergency kit. The 
durable Firesteel with its 
stainless striker can be 

used thousands of times. 
Waterproof wonder. 

Weight: 1.8 oz.
#7420 /  $12.50

Windproof up to 80 mph.
When weather is a factor, Brunton’s waterproof Helios 
Stormproof Lighter is the answer. Its adjustable high-

temp butane flame is windproof up to 80 mph.
Brunton Helios Firestorm Lighter

Color: black/steel
Size: 3.3” x 1/8” Weight: 1.6 oz.

#7427 /  $84.00

Brunton Vapor Stainless Steel Cook Set
Whether on the river or on the trail, there is no substitute for a good meal. Brun-
ton’s Vapor Stainless Steel Cook Set can make it happen with its light-weight, 

sturdy nested pans. One 8” pan can brown up the meat or stir fry the veggies while 
the two 1.7L pots make pasta and sauce.

Color: steel
#7426 /  $43.50

Lite My Fire Spork
The Light My Fire Spork (spoon-fork-knife combo) 
brings a bit of civilization to the wild and a bit of the 
wild to civilization. Perfect for boating, camping or 
use around the office. Its heat resistant material 

doesn’t melt in boiling water and it won’t scratch non-
stick cookware.

Single Spork
Color: blue, green, yellow, red

#7455 /  $2.99Play & Freeze Ice Cream Maker
I scream, you scream, we all scream for ice cream! 

Put ice and salt in one end and your ice cream ingre-
dients in the other end, then have a blast! 30 minutes 

or less and you’ll be enjoying tasty homemade ice 
cream.

 Pint-Size Quart-Size
 Color: blue Color: red
 #7450 P /  $29.99 #7450 Q /  $39.99

Spork / 4-Pack
Color: assorted

#7455 4P /  $9.99



Slim, powerful and stylish.
The compact shape takes up less room in the drybox. 12,000 BTU burners quickly 
heat up water and also adjust down to a nice simmer temp. The flexible quick-
connect hose connects to both propane and butane fuel cylinders. No need for 
matches; the twist-click piezo igniter fires up the burners. 

Brunton Profile 2-Burner Stove
Color: orange/steel
Size: 21.5” x 11.75” x 3.25” 
#7409 /  $122.45

Raptor™ Foldable Stove 
2006 Backpacker Best Buy. Super lightweight, compact 
design. Get up to 90 minutes of 11,000 BTU cooking 
power with an 8-oz. canister. Boil a liter of water in 4 
minutes, then turn it down to a precise simmer. Push 
button ignition. Finally, a lightweight stove that does ev-
erything right. (Butane canister and stand not included.)
1.7” x 1.5” x 2.5” (folded) Weight: 5 oz.
#7411 /  $61.00

95800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

Alex, NRS Customer Service, 

breaking camp on the Owyhee 

River, OR. 

©Paco Echevarria/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Go! Bag, Brunton Profile 

Stove, Tula Hat, NRS Guide 

Shirt, NRS Owyhee Shorts
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Saves valuable packing space over the 
round “bucket systems”.
This system uses a 5-1/2 gallon rotomolded plastic tank 
and a toilet seat fits securely on top. A plastic flange funnels 
waste directly into the 17” x 7-1/2” x 13-1/2” tank. 
Tank has a 3” cleanout fitting, a water hose 
connector with a pressure release fitting, and 
a threaded plug to cover the user opening. 
Rounded corners make it easy to clean. System 
includes one tank (good for approximately 50 
uses), seat and cleanout hose.

ECO-Safe Toilet System
#2729 /  $198.00

ECO-Safe Spare Tank
#2729.3 /  $126.50

Unsurpassed 
odor control 
for portable 
toilets.
This two-part treatment 
system utilizes anaero-
bic bacteria to absorb 
and inhibit the formation 
of odor-causing Hydro-
gen Sulfide. 1 oz. of the 
powder helps control odor for up to 65 
user days. The 4 oz. spray bottle is a 
topical treatment that contains enough 
liquid for 850 single uses.
#2730 /  $25.95

A portable toilet system that lets you conveniently 
dispose of waste in any garbage can.
The rugged plastic case of the Cleanwaste Toilet measures only 19”L X 14”W X 
5”H when folded and weighs only 7 pounds. The inner WAG (Waste Alleviation 
& Gelling) bag is held in place securely and can be removed and replaced in a 
sanitary manner. The degradable WAG bag contains a bioactive non-toxic gelling 
powder that encapsulates liquid and solid waste, neutralizes odors, and initi-
ates and accelerates decomposition. Full bags can be placed into the provided 
zip-close, puncture resistant containment bag and thrown in any normal trash 
container. These bags comply with federal standards for disposal in landfills and 
will degrade along with gel and waste in six to eight months. Each WAG bag 
will hold a maximum of 3-4 uses. Cleanwaste Toilet includes 3 WAG bags. The 
complete kit comes with a PUP Tent, Toilet, 15 WAG bags, and a convenient 
carry bag.

WAG Bag
#2737 /  $3.75

12-Pack
#2737.2 /  $39.95

50-Pack
#2737.3 /  $159.95

100-Pack
#2737.1 /  $289.95

Cleanwaste Toilet
#2736 /  $116.95

Complete Cleanwaste 
System

#2739 /  $389.95

Cleanwaste PUP Tent
#2733 /  $164.95
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Aluminum Dry Box
Color: gray

5.3 cu. ft.; 36” L X 16” W X 16” H
#3069 / $360.00

4.6 cu. ft.; 38” L X 13” W X 16” H
#3070 / $325.00

Kitchen Box
Color: gray

4.6 cu. ft.; 38” L X 13” W X 16” H
#3071 / $425.00

Built tough for a lifetime of keeping your gear safe and dry.
Heavy-gauge marine aluminum with closed-cell foam lid gasket, folding carry handles, continuous steel lid hinge and tension-adjustable 

latches. The Kitchen Box includes sturdy pole legs that slide into pole sockets for quick and easy setup; poles store inside box when not in 
use. The lid folds down to serve as a countertop.

The perfect 
camp axe.

The forged stainless 
steel head boasts 

edge retention that’ll 
have people talking. A 

glass-filled nylon handle 
reduces vibration and 
is all but impossible to 

damage, let alone break. 
At 17 1/2” x 3 1/8” this 

axe is easy to pack and a 
pleasure to use.

Gerber Camp Axe
Color: black

#27601 /  $66.95

Gerber 
Exchange-A-
Blade™ Saw

Whether you need to cut 
a strainer loose, unpin a 
boat, or just want a saw 
around camp, this is the 

right tool for you. The 
folding lockback blade is 
tempered stainless steel 
and the glass filled nylon 
handle provides a secure 
no-slip grip even in wet 
conditions. Rugged ny-

lon sheath included.
Color: black

#27603 /  $24.85

Lightweight, compact and rugged.
Featuring a tougher-than-nails, glass-filled, nylon handle for comfort and weight re-
duction. A powder coated boron carbon steel spade with serrated edge won’t take 
no for an answer. And an anodized 7075 aluminum shaft that won’t break under 
pressure. The rugged plastic sheath conveniently stores your 
folded E-Tool. Length: 23.75”, 9.25”L x 6”W folded.
Gerber E-Tool Folding Shovel
Color: black
#27604 /  $75.00

Gerber E-Tool Sheath
Color: gray
#27605 /  $29.50
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Engel Coolers
Outfitter-grade Engel Coolers have all the features you’re looking for.  Two full inches of superior 
insulation; twice the thickness of most other coolers.  Rugged high-impact seamless construction.  
A unique full-length hinge system.  Comfortable handles and hand grips.  A positive latching system 
that secures the airtight O-ring seal. A drain plug that opens with one twist and completely drains 

the wet away.  All the parts are UV resistant and built to take boating’s abuse.  Why worry about 
keeping your food and beverages cold?  Buy an Engel!

SIZE EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS WEIGHT ITEM # PRICE

35 Quart 25-3/8"L x 14-3/4"W x 14-3/8"D 22 lbs. #4429 $239.00*
65 Quart 29-7/8"L x 16-3/4"W x 16-1/2"D 28 lbs. #4430 $265.00*
80 Quart 34-3/4"L x 16-3/4"W x 17-5/8"D 32 lbs. #4431 $299.00*
123 Quart 42"L x 18-3/4"W x 17-5/8"D 38 lbs. #4432 $389.00*
146 Quart 44"L x 18-3/4"W x 21-1/4"D 45 lbs. #4433 $459.00*
178 Quart 44"L x 22-1/8"W x 19-1/4"D 55 lbs. #4434 $635.00*

Lisa and Ashley, NRS Marketing, 

making lunch on the Lower Salmon 

River, ID. 

©Darci Niles/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Engel Cooler, Tula Hat

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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Brunton Aluminum Bottle  
Chuck the BPA laden water bottle and step 
up to metal bliss. Brunton’s Aluminum Water 
Bottles have that classic wide mouth design 
making it a sure fit for water filters, spill 
guards and more.
Color: orange, blue, green, gray
Size: 1 liter
#7445 /  $13.75

Size: 0.6 liter
#7446 /  $10.95

Katadyn Base Camp 
Water Filter
Hands-free output, no pumping required! 
This is the most convenient way to treat 
large volumes of water – just fill the bag 
and hang it up, gravity does the rest. An-
tiClog pleated 0.3-micron glass fiber filter 
effectively protects against bacteria, proto-
zoa and cysts. Output up to one pint per 
minute. Cartridge filters up to 200 gallons.
Color: blue
#2704 /  $69.95

NRS Dura Soft Coolers
The cooling capacity of these flexible coolers, 

with temperature-reflective Mylar® and closed-
cell foam insulation, rivals that of hard-sided 

coolers. Rugged nylon exterior can take a beat-
ing and the liner is removable for easy cleaning. 

All have D-rings for easy tie down. The Large 
cooler has an accessory pocket and sturdy car-
ry handles. The Small and Six Pack sizes come 
with a wide shoulder strap. The 30-Can Cooler 

adds a heavy-duty welded urethane bottom and 
an external mesh pocket on the back.

30-Can Cooler
Color: blue

Size: 13.5”L x 9”W x 12”H; 18 qt.
#12561 /  $44.95

Large Cooler
Color: blue, yellow

Size: 20”L x 13”W x 12”H; 45 qt.
#12551 L /  $49.95

Small Cooler
Color: blue, yellow
Size: 14”L x 9”W x 10”H; 15 qt.
#12551 S /  $34.95

6-Pack Cooler
Color: blue, yellow

Size: 10”L x 6”W x 7”H; 7 qt.
#12551 6 /  $24.95

NRS Collapsible Buckets  
These collapsible PVC buckets make camp 
cleanup much more pleasant. The Big Basin 
unfolds to make a great 10” deep by 16” 
diameter sink. Use the handy 10” deep x 9” 
diameter Bail Pail for hauling water, putting 
out fires and bailing your boat. Big Basin has 
a 9-gallon storage capacity while the Bail Pail 
will hold 2.75 gallons.

a) Big Basin
Color: blue
#2051 /  $24.95

b) Bail Pail
Color: blue
#2052 /  $14.95

a)

b)
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NRS Bighorn™ I Frame
With the Bighorn I you can pack a large cooler or dry box either in front 
of or behind you. An excellent choice for most 12’-13’ rafts. Two 9’ NRS 
straps and four strap slides are included for securing your cooler or dry 
box. Includes: (2) side rails, (2) crossbars, foot bar, seat bar, low-back 

drain hole seat, 6” oar mounts, (2) 9’ straps, (4) strap slides

Size: 48”W x 65”L; 54”, 60”, 66”, 72” W x 68” L  
Weight: 60” frame, 48 lbs.

#1201 /  $515.00*
Cooler and Dry Boxes Sold Separately 

–See pages 64 and 89 respectively

NRS Frames are the strongest, most adjust-
able and customizable frame systems for 
rafts and catarafts. Our stock frames fit a 
wide variety of NRS and other manufactur-
ers’ boats. If one of these stock frames 
doesn’t work for you, our professional Frame 
Shop crew can modify and customize parts 
to fit your individual needs.

Choosing Your NRS Frame: Your 
choice of frame will be determined by the 
dimensions of your boat, how you plan to use 
the boat (such as day or multi-day trips, fish-
ing or whitewater) and what you plan to carry. 
Measure large items like coolers and dry-
boxes to help determine your boat’s carrying 

capacity. For help in selecting the right frame 
combination, visit our website:  nrsweb.com, 
or give us a call at 800-635-5202.

Your NRS Raft Frame: The frame length 
is limited by the flat area on the side tubes. 
Frame width should be as wide or wider than 
your boat’s center-to-center measurement 
(CCM) of the side tubes. Determine the CCM 
by subtracting the diameter of one side tube 
from the width of the boat. Generally, thwarts 
are removed from framed rafts to increase 
cargo room.

Your NRS Cataraft Frame: Our yoke 
frames are available in 66” and 72” widths. 
The 66” frames increase maneuverability 

and are good for narrow, rock strewn pas-
sages. The 72” frames increase stability 
and cargo space. Longer side rails can be 
made with a breakdown option for ease of 
transportation and storage. The Universal 
Cat Frame (pg. 102) is even more adjustable 
and adaptable. Move the drop rails in or out 
to customize internal width or remove them 
and you have a raft frame.

Your NRS Fishing Frame: Fishing from 
rafts and catarafts is an excellent way to put 
you where the big ones are biting. Our fish-
ing frames are angler tested for stability and 
convenience. We offer a number of options 
to help you customize your frame to your 
individualized type of fishing.

Frame Materials:
We’ve carefully selected 
materials that give our 
frames great strength and 
rigidity, while keeping weight to a minimum. 
Frame pipe is 1 5/8” OD 6061-T6 anodized alumi-
num, highly resistant to cracking under stress and 
highly corrosion resistant. 

NRS Longhorn™ Frame
A simple rowing frame for almost any size boat. The Longhorn™ 
is equally suited for heavy whitewater or rowing to your favorite 
fishing hole. Combine this classic frame with a soft cooler and 
a dry bag or two and you’ll have a clean and easy setup that 

will make portaging a breeze. Includes: (2) side rails, seat bar, 
standard seat, footbar, 6” oar mounts

Size: 48”, 54”, 60”, 66”, 72” W x 50” L;  Weight: 60” frame, 34 lbs.
#1210 /  $385.00*

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.

NRS LoPro™ Frame Fitting:
Key to the NRS frame system, the pat-
ented, cast aluminum LoPro™ Fitting 
is what makes our frames so uniquely 
adjustable and adaptable. Held to our 
frame pipe by a U-bolt that is “coined” 
(flattened in the arch to minimize its 
profile), the LoPro lets you move, adjust and remove 
frame parts to customize fit and function.

Cooler sold separately
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NRS Bighorn™ II Frame
The Bighorn II can carry both a cooler and a dry box and will fit most boats 14’ and 
longer. Its size and adjustability enable you to carry all the gear needed for multi-
day trips. Includes: (2) side rails, (4) crossbars, foot bar, seat bar, low-back drain 

hole seat, 6” oar mounts, (4) 9’ straps, (8) strap slides

Size: 60”, 66”, 72”, 82” W x 88” L;  Weight: 60” frame, 67 lbs.
#1202 /  $645.00*

Size: 60”, 66” W x 82” L;  Weight: 60” frame, 65 lbs.
#1203 /  $645.00*

Cooler and Dry Boxes Sold Separately –See pages 64 and 89 respectively

NRS Compact Outfitter™ Frame
A genuine workhorse of a frame. Lets you haul two large coolers or dry boxes. 

Use one of them as a rowing seat when rigged with NRS Cooler or Drybox 
Mounts (please specify your choice), which is included. Includes: (2) side rails, 

(4) crossbars, foot bar, cooler mount (or dry box mount), 8” oar mounts,
 (2) 9’ straps, (4) strap slides

Size: 60”, 66”, 72”, 82” W x 78” L;  Weight: 60” frame, 50 lbs.
#1204 /  $545.00*

Cooler and Dry Boxes Sold Separately –See pages 64 and 89 respectively

NRS Cooler/Drybox Mounts
Support and stabilize your cooler or drybox. 11” deep, 
width adjusts easily. Rounded bend on cooler mount, 
90° bend on drybox mount. On the Adjustable Mounts 
each aluminum bottom piece hangs from a separate 
1” NRS HD Strap, for infinite height adjustability of 
your cooler or drybox. Two 6’ loop straps included.

Cooler Mounts
#1205 /  $69.95

Drybox Mounts
#1205 DB /  $69.95

Universal Drop Rails
Turn your large raft frame into a cataraft frame or 

keep your yokes at home using these drop side rails. 
The lower side rails have a fixed length of 68” or 88” 

but can be attached to any crossbars. 10” drop.

#1200 RT /  $144.95/pr.*

Greg and Lisa running Snow Hole Rapid on the Lower 
Salmon River, ID. © Josh Niles

Adjustable Cooler 
Mounts

#12051 /  $64.95

Adjustable Drybox 
Mounts

#12052 /  $64.95

Cooler & drybox 
sold separately

Cooler & drybox 
sold separately

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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Why not have it all? Save money, save weight, and get several frames for the price of one!
With the drop rails in place, the Universal Frame is an outstanding cat frame for whitewater or fishing. Remove the drop rails and use the 

main components to create just about any raft frame arrangement you could want.

108” Universal Frame
The side rails break down into 72” and 36” sections for easy transport. Or use the 72” sections 
for day trips. One frame, endless options. Includes: (2) 108” breakdown side rails, 
(2) universal drop rails, (5) crossbars, deluxe footbar, seat bar, high-back drain 
hole seat, 6” oar mounts, (4) 9’ straps, (8) strap slides. Shown with optional 
mesh floor, cooler and dry box.

Size: 66” W x 108” L; 102 lbs. #1270 /  $925.00*
Size: 72” W x 108” L; 108 lbs. #1272 /  $925.00*

120” Universal Frame
Also available with 120” breakdown side rails (72” and 
48” sections) for extra gear and passenger space.

Size: 66” W x 120” L; 108 lbs. #1271 /  $925.00*
Size: 72” W x 120” L; 108 lbs. #1273 /  $925.00*

NRS Top Cat™ Frame
For the greatest gear hauling capacity, the NRS Top Cat frame can’t 
be beat. Drop in two coolers or dryboxes, which creates seating for 
passengers, and with this frame you will still have room to pack lots 
of dry bags and miscellaneous gear. Includes: (2) yokes, (4) side 
rails, (2) crossbars, (2) foot bars, seat bar, high-back drain hole seat, 
cooler mount, 6” oar mounts, (2) 9’ straps, (4) strap slides

Size: 72” W x 107” L; 118 lbs. #1262 /  $1,115.00*
Size: 72” W x 120” L; 122 lbs. #1263 /  $1,115.00*

NRS Fat Cat™ Frame
Pile on the gear and passengers for multiday trips. This cat frame 
allows the greatest flexibility in rigging for gear and passengers. Al-
lows up to 3 passengers to ride comfortably on the frame. Includes: 
(2) yokes, (4) side rails, crossbar, (2) foot bars, (2) seat bars, (2) 
high back seats, 6” oar mounts, (2) 9’ straps, (4) strap slides

Size: 72” W x 107” L; 116 lbs. #1264 /  $1,180.00*
Size: 72” W x 120” L; 122 lbs. #1265 /  $1,180.00*

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.

Cooler & drybox 
sold separately

Cooler sold 
separately
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NRS Cataraft Cargo Floors
Constructed of high-strength quick-draining woven mesh, our cargo floors are strong enough to stand 
on and support full coolers and extra gear. They come in 4’ and 6’ lengths and fit between 
the lower rails on 66” and 72” single-tube cat frames. The use of the 
Spreader Bar prevents bowing of the lower side rails and 
keeps the cargo floor taut. 

72” Frame: 4’ #1806 4 / $85.95
 6’ #1806 6 / $104.95
 Spreader Bar #1806 SB / $47.75

66” Frame: 4’ #1808 4 / $74.95
 6’ #1808 6 / $94.95
 Spreader Bar #1808 SB / $47.75

Extend your raft or 
cataraft’s cargo 

carrying space. 
Strap dry bags, ammo cans, tackle 

boxes, Pelican cases, anything you can think 
of, to these Side Rail Racks. Made with 8” x 6’ 

or 3’ piece of 3/4” Skidguard marine grade plywood. 
They can lay on top of crossbars, footbars and seat 

bars. When supported by cross members they make great 
walking surfaces. Won’t interfere with oar mount placement.   

NRS Side Rail Racks
 3’L x 8”W #12055 3 / $62.50
 6’L x 8”W #12055 6 / $85.00*

Padded Raft 
Seats

The rower’s throne. Con-
structed with the same 

heavy-duty vinyl covered 
pillow-soft foam used in 
tractor seats. The High-

Back Seat provides more 
upper back support, 

both have a drain hole to 
prevent water from col-

lecting on your seat.

Standard Seat
#1226 / $84.95

High-Back Seat
#1225.5 / $94.95*

Josh, NRS Wholesale Manager, 
making breakfast on the Snake 

River, Hells Canyon, ID.  
© Ashley Niles/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:
NRS Crossover Tee, NRS Top 

Cat Frame, Cargo Floor and 
Side Rail Racks.

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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360-degree rotation for unlimited casting angles.
This comfortable padded seat can rotate 360° so you can cast in any direction. Seat 

back folds forward when not in use. Don’t forget the optional Seat Caddy, which 
attaches to the side of the Action Seat, giving you a handy space for beverages and 

tackle.

 a. ACTION SWIVEL SEAT b. SEAT CADDY
 #1219 /  $52.50 #1219.4 /  $10.95

NRS Fishing Frame
Your raft and the NRS Fishing Frame are a perfect combination for 
that rocky mountain stream or your local lake. The Fishing Frame 

has a comfortable Standard Seat for the rower and puts the angler 
up high with the padded Action Swivel Seat. Includes: (2) side rails, 
crossbar, foot bar, seat bar, Action Seat bar, standard seat, Action 

Swivel Seat, 6” oar mounts

Size: 48” or 54” W X 65” L Weight: 72” frame, 53 lbs.
 60” W x 68” L
 66” or 72” W x 78” L #1231 /  $595.00*

NRS Cat Fish™ Frame
A cataraft makes a great fishing platform for swift or flatwater 

angling and the Cat Fish is the ideal fishing frame. The Cat Fish 
has room to float, fish and pile on the gear for day trips or extended 
journeys. The open design offers ample elbow room for the anglers 

as well as great visibility for the oarsman. Includes: (2) yokes, (4) 
side rails, foot bar, seat bar, Action seat bar, high-back drain hole 

seat, Action Swivel Seat, 6” oar mounts

Size: 72” W x 120” L; 110 lbs.

#1266 /  $995.00*

b.

a.

Darci & Josh fishing the Lower 
Salmon River, ID. 
© Lisa McCanless

FEATURED PRODUCT:
NRS Otter 130, 
NRS Fishing Frame, 
NRS Guru PFD, 
Men’s NRS Foundation Shirt, 
NRS San Juan Shorts, Tula Hats

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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Maintain your balance while fighting fish.
Lean into the NRS Thigh Bar to safely maintain your balance so that you can 
keep your mind on the fun. The full, wrap-around style of the Deluxe Thigh Bar 
minimizes fly line entanglement. Use the Y Thigh Bar on a 
crossbar or cataraft yoke.

NRS Thigh Bar NRS Y Thigh Bar
#1234 /  $74.95* #1237 /  $95.00

NRS Deluxe Thigh Bar
Small – < 54” W frames Large – > 60” W frames
#1234 US /  $99.95*  #1234 UL /  $99.95

NRS Casting Platform
The sturdy NRS Casting Platform is a great fishing 
frame accessory. Combine it with a Thigh Bar and 
you’re as secure as you’d be fishing from the bank.

Small – 18”L x 18”W Large – 22”L x 24”W
#1233 S /  $169.95 #1233 L /  $184.95

Rear Casting Platform
Small – 18”L x 18”W Large – 22”L x 24”W
#1240 S /  $165.00 #1240 L /  $180.00

NRS Anchor 
Mount
Hold your boat in 
position with this slick 
anchor mount. Jam 
cleat mounted near 
rower’s position firmly 
secures rope. 
Anchors and 3/8” D 
rope sold separately.

Raft Anchor Mount
#1236 R /  $189.95

Cat Anchor Mount
#1236 C /  $189.95

NRS Stern Seat Mount
Attach the Stern Seat Mount to the rear crossbar of 
your NRS raft frame and you’ve got the perfect perch 
to fish from. 

Small fits frames < 54” Large fits frames > 60”
#1232 S /  $199.95* #1232 L /  $199.95*

NRS Saddle Bag
It’s a cooler, a thwart bag, a rod 
holder, a fly holder, and a drink 
holder. It’s also got a big front 
pocket to hold anything else 
you need close by. The NRS 
Saddle Bag straps easily and 
securely onto your frame side 
rail for convenient access. 
The polyurethane liner and 
rigid bottom tray come out for 
easy cleaning.
Color: red
Size: 18”L x 11”W x 12”D; 32 qts.
#2886 /  $49.95

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.



Cataract Oar Shafts
Since 1986, Cataract oar shafts have been 

the top choice for boaters looking for a stron-
ger, lighter and more responsive oar. Made by 
Advanced Composites, these maintenance-
free fiberglass/carbon shafts weigh less than 

aluminum, and they’re twice as strong. The SGG 
model flexes through the first part of your stroke, 

much like a wooden oar. Then the shaft re-
bounds similar to a fishing pole for strong, whip-
like action that translates more of your muscle 
energy into the water. The 9’ and 10’ lengths 

are available with a factory rope wrap. The rope 
protects the shaft and helps eliminate some of 

the noise of rowing, which you’ll appreciate even 
if you’re not fishing.  SGX shafts are 33% stiffer, 

for larger, heavier boats.

DESCRIPTION COLOR ITEM # PRICE

8’ SGG Shaft white, blue, yellow, black #1393 8 $119.95*
8 - 1/2’ SGG Shaft white, blue, yellow, black #1393 85 $119.95*
9’ SGG Shaft white, blue, yellow, black #1393 $119.95*
9 - 1/2’ SGG Shaft white, blue, yellow, black #1394 $134.95*

10’ SGG Shaft white, blue, yellow, black #1395 $134.95*
11’ SGG Shaft white, blue, yellow, black #1396 $149.95*
9’ SGG w/ Rope Wrap black, white #1393.1 $144.95*

10’ SGG w/ Rope Wrap black, white #1395.1 $159.95*
10’ SGX Shaft ice blue #1391 10 $152.95*
11’ SGX Shaft ice blue #1391 11 $174.95*

Cataract Blades
Tough and buoyant, these blades do the job whether 

you’re fishing or whitewater rafting. Heavy-duty 
structural urethane surrounds a lightweight composite 

core. 7” Magnum blade has a thinner cross-section 
and molded ribs to slice into the water and help 

reduce flutter.

6 1/4” Blade
Color: black

#1392 /  $69.95

7” Magnum Blade
Color: black

#1392.1 /  $69.95

Cataract Razor Blade
Sharpen your oar setup with the 6-7/8” Cataract 

Razor Oar Blade. This sleek thin cross section design 
features twill carbon fiber skin, a strengthened ure-

thane core, Dynel edging to resist abrasion wear, and 
weighs just over 2.5 lbs., 20% lighter than Cataract’s 

other oar blades.
Color: black

#1398 /  $139.95

10’ Cataract SGG Oar Shaft with Counter Balance
This shaft has an internal counter balance weight in the handle area for easy, low 

fatigue rowing. Shafts come with rope wrap and rubber stopper.

Color: white, black
#13953 /  $174.95*

An NRS crew on the Illinois River, OR. 

©Josh Davis/NRS
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*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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Sawyer Standard Utility Oar
An excellent choice for fishing pontoon boats and 

other small craft. There’s just nothing like a wooden 
oar! Laminated from specially selected straight grain 

Douglas Fir for a light, stiff and stable oar. Blades 
have a slight crown for a smooth, controlled stroke. 
Includes a rubber oar sleeve/stopper to protect the 

shaft from wear. Finished with a sealer soak, plus two 
thick coats of the finest marine grade spar varnish.

Sawyer Smoker Light Drifter Oar
A favorite of dory and drift boaters. These beautiful 

wooden oars bring the rowing response of wood and 
the rugged durability of White Ash to your boating. 

Made from specially selected Northern White Ash for 
strength, flex and durability. Shafts are rope wrapped 

(with rubber stopper) for durable, quiet rowing and 
have a rubber covered grip for comfort. The finish is 
two sealer soaks, plus a thick coat of the finest ma-
rine grade spar varnish. Slim blade offers light blade 

weight for hours of rowing with minimal effort.

Sawyer S/P Lights Oar
The choice of the Northwest’s professional Drift Boat 
Guides. They’re light, they’re wood, they’re tough… 

and they’re beautiful. Laminated from specially 
selected straight grain Douglas Fir for a light, stiff and 
stable oar. The blades have a slight crown for superb 

control and Northern White Ash edges and epoxy-
metal tip splines for excellent durability. Shafts are 

rope wrapped (with rubber stopper) for durable, quiet 
rowing and have a rubber covered grip for comfort. 
Finished with a sealer soak, plus two thick coats of 

the finest marine grade spar varnish.

DESCRIPTION COLOR ITEM # PRICE

8’ Smoker with rope wrap natural wood #1336 8 $203.95*
8.5’ Smoker with rope wrap natural wood #1336 85 $223.95*
9’ Smoker with rope wrap natural wood #1336 9 $243.95*
9.4’ Smoker with rope wrap natural wood #1336 95 $273.95*

10’ Smoker with rope wrap natural wood #1336 10 $293.95*

DESCRIPTION COLOR ITEM # PRICE

6’ Utility with rubber stopper natural wood #1332 6 $57.90*
6.5’ Utility with rubber stopper natural wood #1332 65 $67.90*
7’ Utility with rubber stopper natural wood #1332 7 $77.90*

DESCRIPTION COLOR ITEM # PRICE

8’ Light with rope wrap natural wood #1334 8 $183.95*
8.5’ Light with rope wrap natural wood #1334 85 $203.95*
9’ Light with rope wrap natural wood #1334 9 $223.95*
9.4’ Light with rope wrap natural wood #1334 95 $243.95*

10’ Light with rope wrap natural wood #1334 10 $253.95*

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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Carlisle Oar Shafts
Carlisle oar shafts have proven their strength and reliability on waters around the 
world. Built to outfitter standards, they’ll last many seasons whether you use them 
for fishing or river running, on flat water or whitewater. Durable, UV-resistant poly-
ethylene plastic covers the reinforced internal aluminum body. Rubber grips cover 

the molded plastic handles. 8' and longer have reinforced inner shafts for extra 
strength. These shafts can attach to either Carlisle or Cataract blades. 

Please Note: Lengths listed are the lengths of the entire oar, shaft and blade. The 
actual shaft length will be approximately 27.5” shorter.

Carlisle Outfitter Blades
Rugged and light, Carlisle Outfitter blades are 

constructed of tough, UV-resistant plastic with a 
full-length tempered aluminum spine for superior 

strength, and a strong insert to withstand aggressive 
boating. A push-button mechanism locks the blade 

securely to either a Carlisle or Cataract shaft.

DESCRIPTION COLOR ITEM # PRICE

7’ Shaft blue #1300 $55.50*
7 - 1/2’ Shaft blue #1301 $55.50*
8’ Shaft blue, black, yellow #1305 $82.50*
8’ 2-Piece Shaft blue #1306 $96.95

8 - 1/2’ Shaft blue, black, yellow #1308 $82.50*
8 - 1/2’ 2-Piece Shaft blue #1309 $96.95
9’ Shaft blue, black, yellow #1310 $82.50*

9’ 2-Piece Shaft blue #1313 $96.95
9 - 1/2’ Shaft blue, black, yellow #1314 $82.50*
9 - 1/2’ 2-Piece Shaft blue #1314.5 $107.95*
10’ Shaft blue, black, yellow #1315 $82.50*
10’ 2-Piece Shaft blue #1318 $107.95*
11’ Shaft yellow #1320 $88.00*

6 1/2” Blade
Color: black, yellow
Size: 6.5”W x 26”L

#1360 /  $64.00

8” Blade
Color: black, yellow

Size: 8”W x 26”L
#1365 /  $64.00

Carlisle Oar Extender
Give yourself the extra length needed for varied boat 
widths and situations. Each extender adds 1’ to your 

Carlisle or Cataract oar shaft.
Color: black, yellow, blue

#1370 /  $40.00

PTC Canoe/Raft Paddle
Ever break a paddle blade? With the PTC, that’s a 

thing of the past. The 8” x 18” ABS blade is indestruc-
tible. The 1-1/4” aircraft-grade 7075 T6 aluminum 
shaft is topped with a T-grip handle and sheathed 
with a polymer blend for comfort. You won’t find a 

tougher paddle at this price.
Color: yellow/blue, yellow/red, yellow/black

Size: 56, 60, 66”
Weight: 36 oz. at 60”

#1662 /  $39.95*

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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Sawyer Cobra Oarlocks
The unique shape of the Cobra Oarlock gives 

increased strength and range of motion. The wide 
horns distribute the load of the oar across a larger 

surface, and the oval opening allows up to 15 degrees 
more vertical range. Bronze alloy construction with-

stands years of heavy use. Deluxe model is threaded 
to fit the included lock-nut.

Standard
Cobra Oarlock

#1401.1 /  $73.90/pr.

Deluxe
Cobra Oarlock

#1401.5 /  $79.90/pr.

Split Rings
#1409 /  $0.35/ea.

Lynch Pin
#1422 LP /  $0.95/ea.

Stainless Springs 
with Washers

#1409.1 /  $4.95/pr.

a. Oar Rights
Oar Rights tighten securely over the 
Molded Oar Sleeve and keep the 
oar blade square to the water. If you 
prefer not to “feather” your blades 
during the recovery, the Oar Rights 
allow you to simply drop the blade in 
and begin your stroke without worry-
ing about the blades twisting forward 
or back. The 2-1/4" inner diameter 
requires a Molded Oar Sleeve to fit 
Cataract and Carlisle shafts.

#1404 /  $35.95/pr.

b. Molded Oar Sleeve
Protect your oar shafts from 
scratches and gouges caused by 
metal oarlocks. Fits Carlisle and 
Cataract shafts. If you’re going to use 
Oar Rights, you’ll need these sleeves 
to get the correct fit.

#1405 /  $14.50/ea.

a.

b.

NRS Oar Tether
This 3’ leash attaches to your oar on 
one end and your frame on the other 
end, keeping your oars within reach if 
they come loose. The quick-release 
buckle lets you remove your oar 
when needed.
#1424 /  $24.95/pr.

NRS Spare Oar Keeper
Chances are, when you need 
your spare oar, you’ll need it 
quick. The two parts of our 
Spare Oar Keeper attach to 
your frame’s side rail. The spare 
oar grip slides through the steel O-
ring on one end, and clips into the 
quick-release buckle on the other. 
When you need the oar, just 
un-clip the buckle and pull 
the oar free.
#1425 /  $14.95

NRS Oarlocks
Our Standard Oarlocks are made from melted-down 
ship screws, a bronze alloy that’s rugged enough for 

most users. For heavy whitewater rowing and the 
boater who wants the absolute strongest oarlock, the 
NRS Superston Oarlocks can’t be beat. Both styles 
are precision-turned to a 5/8” shaft diameter, with a 

hole drilled in the end to attach the included split ring. 
Horn opening is 1-5/8” wide with a 2-3/8” inner diam-
eter. The Stainless Springs fit over the shaft after the 
oarlock is in place, and keep the oarlock from rattling 
up and down in the oar mount. Lynch Pin Keepers are 

a simple alternative to split rings, quicker to set and 
remove, especially with cold fingers.

Standard Oarlock
#1407 /  $49.95/pr.

Superston Oarlock
#1408 /  $65.00/pr.
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K-Pumps
Built to last and designed for easy use and storage. The K-100 and K-200 are per-
fect for fully inflating a small craft or topping off the chambers of a raft or cataraft. 
The K-400 does it all! This unique two-stage pump has a high-volume mode (1.3 
gallons of air per stroke). Then lock in the high-pressure stage and top the boat 

off drum tight. No hoses to kink or pop out. Pumps include valve adapters, rugged 
storage bag, and two “bungee balls” for securing the pump to your boat. These in-
novative pumps work with most inflatable boat valves and come with an unlimited 

2-year warranty. For use with military valves, please call for options.

Color: white/blue

NRS 5” Barrel Pump
Commercial outfitters swear that 
NRS Barrel Pumps are built to last, 
get wet, and get used. A wide base 
provides sure footing while inflat-
ing a raft from any angle. The 6.5’ 
flexible hose tucks into the webbing 
carry handle for easy stowage. This 
5” diameter, single action 
pump stands 2.5’ high. 
5-year warranty.
Color: gray
5” Dia. x 30” H
#1709 / $189.95

K-100
3” Dia. x 22” H
#1714 / $72.95

K-200
3” Dia. x 32” H
#1715 / $98.95

K-400
4” Dia. x 31” H

#1713 / $174.95

Bravo Wonder Pump 6
These are excellent top-off pumps! 

The Bravo 6 inflates and deflates on 
the up and down strokes. Compact 
design allows you to reach the 
hard-to-find valves on any raft or 
IK. 5’ non-kink hose and 7 adaptors 

included with each pump. 1-year 
warranty. 

Color: gray
4” Dia. x 18.5” H

#1701 / $29.95

Zach, NRS Customer Service, 
inflating his GigBob to take it out 
for a test run. 
© Niki Payton/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:
NRS GigBob, K-Pump 100



LVM Pump
The compact, handheld design 
of this pump allows you to move 

around the raft to reach the 
interior valves easily. 12-volt 
motor is fast and powerful, 
achieving 2 PSI in 5 minutes. 

The temperature-sensitive relief 
valve protects against overheat-
ing. Four adaptors and a 10’ 

power cord with car battery clamps 
included. 1-year warranty.
Color: blue/black
#1707 / $124.95

NRS Blast Pump
Tired of pumping up your boat by 
hand? Have a Blast! This great pump 
inflates up to 2 PSI and it’s a heavy-
duty unit that will give you years 
of service. The rubber coated 
housing gives you a secure 
grip. It adapts to multiple 
valve types and the 12-foot 
power cord gives you the 
reach you need. 2-year 
warranty.
Color: gray/blue
#1726 / $99.95

K-Pump Kwik Check 
Pressure Gauge
Inflating your boat to the correct pressure extends 
its life and increases performance. Don’t guess, in-
flate your tubes with accuracy. Large, high contrast 
display reads from 0 - 15 PSI. This lightweight, 
durable gauge works on many valves, so you 
only need to carry one gauge.
Color: black
#1719 / $34.95

NRS Flip Lines
Flip Lines provide the 
extra leverage you need to 

right an overturned boat. 14’ 
of 3/8” polypropylene safety 
line is stored in a rugged 
Cordura® bag and secured 

by a drawstring closure. 
Loops on bag attach around frame 

or D-ring. Sold in pairs.
Color: orange
#1815 / $34.95

NRS Bowline Bag
Rescue bags are for rescue. With a Bowline Bag at 

each end of your boat, you’ll always have a handy line 
to tie your boat to shore. The sturdy Cordura® bag 

has a mesh bottom for drainage and a drawstring clo-
sure to keep your rope secure and easily accessible. 

Rope is 3/8” polypropylene.

75’ Bowline
Color: blue

#1820 75 / $39.95

100’ Bowline
Color: blue

#1820 100 / $44.95

25’ Bowline
Color: red

#1820 25 / $29.95

50’ Bowline
Color: red

#1820 50 / $34.95

Bag Only Color: blue, red #1820 BAG / $19.95

NRS Drag Bag
Rugged heavy-duty mesh, 
reinforced seams, comfort-
able foam handles, bar-
rel lock closure, heavy 
webbing attaching 
1” D-ring. Cool your 
beverages, lug loose 
items up to camp, 
hang food above the 
critters – a truly multi-
purpose tool!
Color: yellow, black
Size: 12”D x 22”H
#3082 / $24.95

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com to order. 111
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Tough, light, rigid… fun! The Revolution is here. Highly abrasion and puncture resistant polyurethane-coated nylon material keeps the 
weight down while providing a stiff, wave busting ride. Patterned similarly to the NRS Otter and Expedition rafts, these time-tested 
shapes excel whether you’re paddling or rowing whitewater, fishing for the Big One, or enjoying multiday adventures with friends and 
family. Come and join the Revolution… you’ll be glad you did.

Model Length Width

            

Tube

             
Interior         
Width

Max            
Frame            
Length Kick Item # Price

Revolution 120 12' 5' 6" 17" 31" 65" 26" #11052 $2,595*
Revolution 130 13' 6' 2" 18" 37" 72" 28" #11053 $2,895*
Revolution 140 14' 7' 20" 45" 82" 29" #11054 $3,195*
Revolution 150 15' 7' 20" 45" 94" 29" #11055 $3,495*

Light in weight, heavy-duty in performance.
Polyurethane-coated, high-tenacity nylon 
tubes and floor — 30 oz., 1680 denier

RF welded seams

Leafield valves

3-Year Limited Warranty

Color: blue, orange

Revolution 140

NRS Revolution Series Rafts

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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Designed to get your blood pumping, the Ospreys are maneuverable, agile and quick. Their high rocker makes for a fun ride in white-
water and the shorter waterline lets you spin quickly to catch that eddy above your favorite fishing hole. The polyurethane-coated nylon 
material is light in weight, great at holding air and major abrasion and puncture resistant. Day tripping, spending days on the water, fish-
ing, looking for surf waves, screaming your head off at the bottom of a rapid… it’s all there in an Osprey.

Model Length Width

            

Tube

             
Interior         
Width

Max            
Frame            
Length Kick Item # Price

Osprey 12 12' 5' 8" 17.5" 33" 65" 31" #11061 $2,695*
Osprey 13.6 13' 6” 5' 10" 18" 35" 80" 31" #11081 $2,995*
Osprey 15 15' 7' 20" 45" 82" 31" #11071 $3,395*

Osprey: Another great way to spell FUN!
Polyurethane-coated, high-tenacity nylon 
tubes and floor — 30 oz., 1680 denier

RF welded seams

Leafield valves

3-Year Limited Warranty

Color: blue, orange

Osprey 12

NRS Osprey Series Rafts

Ashley, NRS Marketing & Nara 

followed by Greg & Lisa approach 

Snow Hole Rapid on the Lower 

Salmon River, ID. 

© Josh Niles

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Revolution 140, NRS Bighorn I 

Frame, NRS HydroSilk Shirts

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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Dan, NRS Wholesale, leads an 

all NRS crew down the Lochsa 

River, Idaho. 

©David Blue/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS E-150, NRS Stern Frame

Built with the private boater in mind, these boats excel, whether you’re smashing through a big rapid or slipping quietly along in search of a 
big fish. Available in a wide range of shapes and sizes so there’s an Otter just right for you. You get outstanding value with no compromise in 
performance — backed by the NRS Rock Solid Guarantee.

Model Length Width

            

Tube

             
Interior         
Width

Max            
Frame            
Length Kick

Item #
Otter Price

Otter 120 12' 5' 6" 17" 31" 65" 26" #1126 $2,855*
Otter 130 13' 6' 2" 18" 37" 72" 28" #1136 $3,170*
Otter 142 14' 6' 6" 20" 37" 82" 30.5" #1141 $3,515*
Otter 140 14' 7' 20" 45" 82" 29" #1142 $3,660*
Otter 150 15' 7' 20" 45" 94" 29" #1143 $3,950*

The private boater’s dream raft.
Pennel Orca® tubes/floor 41-oz., 1100-denier

HD40 Hypalon gum chafer

Leafield valves

5-Year Warranty on workmanship and materials

Color: blue

Otter 140

NRS Otter Series Rafts

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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Our entire line of NRS, AIRE and 
Tributary rafts can be found at:

nrsweb.com/rafts

Model Length Width

            

Tube

             
Interior         
Width

Max            
Frame            
Length Kick

Item #
E-Series Price

E-120 12' 5' 6" 17" 31" 64" 26" #1071 $3,925*
E-130 13' 6' 2" 18" 37" 72" 28" #1072 $4,250*
E-136 13' 6" 6' 5" 19.5" 38" 73" 30" #1076 $4,445*
E-132D 13' 2" 6' 6" 19.25" 35" 73" 24" #1081 $4,495*
E-142 14' 6' 6" 20" 37" 82" 30.5" #1084 $4,695*
E-140 14' 7' 20" 45" 82" 29" #1085 $4,850*
E-150 15' 7' 20" 45" 94" 29" #1088 $5,120*
E-161 16' 7' 2" 20" 45" 96" 30.5" #1089 $5,445*
E-160 16' 7' 7" 22" 47" 88" 32" #1095 $5,585*

NRS Expedition Series Rafts
We build NRS E-Series rafts tough enough to meet the demands of the commercial outfitter. We expect them to be dragged, dropped,
scraped, kicked and exposed to the most severe conditions for 365 days a year. We build them with the most rugged material and beef
up high wear areas with our exclusive HD-40 wear chafer. We pile on D-rings and carry handles and give you models in multiple 
shapes, 12’ to 18’ in length. We call them “Expedition” rafts for a reason — they’re expedition-grade. Made to last a lifetime.

When only the best will do.
Pennel Orca® tubes/floor 48-oz., 1670-denier

HD40 Hypalon gum chafer

Leafield valves

10-Year Warranty on workmanship 
and materials

Color: red, blue

E-132D

E-150

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.



The AIREcell system is the perfect solution for building safe, affordable and 
durable PVC inflatables while making repairs easy. All seams and attachments 
are welded or sewn. AIRE gives you a 10-year warranty and a no-fault repair 
policy. Just send your boat back to AIRE and they will fix it – FREE!

Dependability, performance and agility.
PVC tubes 35-oz., 1670-denier 

PVC floor 43-oz., 1670-denier 

Urethane bladder 14 mil

Leafield valves

10-Year No-Fault Warranty                         

Color: blue, purple, red, yellow or green

Super Duper Puma

Super Puma

AIRE Rafts

Model Length Width Tube
Air

Chambers
Max. Frame 

Length Kick Handles D-Rings Weight Item No. Price

Puma 11’6” 5’6” 18” 5 60” 12” 0 10 89 lbs. #1162 $2,895*
Super Puma 13’1” 5’8” 18.5” 6 66” 14” 0 10 100 lbs. #1158 $3,120*
Super Duper Puma 14’ 5’11” 19” 6 78” 14” 4 14 115 lbs. #1159 $3,670*

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 116

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.

3rd thwart 
sold separately



Model Length Width Tube
Air

Chambers
Max. 

Frame Kick Handles D-Rings Weight Item No. Price

TRIBUTARY
    12.0 SB 12’ 6’1" 18” 7 64” 9.75” 4 10 105 lbs. #11681 $2,550*
    13.0 SB 13’3” 6’8” 19” 8 64.5” 13.5” 4 10 115 lbs. #1170 $2,750*
    14.0 SB 14’3” 6’10” 20” 8 69.5” 9.5” 4 10 123 lbs. #1169 $2,950*

Value with high quality materials.
PVC tubes/floor 31-oz., 1670-denier

Urethane bladder 14 mil

Leafield valves

5-Year Limited Warranty

Color: blue

14.0 SB

Tributary, a division of AIRE, gives you top quality, affordable choices of rafts, 
catarafts and inflatable kayaks. Rugged PVC outer shells encase inner AIRE-

cell bladders for dependable air-holding and ease of repair.

Tributary Rafts

117800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

Ethan, Jenna, Garrett, 

Andrew and Chris paddling 

hard on the Lochsa River, ID. 

© Mark Lisk

Photo courtesy of AIRE

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.



NRS cats give you extraordinary performance, agility and stability. With their 
precisely sized continuous-curve tubes, you get excellent full-load capacity, ride 
and maneuverability with any model you choose. Heavy-duty construction, safety 
engineering and the NRS 10-year warranty make these cats unbeatable. No one 
takes as much pride in building cats as we do.

Agile craft, even with larger loads.
Pennel Orca® tubes 41-oz., 1100-denier 

Pennel Orca® bottom 48-oz., 1670-denier 

Neoprene frame wear patch 35-oz., 1100-denier 

16 stainless 2” D-rings

4-6 EasyCarry™ handles

Leafield valves

6 air chambers; 3-chamber tubes

10-Year Warranty on workmanship and materials 

Color: blue, red

Model Length Tube
Max 

Frame Handles Item # Price

NRS
    14’ River Cat 14’ 25” 132” 4 #1115 $2,105*
    16’ River Cat 16’ 25” 156” 6 #1116 $2,425*
    16’ Kodiak Cat 16’ 27” 120” 6 #1117 $2,840*
    18’ Kodiak Cat 18’ 27” 144” 6 #1119 $3,190*

14’ River Cat

18’ Kodiak Cat

NRS Catarafts

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 118

Brian and Andrew tackle Lochsa 

Falls on the Lochsa River, ID 

©Jenni Chaffin/NRS

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.



Our entire line of NRS, AIRE and 
Tributary cats can be found at:

nrsweb.com/catarafts

The cataraft is your ideal whitewater craft. And AIRE offers you 
more cataraft models than any other manufacturer. Whether 

you’re looking for optimum speed and performance or maximum 
cargo capacity, AIRE has a cataraft that will do the trick.

Pure performance, in a model just right for you.
PVC tubes 35-oz., 1670-denier 

Urethane bladder 14 mil

Leafield valves

10-Year No-Fault Warranty                         

Color: blue, purple, red, yellow or green

Model Length Tube
Max. 

Frame Handles Item # Price

AIRE
    Wildcat 13’ 20” 84” 4 #1172 $1,899*
    Ocelot 14’ 22” 98.5” 4 #1175 $2,099*
    Jaguarundi 16’ 24” 120” 4 #1178 $2,299*

AIRE LION 
    Lion 14 14’ 25.5” 120” 4 #1176 $2,299*
    Lion 16 16’ 27.5” 144” 4 #1177 $2,499*
TRIBUTARY
    1422 14’ 22” 96” 4 #11661 $1,499*
    1624 16’ 24” 120” 4 #11662 $1,899*

Built for affordable boating pleasure.
PVC tubes 31-oz., 1670-denier  

Urethane bladder 14 mil

Leafield valves

5-Year Limited Warranty                         

Color: blue

Tributary 1422

AIRE Wildcat

AIRE Catarafts

Tributary Catarafts

119800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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Ultra-light, super price.
Polyurethane tubes/floor 25-oz., 840-denier
Adjustable thwart seat                      
Leafield valves
3-Year Warranty on workmanship and materials 
Self-bailing floor
Color: orange, blue ocean

Model Length Width Tube
Air

Chambers Kick Handles D-Rings Weight Item No. Price

NRS Bandit I 9’7” 34” 11” 3 18” 0 3 21 lbs. #1625 $895*
NRS Bandit II 12’5” 34” 11” 3 18” 0 3 28 lbs. #1626 $949*
AIRE Lynx I 10’2” 37” 11” 3 15” 2 0 32 lbs. #1601 $1,250*
AIRE Lynx II 12’6” 39” 11.5” 3 15” 2 0 43 lbs. #1603 $1,350*
AIRE Super Lynx 14’ 37” 11” 3 14” 2 0 46 lbs. #1604 $1,450*
Tributary Tomcat I 10’3” 36” 11.5” 3 15” 2 0 40 lbs. #1609 $599*
Tributary Tomcat II 12’9” 38.5” 12” 3 15” 2 0 54 lbs. #1610 $725*

NRS Bandit
This is the cutting edge inflatable kayak you’ve been 
looking for. High tech, ultra-light urethane-coated  
material. Perfect for the whole family, kids will have 
no trouble carrying them to the water. An adult can 
pack them into the back-country in the new NRS IK 
bag. Lighten your load and compromise… nothing!

Bandit I

Bandit II

Rugged, dependable performance.
PVC tubes 24-oz., 1100-denier
PVC floor 27-oz., 1100-denier                      
Heavy-duty urethane bladder
2 nylon webbing handles
Leafield valves
10-year no fault warranty
Color: blue, purple, red, yellow, green

AIRE Inflatable Kayaks
The Lynx boats are the cornerstone of AIRE’s kayak fleet. Their stability 
and performance combine to make this series of boats an excellent choice 
for all paddlers.

Quality, affordable fun
PVC tubes 31-oz., 900-denier
PVC floor 31-oz., 1200-denier                      
Heavy-duty vinyl bladder
2 nylon webbing handles
Summit valves
1-year Lmited Warranty
Color: blue, red

Tributary Inflatable Kayaks
Whether you’re in search of whitewater adventure or 
quality time with your family, the TomCat kayaks will give 
you reliable, durable and affordable performance.

Lynx I Lynx II Super Lynx Tomcat I Tomcat II

Inflatable Kayaks

*These items are subject to additional shipping charges.  Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.
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Adhesives

This symbol indicates flammable items which may incur an additional shipping 
charge. Please call 800-635-5202 or visit nrsweb.com/shipping for details.

NRS Hypalon Repair Kit
One of the first items you should pack on any river 

trip. This compact waterproof box contains the 
“essentials” in emergency boat repair. 

Color: blue, gray, red, green, yellow

Clifton Hypalon® 
Adhesive
Our choice for unsurpass-
able adhesion. 
4 oz. .........#1904 / $24.95
Pint  ......#1904 P / $39.95
Quart ... #1904 Q / $49.95
Gallon  .#1904 G / $84.95

Accelerator
Mix with Clifton Hypalon 
Adhesive for a better bond 
and a faster cure time.
Accelerator ratio: 0.8 oz. to 
1 gal. glue.

Pint  ...... #1904.1 / $64.95
1 oz. ......#1904.2 / $16.95

Shore® Adhesive
By Clifton
Economical one-part glue 
for Hypalon and neoprene.
Pint .......#1906 P / $19.95
Quart  .. #1906 Q / $29.95

Clifton Urethane 
Adhesive
Excellent one-part adhe-
sive for urethane and PVC. 
4-oz. size comes with 
brush applicator.
4-oz. ........ #1901 / $21.95
Pint .......#1901 P / $39.95

Stabond
PVC/urethane/Hypalon® 
adhesive with accelerator.
8 oz. ......... #1903 / $21.95
Pint. ......#1903 P / $26.95
Quart. .. #1903 Q / $40.95

Vynabond 
Adhesive for PVC boat re-
pair or attaching D-rings to 
dry bags and ABS canoes. 
1 oz. ........ #1915 T / $9.95
12 oz. ....#1915 C / $19.95

NRS Raft/IK
Repair Kit

#1984 / $50.00

NRS Cataraft
Repair Kit

#1985 / $50.00

Tear-Aid 
Type A Type B
Kit #1980     / $9.95 #1981     / $9.95
Roll #1980 R / $24.95 #1981 R / $24.95

Leafield Valves
Proven rugged and 

durable, these two-piece 
valves are preferred 
by quality inflatable 

manufacturers around 
the world.

C7 Valve
#1482 / $19.95

A6 Pressure Relief 
Valve

#1484 / $19.95

NRS Hypalon® 
D-ring patches

Two layers of nylon 
webbing secure the 

stainless-steel D-ring to 
an 840-denier neoprene 
base. Neoprene covers 
the nylon, protecting it 

from UV light and abra-
sion. Colored Pennel 

Orca® material is glued 
on top to complete the 

patch.
Colors: black, blue, gray, 
red, yellow, dark green

2” D-Ring Patch 
#1462 / $12.95

1” D-Ring Patch
#1463 / $8.95

Easy as peel and stick — no messy glue.
Tear-Aid is an instant, permanent peel-and-stick repair solution 
for damage that occurs on the water. Simply clean the area and 
press the patch on. Type A bonds to Hypalon, neoprene, fiber-

glass and most plastics. Use Type B for vinyl and PVC. The patch 
kits include one 3”x12” patch, one 7/8” square patch, one 1-3/8” 
square patch, two alcohol prep wipes and reinforced filament for 
beefing-up edge tears. We also stock 3” by 5’ rolls of Tear-Aid.

Inflatable Boat 
Cleaner

High-quality cleaner 
formulated specifically 
for PVC and Hypalon 
inflatables. Removes 

dirt, oil, stains and frame 
marks.

Quart 
1918 Q / $14.95

Gallon 
#1918 G /  $34.95

303 Aerospace 
Protectant

303 guards your boat 
and boating equipment 

from the sun’s damaging 
UV rays.

8 oz. #1909 8 / $9.25
16 oz. #1909 16 / $16.45
32 oz. #1909 32 / $25.95
1 gal. #1909 G /  $67.95

Inflatable Boat Repair



NRS Aquablaster
The coolest toy on the 
river; draw water into the 
chamber, aim and blast!

Size: M (18”)
#2792 M / $12.95

Size: L (24”)
#2792 L / $14.95

Size: XL (34”)
#2792 XL / $15.95

800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 122

NRS Wild River Tube
The perfect tube for floating calm waters. 
Tough 30-gauge PVC inner tube, divided 

into two chambers for safety, is covered with 
comfortable, rugged 840-denier nylon.  Mesh 
floor model provides support in the center of 

the tube.

Wild River Tube
Color: blue

#1621 / $99.95

Wild River Tube with Mesh Floor
Color: blue, red
#1620 / $109.95

Keegan playing around on a Wild 

River Tube. Wallowa Lake, OR. 

©Mike Hood/NRS

FEATURED PRODUCT:

NRS Crew PFD, NRS HydroSilk 

Shirt, NRS Wild River Tube

Kids need their own gear.



800-635-5202 or nrsweb.com for easy ordering. 123

Give them the protection 
they deserve.

Young bodies lose heat quickly. NRS Kidskin traps 
that heat and helps keep your young ones warm, 
comfortable and safe. The 0.5-mm Terraprene™ 

neoprene gives superior insulation and the titanium 
laminate adhesive reflects heat back to the body. 
Stretchy nylon moves with their active bodies and 

the flatlock stitching makes a strong seam even they 
can’t break. Pants have a high-cut waistline and draw 

cord with a barrel lock for security. 

Excellent protection at a value-
oriented price.

Durable urethane-coated nylon is generously cut to 
allow layering for extra warmth. Factory-taped seams 

and soft, adjustable neoprene neck and wrist clo-
sures help keep water out. Shock-cord waist fastens 

with a barrel-lock.
Material: Urethane-coated, 210-denier nylon oxford

Youth Vista
Type III PFD by NRS

A  full-featured PFD at a fantastic price. A tough, 
420-denier nylon outer shell will handle all the 

abuses of boating. Two roomy front pockets with 
hook-and-loop closures will hold those items they 

want close at hand.
Design Flotation: 11.5 lbs.

Color: red, blue, yellow, periwinke
Size: Youth 50 - 90 lbs.

#21471Y / $49.95 

Kid-sized palm 
protection.

These lightweight gloves 
are ideal for summer 

boating when you need 
sun and blister protection 
plus grip and control. Du-

rable, synthetic leather 
palms ensure that these 
gloves will withstand the 

all the abuse kids can 
throw at them. 

Youth Boater’s 
Gloves

Color: blue/black
Size: S-XL

24303 / $16.95

Warm feet equals 
happy kid.

2-mm neoprene Wetsocks 
are perfect for wearing with 
sandals, booties or shoes. 
Three-piece construction 
provides a seamless feel 
that hugs the contours of 

the foot. 
Youth 2-mm Wetsock 

Color: black
Size: S, L

2345 / $16.95

KidSkin 
Long-Sleeve Shirt

Color: navy/gray
Size: S-L

#2617 / $44.95 

KidSkin 
Pants

Color: black
Size: S-L

#2232 / $39.95 

Youth Rio Top
Color: blue, yellow

Size: XS-L
#2590.1 / $34.95 

Youth Rio Pants
Color: yellow, blue

Size: M, L
#2591.1 / $34.95 
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16400 GigBob 8’ 4’ 17” 60 lbs.  $1,595.00

• It’s frameless! 
The drop-stitch 
construction lets you put 
4 - 6 pounds per square 
inch of air pressure inside 
the multiple air chambers, for 
a stiff, ‘rock-solid’ rigidity. 

• The pontoons are wide and flat, for 
excellent stability. You can stand on 
the deck without fear of tipping. And the 
flat bottoms give you a very shallow waterline. 
You slip right over rocks that snag a rounded 
pontoon.

•  Agile, fast, maneuverable…all words that quickly 
come to mind as soon as you sit down and push 
off from shore. 

• The GigBob includes an adjustable padded 
seat, Carlisle 2-piece oars with sleeves and oar 
rights, oar plates, oar mounts, oarlocks and split 
rings, oar rests, two Easy Access Tackle Bags, 
stripping apron and a carrying backpack to haul 
it all in.
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